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URBAN AMENITIES AND PUBLIC POLICY 

Ti mott-. y J. B.~r-t i k and V. l<er-r- v S mi t.t. * 

m I. INTRODUCTION 
~ 

I 	 Our- textbooks rou tinely describe consumption in t e rms that 

~ t 0 the uninitiated must resemble a glorified conversion proces s 

r money into satisfaction. Commodities are the intermediari e s 

in tt-1i s process. While this paradigm has been greatl y ref i ned in 

the nearl y two centuries since Bentham , the most importan t r-ec ent 

contribution to the consu mption anal ysis has begun with a 

r t-c c1gni ti o n of the ster i 1 it y of tt-1i s "conversion pr-oce-ss " view. 

Th~ consumption of food in an attr-active setting is a ~lff~C~Qt 

e xper-ienc e than ''qulping down" an equivalent repast behind one " & 

de sk <or television> . Not all communities are ali ke. Ho irJ o ft e n 

ha"le "'e heard a communi t ·y described as a rd ce pl ace t o r-ai !:>e 

c hildren ; or this cit y~ town , or nei ghborhood has charm~ 

charac t e r . o r whatev e r? Wh y ? What ar-e househol d s consumi n g wh e n 

l-
the y cho ose an attr-active setting in which to live or work ? Th Py 

a r e consuming amenities. While this term gener ally connot e s 

location-tied goods , services , or characteristics that yield 

L 	 pleasur-e~ we shall use it to designate location char a cter ist i cs 

with either positive or negative contributions.

I Amenities can be classified using many dimensions, s uch a s 

geographic s c ale, degree of permanence~ and the e x tent to which 

t hey d r e p hvsica ll y t a ngible. For e>:ample~ one can describe thE? 

ame ni t i es of thF United States in compari s on to the Soviet Union 
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or. more narrowly, the Northeastern portion o f the U. S~ i n 

comp a r ison to th e Southwest. Further disaggregati o n to an 

ind iv idual c i ty, neighborhood, or even a single bloc k will be 

usef u l for man y purposes. Amenities also differ greatly i n how 

rapidly they change. For example, the crime rate of a 

neighb~rhood may sometimes drasticall y increase or decrease 

within a few years. In contrast~ the climate amenities of Hawaii I 
are l i kel y to remain the saffie for the foreseeable f u ture. 


Finally, some amenities are closely related to physically 


measur~ble phenomena, while others are quite subje~t i ve a nd 


difficult to define. For example, the air quality of a location 


can be phy si c ally measured, and will have some range of defini t e \ 


physical effects on those who live and work in that location. 


The:· "ct-.arm" of a historic neighborhood, on the other hand, j s 


likely to be more difficult to objectively measure. 


There is no doubt that the concept of ame nities should be 

cen tral to any realistic description of consumption. Non et.he

less . our abilit y to empiricall y quantify their importance 

.I 
remains limited. Over a decade ago, Nordhaus and Tobin (1973J, 

in t heir essay on the status of economic growth, boldly stated 

th ~t the negative urban amenities were about five percent of GNP. 

Sv c ontrast, some three years later in a review article on 

env ironmental economics, Fisher and Petersen [1976J described 

such efforts as pioneering but to be taken with a grain of salt. 

Both before and after the Nordhaus-Tobin study, numerous -
micro-economic studies have attempted to show the importan c e of 

ameni ties . Models based on property values and wages hav e 
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enjo~ed sufficient success to have spawned substantial 

theoretical literature on the appropriate methods f o r mPa suring 

and interpreting the effects of amenities on m~rket price. 

Before turning to our description of this work~ we provid~ 

some indirect evidence of the importance of urban amenities and 

discuss the potential role for public policy in their provi. si c•n . 

Table 1 summarizes per capita expenditures on activities that a re~I 
often associated with urban amenities -- education, police, and 

air and water pollution abatement programs, as well as measures 

of.the violent crime rate and air quality for 20 of the largest 

cities in the United States. In addition, based on the 600~~1 

~9~§iD9 ~YCY~~' we report a summary of the households" expres

sions of satisfaction with their perceived amenities and the 

potential role of these amenities in their decisions to move. 

While indirect, fragmentary, and Cin the case of the last set of 

v a ri ables ) subjective, these data do offer clear evidence that 

ar1ieni ti es are important components of both local government s' 

decisions and of the factors affecting household attitudes towar d 

their housinq conditions and quality of life.-... 
l 

ditures for education ranged from twenty five percent to sli ghtly 

larger than the per capita annual spending for national defens~ 

across these cities, while that for pollution abatement (ajr a nct 

L water at the city level> ranged from . two to thirty six percent . 

' As these data indicate, the public sector is in~olved in

I providing services that are clearly related to urban amenities . 

• Police e xpenditures are an e x ample. It must be recogni~ed in 

these cases that what is controlled by the public sector ma y onlv 

bear an indirect relation to the amenity valued by households. 

http:provi.si


For e x ampie, safety of person and property would li kely bear a 

closer correspondence to the amenities desired than police 

patrols or hours spent manning radar traps . 

There are also examples where the amenity arises from 

pri vate actions and the public sector seeks to regulate or 

influence these activities so as to affect what is available. 

Air and water- quality cannot be "produced" by the public sector . I 
Nonetheless, by limiting the emissions of pollutants into the 

atmosphere and water courses, the public sector influences thei r 

supply. In other cases, the mechanism is less clearcut. 

amenity may be the result of a long process - a charming 

neighborhood. or quaint college town are not necessarily created ~ 

through the conscious actions of either private economic agent s 

or th~ public sector. Often they are accidents of history . f -

Nonetheless, local policies such as zoning, housing codes, and 

community development programs can influence the prospects for 

these amenities to arise and may maintain or destroy those whi c h 

.;:.1 read y e>: i st. 

It must be acknowledged that economic research on the 

relationships between policy and amenity supply, and between 

amenity suppl y and household satisfaction, can not yet provide 

precise estimates for policymakers. Nonetheless, as we sh~ll I 
.J 

discuss in detail, our theory and empirical results have 

confirmed the importance of urban amenities to households. I 
Moreover, in some cases, the models have begun to play a role in 

the evaluation of policy alternatives. This is especiall y true 

fer air and water pollution policies . Estimates of the implic it 
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valuation of reductions in the amb1er1t concentr a ti ons of 

pollutants have increasingly been a part of the benefit-c ost 

analyses conducted for en vironmerit~l regulations. While some may 

regard the use of the models amenity valuation in policy 

analyses as premature, these models may prov ide better informa

tion to policymakers than the available alternatives. 

Our review considers first the economic modeling of 

household " s 	 decisions concerning amenities and the implications 

r of this description for the use of observed behavior to e v aluate 

their importance. We believe the hedonic property value and wage 

models prov ide the appropriate frameworks for analyzing amenities. 

The hedonic model emphasizes that households can choose amenities 

by choosing a location~ and that these choices lead to equilib

rium relationships between the market price of some commodities 

(such as housing> and amenities. There are two related questions 

about these hedonic models that we will discuss. The first is 

the appropriate interpretation of estimated equilibrium rela tion-

f 	 sliip between housing prices <or wages> and amenities. The second 

ls the use of these models to estimate a household's valuation nf 

~hanges in ameriities. 

Sec tion III describes what we know based o n intra and inter 

1Jrban analyses of the effects of amenities on housing values and 

L 
L wages. Rather than offer an exhaustive catalog of results we 

h~ve attempted to summari~e the points of consistency in 

available empir ic al studies and the areas where further research 

is needed. The last section discusses the research agenda 

implied b y the work to date. 
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II. MODELING HOUSEHOLD SELECTIONS OF AMENITIES 

The theor etical roots of the hedonic framework, whi ch 

provides the basis for ~ structural analysis of implicit markets 

f or amenities or other qualitati ve features of commodities. can 

be found in the equalizing differences explanation for differing 

wages by occupation originally posed by Adam Smith . Early 

contributions to hedonic theory were made by Court [1941J , 

' Houthakker [1952J, Griliches (1961J, Roy [1950J, and Tinbergen 

[1956J. However, Rosen's (1974J pathbreaking essay was the first 

to provide a unified treatment of the modeling of implicit 

markets. Rosen's analysis provided a careful description of the 

role of individuals' utility and firms• profit functions in 

determining the equi librium rates of exchange for heterogeneous 

goods. With it, there was a description of the relationship 

between the hedonic price function and the behavioral 

relationships that underlie it. 

In simple terms, a hedonic price function describes the 

relationship between the equilibrium price of a commodit y and its 

characteristics. It is based on the presumption that there 

e x ists a single market for a heterogeneous good , such as housing. 

Consequently, the equilibrium prices must assure that a matching 

of diverse demanders and suppliel:'"s with differentiated "ty pes" c1f 
.... 

the commodity has been accomplished so that there a re no 

incentives for any of the participating agents to change. 

When it is reasonable to assume that individual economic 

a gents Cboth households and firms> cannot influence the prices i 
they face~ then the hedonic price function is a double envelopP 
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- - th e highest bid s of the households for goods with varying 

bundles of characteristics and the lowest offering prices of 
1 

firms Cor suppliers> making them available. Equil :ibr ium 

requires that each type of agent is paying (or receiving ) h i s 

respective marginal willingness to pay <or marginal reservation 

l. 	 price> for the last unit of each attribute of the commodity 

desi rei:I.1 
: 

I 
j Rosen unified the diverse contributions to this area b y 

highlighting the essential dimensions of the process leading t o ari 
set of prices and a market equilibrium for a heterogeneous comma 

ditv. At the same time, however, this s implification provided 

the potential for misinterpretation of the model and its rele

vance to individual applications. Thus, we will consider in 

r 	 detail the structure of the model when it is applied specifically 

to the problem 	of a household's housing and locational choices. 

An intra-city framework will be discussed first bec ause the 

analvsis can be 	confined to a single market , housing, under the 
I 

L 	 assumption that employ ment decisions remain unchanged. Folloi-Jing 

t~1is discussion we will treat the case where both the housing and' ~ . 

I... 

l~bor markets can reflect the influence of amenities on 


households' 	decisions. 

A. Household 	Choice in An IntrA-City FrAmework 

L Households as demanders and firms <or landlord s > as 

suppliers of housing with varying bundles of characteristics ar e

I assumed to be price takers. Moreover, in the intra-city 

f~amework, the household's employment decisions are treated as 

exogenous to their selection of a type of housing ~ including with 
2 

it a set of 	site-spec ific amenities. Thus we can describe the 
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household a s selecting a housing type to maximize utility subject 

to the available budget and existing set of prices for the 

hC.ill5i nq types. These prices are generally assumed to be 

described using a function (i.e., the hedonic price functi on> . 

More formall y , the consumer will select a vector of 

characteristics (including am~nities>, 
a 

to solve the followinQ 

constrained maximization problem. I 
( l.) Max U(!_,s;Q) subject to p(~) + x < y 

~,x 

:. ; 

where ~ is a vector of housing characteristics (including 

amenities> that completely describe a house, p<.> is the hedo~i c 

price function for housing in the city, y is income, x is non-

housing commodity <with a price of unity>, and Q is a vector of 

household characteristics that describe the reasons for 

d i fferences in preferences across individuals. The t-iousi ng 

supplier will choose a ~a and number of units to offer, M. to 

m~x imize profits in the problem 

:. . 

• l 

. 1 

:.. J 

(2) Max M(p(!_)) 

~,M 

- C(~,!_;~) 

... , 

where CC.> is the cost function and§ is a vector of supplier 

attributes that describes the reasons for all differences in 

supplier cost functions. It could include factor prices, 

variables measuring differences in firms• technologies and other 
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factors affecting suppliers • behavior or constraints. 

The behavioral outcomes described by these two 

maximization problems correspond to an individual's demand and a 

firm's supply function. Market equilibrium involves a matching 

of the desired housing types with what is offered. ThP. e>:istence 

of the hedonic price function is what assures that the mat ching 

will arise. That is~ if we assume that there is a diverse 

population of demanders described by a distribution for th~ Q 

l vector of household characteristics and a di verse set of 

suppliers~ then the price function is that transformation of 

characteristics to dollars which assures that the distribution of 

,. bundles demanded (based on the distr i bution of Q across 
( 

households> will correspond to the distribution offered (based on 
,.,__ 

the underlying distribution of~ across firms>. Tinbergen [1956)I 

appears to have been one of the first to offer an analytical 

sol1.1t ic1n f or this matching. In general~ analytic solutions to 

thP probl em for moderate ly complex descriptions of household and 

firm behavior have been intractable. 

Rosen avoided the problem of deriving an explicit 

a~~ l ytical form for the hedonic price function by specifying the 

e xi stence of a continuous function to describe the equilibrium 

p r ice set . This assumption permitted him to focus on the use of 

I 
l. this equilibrium relationship in determin~ng household 's marginal 

willingness to pay and supplier's marginal offer prices for 

specific attributes of the housing bundle. 

In particular, the marginal conditions from househo ld 

and supplier maximization require that for each bundle of charac

teristics, ~ , the marginal price of each attribute will be e qual 
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si mt tl taneoL1sl y to the marginal 1rJi 11 i ngness t o pay (or m.:.rg i n.::'11 

bid> and marginal offer price for the member of eac h of the 

respective groups selecting and offering that bundle. Th is con.,. 
dition is given in equation <3> below . 

~' 

!'i 
(3) au oC oz 

_l • aP 
au azj 

(za) 
M 

"" ~ 
ax 

Each element in Equation (3) is a function. 

Conventional descriptions of this result have used a diagram 

illustrating in two dimensions a cross-section of the n+l 

dimensional equalit y implied by the equilibrium mat ch ing. F i g1.1r· t=

1 reproduces this format using the bid CW> and offer CG> 
4 

functions. 

The diagram shows bid curves and offer curves Ci .e., 

the bid and offer functions hold i ng utility and profit constant, • 

respectively>. In this ill u stration utility increases as an 

i ndi vidua l moves to lower bid curves in the diagram, because 

lower cur ves imply lower prices for the same housi ng bundle . 

Pro fits increase as a supplier moves to higher offer curves, 

because higher offer curves imply higher prices for the same 
...: 

t"iousing bundle. The individual will seek to move to the lowest 
f 

possible bid curve subject to the constraint of the price 

Similarly , a supplier will seek the highest possible 

offer curve subject to the same constraint. The particular-

demander and supplier shown in the diagr am reach a ma ximum a t a 

1 (I 
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pnJnt ; where bid, hedonic price, and offer curves are tangent . 

B. 	 Reversing the Logic1 The Hedonic Price Function , 

Preferences, •nd Costs 

The hedonic price function is a relationship that 

defines the exchange rates required for an equilibrium. A 

solution of the differential equations describing this matching 

implies that the price function will depend on the distributions 

assumed for the types of households and the types of suppliers . 

More specifically, since the price function brings the 

distribution of demands into correspondence with what is offered 

or equivalently the distribution of what is supplied into what is 

desired, the function can be described in terms of the parameter s 

of either of these distributions together with the bundles offered 

or bundles desired. It would seem reasonable to e xpect that 

given knowledge of the h~donic price function and distributions 

of agents• characteristics and bundles, we could directl y 

retrieve the underlying demand or supply parameters. Hov1ever . 

our inability to find explicit solutions for the hedonic price 

function in terms of the parameters describing indi vi duals" 

preferences and suppliers• cost structure prevents this approach. 

These difficulties hav e promoted an alternati ve 

strategy in using the hedonic framework . This involves 

attempting to retrieve the marginal willingness to pay and 

marginal offer functions from the information provided in a 

hedonic price function. While this objective has provided a 

motivation for a substantial amount of economic analysis, it has 

not proved to be as direct (or simple> as Rosen 's original 
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description of t he proc ess seemed to imply. 

To illustrate these difficulties, in Figure 2 we 

provide an alternative description of the equilibrium condition 

in terms of the marginal function s corresponding to the bid~ 

offer~ and hedonic price functions given in Fi gure 1. What we I 
can observe Cby the joint assumptions of market equilibrium and 

ability to specify pCz)) is the equilibrium prices for all r 
possible housing bundles. This implies we can retrieve 

i11fcrmation on points of intersection of the marginal bid, offer~ 

And price functions. Only the marg inal price function is known. 

It is, by definition, the partial derivative of the hedonic price 

function. While our assumptions imply that Equation <3> is \ 
~atisfied at each marginal price, this merely suggests that there 

exists a feasible matching at the given attribute vector. It 

1J0 es not imply that the same economic agents would be involved in 

each exchange implied by that matching. Indeed, the presence of 

d i stributions for Q and § as explanations for the diversity in 

demands and offers implies that we must interpret these marginal 

prices as single points on different demanders" marginal bid Cor -· 
s uppliers" marginal offer> functions. 

We emphasize that this problem is quite d i ffer ent from 

the simultaneity problem that is conventionally discussed in all I 
J 

demand and supply models. We are not implying that there is a 

simultaneity between some individual's marginal bid and another's I 
marginal offer function which must somehow be disentangled. Both 

households and firms are pri~e-takers . However, both face a 

nonlinear price function and an equilibrium condition that 
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requires a matching. A5 a result, marginal prices. the bundle 

attributes, and the characteristics of individual suppliers 

<demanders> are all endogenous to the individual household's 
5 

(firm's> choice. Attempts to retrieve the marginal bid or off e r 

i I functions must reflect this endogeneity. 

'I C. Amenity Supply in the Hedonic Housing Model 

Our description of the hedonic framework thus far has 

implicitly maintained that all characteristics, including 

, amenities, are produced by individual housing suppliers. As we 

l 
; 

noted at the outset, a single specification of the process under

lying the supply of amenities is unlikely to be very useful for 

most applications. The factors determining the supply of ameni

ties vary rather substantially depending on the specific amenit y 

under consideration. The e x amples we identified in the introduc

tion were intended to illustrate the ways in which the public 

~ector might influence this process, but also serve to reinforceI 
l~ 

thi s conclusion. It is somewhat s u rprising, given that concern 

over a public sector role in the supply process for amenities has 

motivated much of the research on valuation of amenities, to find 

i . 
th a t ~x plicit analytical models of amenity supply are largely 

non-ex istent in the literature. Diamond and Tolley [1982J, for 

I 
L example. define urban amenities as location-specific goods that 

are often nonexcludable once access to their location is acquired 

Cand therefore have some features of a public good>, but suggest 

• only that their supply can be influenced by private economic 

agents and the public sector in complex ways. 

In most cases, it is probably reasonable to assume t hat 

the supply of urban amenities is fixed over the time horizon that 

13 



1 

is relevant to the market equilibrium described by the hedoni c 

price function. Clearly, government expenditures on publ ic 

servi ces -- education, law enforcement, fire protection, and the 

like, infl~ence the supply of the amenities that are associated 

with these activities. However, the connection is neither direct 

nor sufficiently fast to. warrant specifying a supply response ' mechanism. In other cases where regulatory decisions or the 

joint decisions of groups of economic agents together influence 

the amenities available, this assumption is even more defensible. 

History will matter· particularly for the latter of these 

influences. To assume otherwise would add significant 

complications to our model of the equilibrium process. That is, 

the decisions of demanders and suppliers of housing about their 

location, housing consumption. and supply levels are made subject 

to some maintained pattern of amenity supplies within the 
6 

metropolitan area. The households that select each 

neighborhood, and their behavior and characteristics, together 

with the housing production choices of neighborhood landlords, 

affect each neighborhood's amenity supply and a pattern of 

ameni~y supply for the metropolitan area Cas the collection of 

the~e neighborhoods> is the result. If we were to maintain that 

amenity supply was endogenous -- in assuming there was an 

"instantaneous'' response in the quantity supplied of one or more 

amenities to the collection of household decisions and that 

households recognized that their decisions together with those of 

others influenced these supply outcomes -- then we must be 

prepared to ch~nge the equilibrium concept u~ed to describe the 

14 



The new description must either sp~city an inf ormation 

set tr.at pr eel udes strategic beh"'vi or· or deal "'i tt-, the potential 

impli cations of strateqic considerations for the equilibrium. 

Given the real world, time-sequenced nature of amenity suppl y . 

these seem, in our judgement, to be refinements in the mode ls 

1 
- m that are not warranted . ,• r• D. Marginal Bid Functions 

\ Under the assumptions of market equilibrium and a 

r correct specification for the hedonic price functi on for housing 

in a given area, estimates of this function permit the derivation 
I 

l-
of a collection of values of the marginal bids for each 

characteristic of a housing unit, including the site-specif ic 
1 ' . 

b amenities. These estimates are not confined to a single margina l 

b id Cor willingness to pay> function. In order to estimate an 

i n d iv idual's valuation of incremental changes in any particular 

amenity's level, we must use the relevant marginal willingne~s 

, ... t c• pay function. A major portion of the literature in this ar ~a~ 
; 

and a considerable amount o f controversy, has surrounded the 

process of retrieving this information. 

There are several important dimensions of this problem 

which remain confused in much of this literature. They can be 

organized as responses to four specific questions . 

L 1. Can some form of the marginal bid function be specified 

so that it is capable of empirical estimation?

l 2. Is there sufficient information in a single mar ket 

hedonic price function to estimate the marginal bid 

functions for housing characteristics and urban 

amenities? 

15 



3. 	 Assuming that marginal bid functions can be es~imated, 

what is the appropriate interpretation of the benefit 

estimates derived from them? 

4. 	 Does non-linearity of the marginal price function limi t 

the interpretation of the marginal bid functions ? ( 

The answer to the first question is yes, if one 

modifies the marginal bid function to remove the unobservable 

utility level. The marginal bid function used in Rosen's 

analysis and most subsequent work is essentially an analytical 

device comparable to a Hicksian demand function. It describes 

marginal bids holding utility constant. Just as it is possible v 
to recogniz e that at any consumer equilibrium for a conventional 

good <i. e . , with a constant price> the Marshallian demand 

i ntersects the Hicksian function evaluated at the utility level 

re~lized with the given prices and income~ there will correspond 

t o the theoretically defined marginal bid function an 

"1.1ncompensated" fLtnction. That is, the process of substituting 

f o r the utility level realized at the optimum in terms of the 
' I 

utility function Cor the indirect utility function ) provides an 

expression for the marginal bid in terms of observable argume~ts. 

More specifically, if V represents the realized level of uti li ty j 
C4> describes the process analytically. 

( 4) f(~,v;Q) c f(~,U(~,x;Q) ;Q) = f(~,x;Q) 
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L 

The marginal bid in thi s formulation depends on the chosen 

housing bundle, the level of non -housin g e x penditures, a n d d emand 

Th e second question must be answered with a negative. 

A sing le hedonic price function ~lQD~ is not sufficient to 

di5tinguish the marginal bid from the marginal price fun c t ion . 

r This point has been surrounded by confusion, since Rosen first 

d e s cribed the process of isolating a marginal bid function as a 

"garde n variet y identification problem". It is not, as we have 

observed earlier, a question of distinguishing demand and suppl y 

motivations as some authors seem to impl y <Rosen E1974J, Ep pl e 

f 1982 J , Brown a n d Rosen [1981J, and Brown C1983 J >. 

ts int er a c t ion between demanders and suppliers in defining th e 

hed oni c pr i ce function as a description of the conditions 

r eq u ired f o r an equ ilibrium ma tching , any one e c ono mi c a g ent i s 

' 

, 
F a n atomi st i c componen t of the process and therefore takes the 

pri~e sc~edul e as e x o g enous. 

Wha t needs to be distinguished for ident i fi c a t ion i s 

e2.c l·1 o f the t ypes of marginal fLmct i or1s. That is, eac h must be 

~ apable of being isolated from the marginal price function 

i mp lied by the matching of all agents in the market equilibrium . 

Th i s i s a comparable logical probl em to the classic 

i dentification problem referred to by Rosen, but it is not 

• resol v ed b y considering the operations of the market in th e 

a ggregate <as implied b y Freeman [1979]~ Harrison and Rubinfeld 

[ 1 9 78 ]) or b y describing the actions of the alternati v e 
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participants in the market <e.g., suppli er s for the marqinaJ bid 

or demander s for marginal offer>. 

In principle, the distinction can be accomplished with 

the use of additional information -- either in the form of ( 

functional structure or specific sources of variation in the ;
marginal price function that are not associated with the 

diversity in marginal bids across households. The first of these 

can be as simple as postulating a different functional form for 

the marginal bid Cor marginal offer ) and the marginal price 

functions. This approach has often been accepted too quickl y as 

the resolution of the problem, without an adequate justificati on ~ 

for its maintained assumpt i ons <see Linemann [1981J, Harrison and 

Rubinfeld C1978J as e x amples>. As Diamond and Smith C1982J 

observed in considering this approach: 

''Such a procedure will yield estimates, as it provides 

the additional constraint needed for identification of 

the demand equation . However, the estimates will 7be 

as arbitrary as the assumptions underlying them''. 


By contrast, Quigley (1982J begins the process with the 

specification of a form for the individual's utility function and 

deri v ed the marginal bid functions from it. 

The second source of information for distinguishing the 

marginal bid and price functions arises from pooling separate 

estimates of hedonic price models across housing markets under 

the assumption each has a distinctly different hedonic price 

function. Given that the source of variation in the marginal 

price functions across markets is not associated with the levels 
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of the demanders' characteristic5~ these functions~ with 

sufficient Vcou· iation. will "trace 0 L1t" the mar·ginal bid fLmction 

for each characteristic. Of course. it should be acknowledg~d 

tt;at re!:',olution of tt-1e logical problems posed b y identifica tion 

does not imply that bias will not be present in estimates of the 

parameters of the marginal bid function. While we will return to 

this issue below, it is important to acknowledge at this stage 

that in contrast to the textbook identification problems 

(discussed primarily in terms of simple linear simultaneous 

equation models> the restrictions identifying one or more of the 

structural functions in a hedonic framework do not necessarily 

have a specific role in the definition of the estimators for 
8 

structural equations such as the marginal bid function. 

Even if the issues associated with both of the first 

two questions can be resolved. the best which can be e xpected 

from benefit estimates derived from a marginal bid function 

!i.e . , the answer to our third question> is the equivalent of an 

e~ tremel y restricted partial equilibrium measure of an 

individual ' s willingness to pay. For example, supp o se the air 

quality in an area deteriorates. If moving costs o r other 

adjustment costs prevent individuals from changing locations in 

response to this deterioration <i.e~ we effecti vely hold all 

l 
L prices and quantities constant for the individual>, then the 

marginal bid function for air quality can be easily used to 

anal yz e the costs of a marginal decline in air quality. The 

• marginal bid function for air quality shows how the household ' s 

marginal valuation of air quality changes as air quality 

declines. By integrating between the before and after levels of 
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~ir quality~ an estimate of an individual's total valuat i on nf 

the decline in air quality can be derived. Given e>: oqenous 

information on the change in rents associat ed with the a i r 

quality change. the total valuat i on can then be compared with the 

•.. changes in rent in the area to determine the net effects on the 
9 

individual of the decline. If one only wants to det e rmine the 

Itotal benefit losses due to the decline , the r ent changes can b e 

ignored because they only represent t ransfers between deman der s 

and suppliers. But these simple benefit losses become incorrect 

if household relocation and the associated complete adjustment is 

allowed. 

iFinall y , non-linearity o f the hedonic price fun c ti on "" .I 

land the associated marginal pr i c e schedule for any individual 

characteristic> has important implications for the demand 

parameters in the hedonic model. These parameters cannot be used 

for as many purposes as those of an ordinary demand model. ...,. 
Consider , for example, an ordinary demand function in wh i ch I 

quantity demanded is expressed as a function o f the equiva l ent of 
:'l .i 
• Ja constant marginal price. income. and demand shift variables. 

This function c.:m be used as a predicti ve relation gi v e n prices 

and income. By contrast , the demand par~meters derived from a 

hedonir.: model cannot be used for prediction. Non-linearity 

implies the b udget constr ai nt cannot be easily parameteri z e·d by 
i 

observed marginal prices . Both marginal prices and quantities rl 
are simultaneousl y determined (see Bartik [1983J>. 

Equall y i mportant~ nonlinearit y implies t hat few~ 

Q[!QC! constraints can be placed on estimated demand parameters. 
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For e x ample, there is no presump ti on that there is a negative 

r eldtionship bet ween t he q uanti t y of a characteristic and the 

marginal bid for that chararacteristic. This is true even for 

the c ompensated marginal bid function. The second-order 

condi tions f or the i ndi vi dual's max imization problem simpl y 

reqL1ire tr1at the chosen bid fLtnction be "more concave" than the

hedon ic price function. This implies that the compensated 

marginal bid function must have a more negative slope than t he 

marginal hedonic price function. But because of non-linearity, 

it is quite possible for the marginal price function for some 

characteristic to have a positive slope. Hence , the marg i nal b id 

function can increase with quantity of the characteristic s 

invol ved. 

E. Inter-City Models of Amenity SelectionsI"' 
I 

The preceding models have been intended to describe a 

subset of a household's possible decisions in that locational 

decisions were assumed to be made within a single metropolitan 

{ 	 area . The most i mportant aspect of this assumption is that the 

implications o f a household ' s decisions concerning the site r 
\ specific features o f a housi ng choice woLtl d be confined to tr1e 

housing market. Employmen t decisions were assumed to be 

unaffected b y these select ions . Of course, this was a simplifi-

L cat ion. In addition to choosing amenities b y selecting a 

resident ial location within a city~ individuals may also alter 

amenit i es b y the i r choice of a city in which to li v e and work. 

The cho ice of a city is more complicated to analyze than the 

within-city locational choice for several reasons. 

Fi r st , the choice of amenities across cit i es i nvolves 
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two h e donic markets ~ the lall o r and housi ng mar kets~ not J ust the 

housing market. Clearl y . individuals consider not only a cit y ' s 

amen i ties, but its wages a n d housing prices in choosing a 

location. One would e x pect wages to var y acros s ci t ies as i de 

from any effects of differential levels of amenities as a result 
10 

i 
of variations in the local cost of living. When we assu me th a t 

locational decisions can involve movement among cities~ the J 

amenity choice problem facing individuals becomes more complex 

because the choice is now made subject to two hedonic price 

functions, one for the labor market and one for the housing 

market. These two functions arise as part of the requirements 

for an equilibirum matching involving both the housing and the ( 
l a bor markets simultaneously. 

One of the most important issues that arises with this 

generalization is the e x tent to which inter-city amenity 

differences will be capitalized into wages ver sus rents. This 

wi ll depend to a great extent on what is assumed about the 

response of labor demanders and housing suppliers. Each 

characterization of household adjustment in amenity selection 

wi ll have implications for both the capitalization i s sue and the 

proper inter·pretation of the partial derivatives of each hedonic 

orice function in relationship to an individual ~ s willingness to 

pay for changes in site specific amenities. 

A second complication with ~n inter-city choice 

framework arjses in considering how to incorporate the variation 
l 
!in amenities within cities into the model. As we implied, the 

mo del could consider the simultaneous choice b y a household of ~ 



j ob a nd a resident ial site. given whatever pattern of amenit y 

a v a il a hi l1t y occ ur s wi thin §0~ across cit i es. However, 

c har 6c t eri=ing the wi thin-c i ty variation is not an 

i r1conse quen tial t a sk. especiall y once it is recog nized that 

meas ures of the levels of amenity variables are thems el ves of t~n 

difficult to formulate. Consequently, the most common procedu re 

in inter-city empirical s tudies has been to e x amine how wages 

and/or rents vary with the average amenit y levels of each city, 

r implicitly assuming either that the amenity levels are constant, 

or that they vary systematically within the city with another 

variable that is · in the model, such as distance from the central 

i business district (see Cropper [1981J as an example>. 
I 
~ To date no model has fully addressed all these 

,, 
c omplexities. Roback [1982J and Rosen [1979J have proposedI 

I 
s imilar models of how amenities affect both sides of the labor 

An d housing markets. However, both models ignore intra-city 

v ar i at i ons in amenities and assume a fixed city boundary. r Other researchers, such as Henderson [1982J, and Clark, 

Ka hr1. and Ofek [1983J, allow for intra-city variation in ther 
a men it y along with access to the central business district. I n 

r add i tion , these models allow for an endogenously determined city 

boundar y . However, this second class of models does not develop 
I 
j how the firm's choice of a city will be affected by wage, rent~'I 

and amenity differentials. The theoretical work of this second 

group of researchers implies that, controlling for commuting 

costs, inter-city amenity differentials will be reflected in 

wages. While both sets of models are incomplete, they do serve 

to illustrate the implications of joint consideration of the 
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labor and housinq markets as well as the assumed behavior of 

firms in describing these markets• equilibrium conditions. 

In order to understand their respective strength5 and 

weaknesses~ a brief outline of the essential s of each model will 

be discussed before turning to the empirical implementation . 
r 

Roback"s model assumes that all workers have identical 

tastes, and a fixed labor supply, and all firms have identical i 
cost functions associated with consta~t returns to scale <CRTS> 

production technologies. Workers• indirect utility functions 

can be specified in terms of the city' s wage rate, land rental 

rate, and amenity l~vels, all assumed to be constant within the 

city. For equilibrium, worker ' s utility level realized must be 

constant Cat k> across cities, as in (5). 

<5> V(w,r,~) = k 

where w is the waqe, r the land rental rate, and e the vector of 
'I 

amenities. Firms• costs are also assumed to depend on wage 

r ~tes , land rents and the amenity vector. For equilibr ium ~ 

firms• unit costs in each city must be equal to the product 

price, which is assumed to be a constant across cities. 

Normalizing this price to one yields Equation (6). 

I 
(6 ) C(w,r,~) • 1 
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lo describe the equilibrium wage and rent gradient, assume there 

is a single amenity and totally differentiate equatietns ( 5) and 

cw( 6) vJi th respect to A. Solving the resulting equat i ons for· 
3A 

arand yields:
cA 

CAVr - VACr( 7) aw ~ < 0(!A v c - v c 
w r r w

j I 
= 

F 
VACw - VwCA(8) ar ~o-= = oA v c - v c L(A)Vw/X < 

w r r w 

where all t h e subscripts indicate partial derivatives with 

respect to the subscript variable, L<A> is total land in the city 

wi th amenity level~ A, (assL1med fi>:ed) and >: is total pr-oduc:tion 

ir: the· city. 
p 
I Several aspects of the Roback analysis are important t o 

l"ilghlight. First. while the framework e xp licitl y identifies aL. 
firm s ' production decisions with the specification of cost 

function given in <6>. her framework is essentially equivalent to 
11 

that proposed by Rosen (1979]. His model postulated that 

L households were self-producers of a consumption good with a fi xed 

capital stock and thereby attached the amenity and productivity 

I 

u effects directly to the household. As we observed in Note 11, 

capital must be treated as fixed in her model and not "optimized 

oLtt of the ar1a.l ysi s" as she suggests. Roback's model specifies 

firms' production functions so that the burden of the proper
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assiqnment of resources is directed ta the movement of households 

in response to the prices of location ~pecific factors. While 

firms can, in principle , move, their decisions can be treated as 

complementary to the household selections. r 

We can also recast Equations <7> and CB> to gauge the 

F.
relative impact of a given percentage change in amenities for 

wages and property values <rents>. Assume that amenities are 

neutral with respect to a firm's costs <i.e . , C =OJ. Using the 
A 

duality properties of CC.> -- C = 1/x, C = Nix, with 1 the 
r w 

land used in production, and N the labor we have: 

re
dln w/Oln A 'dw/'OA r r r1( 9) = ="' dln r/dln A or/'OA w we wN 

w 

The absolute magnitude of the elasticity of the real wage 

response to amenities in comparison to the rents is equal t o the 

ratio of land ' s share of costs relative to that of labor. Th LIS 

the responsiveness of wages to amenity changes relative to that 

of rents will depend on the assumed importance of land relative 

to labor Casa share of production costs net of capital>. The 

most reasonable assumption is that labor will be much more 

important than land in production, and that rents are likel y to 
12 

be more responsive to amenity changes than wages. 

Finally, we can use the model to consider the 

implications of inter-city location decisions for the measurement 

of an individual's marginal willingness to pay for amenities. 
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RPc a l .l 1n the intra-city model. the mar9inal bid was equ al t o the 

mar qj n a l pri c e derived from the hedonic property value model . 

Now two markets must be considered and neither marginal price i s 

equ~ l to the m8rginal bid Cas demonstrated in Equations (7) and 

(8 ) ) • Solving for the marginal willingness to pay CV /V > 


iE A 
 "' ~ indicates that both functions' marginal price schedules must be 

; 
~ 

considered 	to estimate the marginal bid.Id 
'. 
\ ( 1 (l) 	 aw 

= * ar' 	 y oA oA 

..... 

.. ' 

* with v the equilibrium residential land consumed by the 

r •. 13 

I hou sehold. Equation (10) indicates tt-1at the weighted sum 

I 

aw(since 	 > of the marginal price schedules is equal to the 

I 

i3A < O 

marginal wil l ingness to pay. However~ this result should not be 

surprising. The model ties job and loc ation decisions together. 

In effect~ a job and a housing location are jointly supplied with 

ea~h amenity level. Thus <10> parallels the familiar publi c 

goods condition implying vertical addition of the marginal price 

schedules of the housing and labor markets. If this treatment of 

the decision process is plausible, then it implies that the issues 

' . associated with retrieving information on the ma rginal bid 

function can become more complex with inter-city models in that 

hedonic property value models will not provide point e stimates 

I 	 of the marginal bids. Under ideal conditions. a hedonic real 

wage model~ incorporating the effects of amenities an all prices 

that can vary witt-1 location and G1menity levels vJill (f or t h e 
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ideal price ~ndex> yield a marginal price that equals the 

negative of the marginal willingness to pay for the amenity. 

By contrast to Rosen-Roback, the Henderson and Clark, 

Kahn and Ofek models assume a flex ible city boundar y at which 

land rents must be equal to the agricultural land-rent. 

Controlling for commuting costs~ at this boundary amenity 

differentials must be reflected in wage differentials. More [ 

formall y, assume a monocentric urban model in which worker , 

utility depends on wages, rents , amenities, and commuting costs. 


Commuting costs depend only on the distance of the worker's 


residence from the city center. At the city edge and a dist ance 


cf d, land rents equal the agricultural rent level r • In 


equilibrium, wor kers living at each city's edge must all have the 


same utility, or using a rev ised indirect utility function : 


(11> V(w ,r ,d,A) = k 
a 

Differentiating t 11> with respect to w, d, and A ~ a nd 

rearranqinq terms yields (12> . 

VA 

{12> dw dd - v dA 


w 


That is, holding the radius of the city constant, wages should 

v ary wi th amenities. This framewor k does indicate the importance 

of including some control variable for cit y size or area if one 
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is e s timating how amenities affect nomin al wages. Most s tud i e s 

have i mp licitl y done this b y including a variable for popul a tion. 

whi c h is strongly cor r elated with the city rad ius, o r in some 

ca s es by inc luding both population and population d en s i ty as 

variables. However, these variables have usually not been 

j int e rpreted as con t rol variables for the commuti ng costs o f the 

r resident-at the city edge. Under this interpretation, any 

vari able that is p ositively correlated with cit y radius would be

f 	 expected to have a positi ve effect o n wages simply because 

workers at 	the edge must be compensated for the higher commuting 

costs. 

One problem with the Henderson and Clark et. al. models 

i s that the location decisions of firms are not examined. The 

deri v ed conditions are clearly necessary for worker equilibrium. 

Howeve r. it is unclear why firms will be willing to pay a wage 

premium to compensate workers in larqe cities for higher 

commuting costs. 

Neither the Roback-Rosen nor Henderson-Clar k models 
f 
; 	

full y addresses a ll the complexities in the inter -city amenity 

market. The Robac k-Rosen model includes the demand side of the
I 

L 
l labor mar ket, but ignores intra-city variations in amenities, 

c ommuting costs, and rents. The Henderson-Clark model allows for 

commuti ng cos ts and flexible city boundaries, but ignores firm 

L behav ior and does not e >: amine how average c ity rents v ary with 

amen i ties. 
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III. 	EMPIRICAL ANALYSES OF THE ROLE OF AMENITIES IN HOUSEHOLD 

DECISIONS 

Imp lementing any theoretical model based on real world 

behavior and our available measures of the outcomes of that 

behavior is never a "picnic". There are inevitably compromi ses 

associated with attempting to meet the informational requirements 

of the model and to take account of the model's abstractions that 

may not be plausible for the application under study. A standard 

of perfection will always be a counsel of paralysis. To appraise 

their performance we will first consider some specific aspects of 

the estimation of hedonic models and marginal bid functions from 

them. Following this discussion we review the selection of the 

hedonic housing price and wage models, discussing the types of 

data~ models~ and findings that have been obtained in practice. 

In this exercise we have sought to identify the amenities which 

seem consistently important to the determination of market 

prices. Finally, the section closes with a discussion of the 

qualifying assumptions and their likely impact on the usefulness 

of the models" results. 

A. 	 Estim~ting Hedonic Models 

While there are a 1arge nu'mber of econometric issues 

that must be addressed in estimating hedonic models <and 

therefore might be considered here>, we will focus on two aspects 

of the process -- the specification of the hedonic price function 

and the estimation of the marginal bid functions given a 

nonlinear price function. 

Without theoretical guidance as to functional form~ 

most empirical work has simply assumed some arbitrary functional 

I 


J 


1 
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form. In the hedonic housing literature, the most common 

functional form is the semilogarithmic, with the natural log of 

the housing price a linear function of the characteristics. This 

functional form assumes that a given change in characteristics 

has a constant percentage effect on housing prices. 

Recently, a number of researchers have explored the use 

of the Box-Cox transformations procedure to develop the 

appropriate functional form for hedonic equations <Halvorsen and 

Pollakowski (1981J; Sonstelie and Portney [1980J; Bender~ 

Gronberg, and Huang (1980J; Linneman (1980aJ; Goodman Cl978JJ. The 

Box -Cox transformation of a variable y is: 

if A • 0= <13 J 

= if A = 0 

This transformation can be applied to the dependent variable 

and/or to the independent variables in the hedonic equation. The 

transformation parameter, A ~ is sometimes constrained to be the 

same across most of these variables~ although this constraint is 

justified more by convenience than by theory. 

The Box-Cox approach has the advantage of allowing for 

a more flexible functional form. This advantage is purchased at 

the cost of an additional set of parameters that must be 

estimated. Moreover, the Box-Cox maximum likelihood estimator 

has been recognized to be inappropriately defined. The 

transformation itself limits the range of dependent variable and 
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I 

therefore prevents the assumption of normality which is · the basi s 

Of tt-1e "likelihood" fLtnC:tion tt-1r.1t t-1a 1~ been proposed for 
12 

estimating A • While the approach can be used despite this 

problem, one cannot appeal to ML theory for inference and 

interpretation of the properties of the estimates. 

An alternative strategy for specifying a flexible 

functional form appeals to the notion of approx imating any 

function with a Taylor-series expansion 

ti cs. This approach can quickly become 

number of characteristics is large , or 

than second order is attempted. 

Given the arbitrary nature of 

in all the characteri s 

unmanageable if the 


if an e xpansion greater 

the specification for the ~ 

hedonic price f unction, it is natural to consider the ~ 
i 
l 

implic~tions of mistakes. That is, how will misspecifications 

affect the performance of the hedonic framework? Any misspecifi 

cation or omitted variables in the hedonic function will usually 

result in errors in measurir1g the marginal pricr:~s estimate·d from 

it~ and hence the marginal bids. This measurement error will 

probably be correlated with the right-hand side of the marginal 

bid function, resulting in a potential source of bias for r : 
L 

l ! 
ordinary least squares COLS> estimates of the marginal bid 

fLmction. This correlation may seem unusual , because for most u 
problems involving single equation models, economists feel free 

to assume that measurement error in the dependent variable is I 
This assumption is inappropriate for the hedonic 

situation~ as Brown [1983J has recently emphasized . 

Consider the simple e x ample of estimating the marginal 

bid function for ~~ which is assumed to depend on z, or 
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( 14 ) aw 
az 

Since we do not observe the true marginal price, but some 

estimate of the marginal price, we cannot estimate (14>, rather

I we can only estimate <15). 

aw aw) + e: 
az<15) az 

t; 
where M is the measu rement error. If M is correlated with z, OLS 

e stimates of C will be biased. This correlation should probabl y 
1 

be treated as a likel y outcome of most hedonic models. For 

e xample . suppose that the true marginal price function is 

I 
( 16 :l 

but the marginal price functi on we calculat e is based on an 

estimated hedonic price function that omits an interaction term 

I·· between S and z. The calculated marginal price fun c tion would
l 

then be given as <17>. 

• 
 ( 17) 
 .. 
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Under these assumptions~ t he measur ement error ter m is g j ve~ 

by (18). 

( 18> 

This ter m will be correlated with the right-hand side term z in 

the marginal bid function~ even though S is not an appropriate 

argument in the marginal bid function. Moreover, M can be 

correlated with z even if S is uncorrelated with z as a resu lt 

of the term 
,.. 

CB 
1 

B >z. 
1 

A second source of bias in estimates of the marginal 

price has not to our knowledge been appreciated in this context. 

It can arise even with a correctly specified hedonic price 

function. Suppose that the true hedonic price function is a 

semi-log form as in <19>. 

( 19 ' log p -


The marginal price for z will be given as: 

( 20) = 

Unbiased estimates of a and a do not assure that their 
0 1 

I 


9 


substitution in C20} and prediction will yield unbiased estimat es 
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of th~ marginal price. Indeed, by Jensen's inequality , we ~now 

they will be biased for this case. More generally, any nonlinear 

marginal price function can be expected to yield biased estimates 

of the marginal prices. In some cases Csemi-log and double-log> 

there are adjustments which can be applied to the predictions of 

the marginal prices to yield unbiased estimates <see Goldberger

I (1968J). For more complex nonlinear specification~, adjustments 
15 

based on asymptotic approximations are possible. 

The second is&ue concerns the estimation of the 

I  marginal bid function, given unbiased estimates of the marginal{ 

prices. A substantial portion of the literature on the 

estimation of marginal bid functions has treated the 

identification and estimation issues together seemingly as if 

resolution of the first assured an absence of problems with the 

second aspect of the task. This is not correct. As we noted 

earlier, a nonlinear hedonic price function implies a nonlinear 

househuld budget constraint and the endogeneity of both the 

marginal prices and quantities of the characteristics selected byr the household~ including site-specific amenities. This 

nonlinearity has several further implications <beyond those 

discussed above>. 

First, estimates of margin&l bid function will often 

merely reproduce the hedonic marginal price function <Brown and 

Rosen ( 1982J >. This result will generally occur if all the 

available data come from one hedonic price function, and noI 
functional form restrictions on the marginal bid function are 

assumed. 
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Second, the nonlinearity of the hedonic price . function 

implies that OLS estimates of the marginal bid function <or 

inverse marginal bid function> will gener~lly be biased <Bartik 

C1983J)~ and this bias does not disappear if observations are 

available from more than one hedonic function or if functional 

form restrictions are assumed. This nonlinearity implies that 

both characteristics and marginal prices are endogenously chosen 

by the individual. Although the overall number of different 

bundle types <or set of marginal prices> may be exogenous, the 

individual can still freely choose the characteristics and 

marginal price combinations he wants among those available. 
16 

Because of this endogeneity, both characteristic quantities and 

marginal prices (marginal bids> must be correlated with any 

unobserved traits of the individual <tastes> that affect his 

preferences for characteristics. For example, individuals with 

an unusually high taste <or marginal bid) for a characteristic 

would be expected to choose a greater level of that 

characteristic. This positive correlation between the residual 

and z would lead to a positive bias in OLS estimates of the 
j 

coefficient on z in the marginal bid function for z • 
j j 

Most researchers hav• focused on instrumental variable 

-. ... 

solutions to these econometric problems. However, there is an 

unresolved disagreement in the current literature over whether 
J 

multimarket data is needed to provide sufficient instruments, 

although it is generally agreed that multimarket data is 

extremely helpful. One school of thought in this area argues 

that multimarket data are not needed if appropriate functional 

form restrictions on the marginal bid function are assumed. This 
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avoids the problem discussed in Brown and Rosen . If this 

requirement i s met, instrumental variables are then proposed for 

cor1sistent estimation even with data from on ly one market. Brown 

suagests that the individual s uppli er characteristi cs originall y 

proposed b y Rosen will be appropriate instruments. Other 

researchers <Diamond and Smith C1982J, Epple (1982J, Palmqui s t 

C1981J) suggest that the housing characteristics e xc luded from 

the marginal bid function will be appropriate instruments. 

However , Rosen's supplier characterist i cs will generally be 

inappropriate instruments because they will be correlated with 

the residual in the marginal bid function <Bartik C1983 J, Eppl e 

[1982J>. Because different types of suppliers provide different 

bundle-types, individuals with different tastes , b y choosing 

their desired bundles, will tend to systematically match with 

those types of supplier s making such bundles. For example , 

individuals with a greater taste for a freshly painted housin g 

unit will b e more likely to choose units provi ded by a suppli er 

who happens to be a professional house painter. The use of a 

vari ab l e for profession of the housing supplier as an instrument 

will therefore y ield b i ased estimates. A similar type of 

c rit ici s m can be applied to the use of e xc luded housing 

l characteristics as instruments. In general, if a variable is 

correlated with the marginal price and quant i t y of some 

! 
l characteristic with i n a hedonic price function, it is li kely to 

be correlated with indi vi dual tastes for that characteristic 

because individuals with different tastes will choose diffe~ent 

marginal prices and quantities. 
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With multimarket data, many more potential instruments 

are available. Several researchers have proposed as ins truments 

dummy variables for the hedon1c price function of the observation 

CBartik, Brown. Diamond and Smith, Palmquist>. For example, in 
i1. housing studies one might use as instruments dummy variables fori 

l 
' Ithe metropolitan area or time period of the observation, on the 

assumption that the hedonic price function for housing 

•xogenously varies from city to city and over time. These types 

of instruments are only appropriate if unobserved tastes do not 

vary on averaqe from one hedonic price function to another. 

B. Hedonic Housing Price Models 

There have been an exceptionally large number of 

hedonic housing price models since the early contributions by 

Nourse C1967J, Ridker and Henning (1967), Kain and Quigley 

[1975J, and Anderson and Crocker C1971J. It would be both 

impossible and not necessarily instructive to provide another 

summary of all of these studies in the space of a few paragraphs. 

Several detailed reviews have been prepared Csee Ball C1983J, 

Smith C1977J, Freeman C1979J, Witte and Long [1983J, and Ott 

[1982) as examples). Based on these reviews there are several 

general features of these studies that should be discussed. They 

include: the unit of observation (and with it the implicit 

difficulty of observing actual market transactions>, the problem ~ 
~. 

of market segmentation, and the issues associated with measuring 

the amenity variables. 

Early hedonic models were based on census information 

generally using the census tract as the observational unit, the 

~edian property value as the measure of price~ and measures of 
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the "average" char acter i st i cs of the owner-occupied uni ts in eact-1 

tract as if they ad~quately d escribed each unit wi thin the census 

t r· act. Ex ampl es of this type o f study would inc l ude Rid~er and 

11 
Henning C1967J , Anderson and Crocker Cl971J , Polinsky and 

Rubinfi eld C1977J, and Nelson C1978J. Clear l y, because of the 

I dat a used, these studies pose significant problems for the 

interpretation of their estimated hedonic price funct ions. The 

measure of price is a summary statistic of what households report 

as their estimate of the value of their home not the market 

pr ice . Such response3 can be e x pected to be imperfect measures 

of the market prices. Mor eover , the use of summar y stat istics 

for bot h t he price and the characteristics implies the 

' I . equi libr ium condition must be assumed to apply to measures of the 

"representat ive" housing Ltni t-. Indeed , there may not e xi st a 

housing unit which corresponds t o the char acter istics used t o 

represent s tructure in any tract. 

In some r espects the issues posed by the use of these 

data are analogous to many aggregat i on problems in economi cs . 

However, in the case of hedonic price functions , we cannot <in 

most cases> derive an analytical e xpression for the price 

L function a s an equilibrium relationship , so there is little 

L 
prospect of a refined analysis of the implications of aggregati on 

or of deri v ing r estrictions that could be imposed on the model t o 

be estimated to reflect the effects of aggregation. 

Furthermore, the use of aggregate census tract data 

does not allow examination of the effect s of some of the most 

interesting neighborhood amenities . For example , aggregate 
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census tract data does not permit a distinction between ·the 

effects of a unit's own housing quality and neighbor hood h ousing 

Ql.lality . This is potentially important because the effect of the 

physical c ond i tion of other housing in a neighborhood on an 

., ind i vi dual unit's value is quite relevant for several federal and 

. 
.,; 
. ci ty community development policies • ' ' 

A second class of studies has been based on the BQrr~~l 

~9~§l09 §~~~~~ with information on individual housing unit s, 

ho usehold reported ~roperty values Cnot market prices>, 

characteri stics of each unit, and household reported attitudes 

concerning the adequacy of neighborhood and town amenities <i.e., 
.... 

these are the micr o counterparts to what was reported in Table 

1>. Linemann•s [1980aJ analysis of the prospects for a single 

national hedonic price function was, for e x ample, b ase d on these 

While an improvement on the census tract case, these 

studies rely on a price measure that the household perceives to 

be the cur rent market price. 

The final set of studies, and those with the best 

correspondence between the data and theory, is based on actu a l 

market transactions -- such as rents paid b y tenants , or the 

l ocal multiple listing services• records for s al es of homes in a 

community during a particular period. In these cases a market 

p r ice is available along with the structural characteristics of 

the site. The samples generally contain recorded sales over some 

time span . In periods of inflation of the general price level ; 

it is unreasonable to assume all transactions can be pooled to 

correspond to the same nominal price relationship. Since the 

sample size involved often has not permitted partitioning 
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~c c ording to selling season in each town, a simple adjustment to 

the market price for movements in the overall price index has 

be en performed and the data pooled to estima te a single fu nc tion. 

Another problem in hedonic housing studies arises in 

the determination of the extent of the housing market. It is 

customary to assume that the housing market coincides with the 

metropolitan area but some observers have felt that the mar ket 

might be segmented along racial lines or into smaller geograph ic 

units CStraszheim (1975J , Sonstelie and Portney [1980J, Goo dman 

[1978J , Schnare and Struyk [1976)) . On the other hand, as we 

noted above, Linnemand [1980J and Butler C1977J have investigated 

the possibility that the housing market and, hence the 

appropriate hedonic price function, might be national in scope. 

Many empirical problems arise in detecting market 

segments. The usual procedu re has been to divide the city i nt o 

the proposed market segments, and then perform an F-test f or 

whether the hedonic coefficients in the different segments a re 

significantl y different. But there are several problems with 

this procedure. First, the hedonic coefficients could be the 

same or v ery similar across different markets . Second, the 

n onlinearit y of the hedonic budget constraint implies that 

specification errors, not the e x istence of separate mar kets , could 

explain any significant differences in hedonic coeffic i ent s 

across proposed segments. The omission of higher order, 

interaction terms, or any other omitted variable from the hedoni c 

estimating equation would result in biased estimates of hedon ic 

coefficients. These biased estimates are likely to differ across 
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market segments that are chosen by the researcher , such ~s the 

ghetto sub-market versus the rest of the city. 

These pr oblem~ suggest that rather than relying 

e xclusivel y on empirical methods for uncovering market 

segmentation, an e xamination of factors defi ni ng the condit ions d 
of a c ces s to the market may be more successful. Racial 

Id i scrimination is the obvious example, but there can be others . 

Some s ections of a city become "company towns". The enclave of 

housing surrounding a university often exhibits this characteris

tic. Neighborhoods within communities can become associated with 

the employees cf par~icular firms and this association can rein

force perceived limitations of access . ~1 
Another major problem in hedonic housi ng studies is the 1 

devel opment of appropriate amenity mea$ures. For most studies, 
I 

site-specific amenity variables must be "attached" or matct-1ed 

with the records on housing units. As a rule, this attachment 
~ l 

implies using city, neighborhood, or census tract averages as the ~I 
i 

measures of amenities. To the extent there is variation i n the 

quality or character of the urban amenities at a lower geographic 

scale than can be identified in t he matching. this procedure will 

lead to a n errors-in-variables problem. A related problem is 

ithat infor·mation on many of the amenity measures considered to be j 
important determinants of housing prices may not be available. 

This can lead to an omitted variable bias . For example , the J 
average income of neighborhood residents is often proposed as a 

proxy measure for the overall status of the neighbornood <Le ven 

et • al • [ 1977 J > • However, average ne i ghborhood income i s likely 

to be positively correl a ted with many of the omitted neighborhood 
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;~rrn~nit i es. Hence, the estimated effect of this variable on 

housing prices is likely to be positively biased. 

Finally, the analysis may have available multiple 

measures of what is believed to be the same amenity. For 

example, one might have available police measures of the 

neighborhood crime rate as well as residents' perceptions of the 

crime problem. Inclusion of both measures raises problems. The 

vari ab l es are likely to be highly correlated which reduces the 

prospect for deriving precise estimates of the individual effects 

of each variable. Equally important, the presence of a 

"technical" measLtre of the amenity along with an individual"s 

perception cf the amenity raises questions with respect to how 

they are to be interpreted. The hedonic price function will be 

influenced by what individuals perceive the amenities to be. 

F'resun1ab l y , the technical measL1re is an indicator of the 

information available to individuals for forming these 

perceptions. A single summary index of the perceived level of 

amenities may be an inadequate measure of the effects of the 

distribution of perceptions on the pr i ce function. Tt·1is is an 

important practical problem because the theoretical framework 

assumes all individuals have complete <and the same> knowledge of' L 
the attributes of a housing unit. In practice, this is not the 

I_ case. Consequently, a reasonable procedure would seem to be to 

summarize the information contained in the various measures into 
17 

one variable. 

Of course , the above discussion implicitl y maintains 

that households recognize local amenities without difficulty 
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<i.e., there is no error in their perceptions >, but the · analys t 

trying to understand their behavioral deci~ions has incomplete 

i nformation. To the extent households also have difficulty, then 

other variables may serve as "predictors" of the amenities they 

desire . For example , individuals can easily observe the exterior [ 

physical condition of houses in a neighborhood in which they are 

Iconsidering purchasing a home. This exterior physical condition 

may be a good predictor of the average income level of the 

neighborhood, which may be valued in and of itself or as a 

possible cause of school quality or of the crime rate. As a 

result, any estimated positive effect of exterior physical 

condition of homes in the neighborhood on housing prices may 

reflect not only the aesthetic value individuals place on :... 

e xterior appearance, but also the value of exterior conditon as a 

predictor of other neighborhood amenities. 

We now turn to an attempt to summarize the key points 

of consistenc y in the hedonic housing price literature. To keep 

the review manaqeable, the studies have been limited to those 

with the most e xtensive amenity information. Specifically, only 

studies that use individual housing unit measures and that t1ave 

at least some information on three crucial amenities: <1> 

Lnei gt"1borhood physical condi ti on; < 2> er i me rate; ca1·1d, <3> school Li 
quality are considered. Once these restricti~ns are imposed, 

surprisingly few studies remain out of the hundreds that have J 
18 

been done over the past two decades. 

A co:riparisc; ·, of the effects of individual amenities is 

difficul~ because each amenity is measured in different units. 

Moreov~r~ the selection of a basis for measurement even within a 
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given amenity can vary across studies. To allow for some 

comparability~ we have standardized our summary of the m~asured 

effects of each amenity by considering the impact of a one 

standard deviation change in each amenity variable <within each 

study"s data set> on the natural logarithm of the housing price. 

That is, we are approximating their percentage effect on housing 

prices of a standardized change in the amenity variable. A 

further advantange of this approach is that it allows us to 

I 
I 

: ignore differences in housing price levels between the studies, 
I · 

and the distinction between flow <rent> and stock (home value> 

measures of housing prices. However, this procedure does limit 

our review to studies on which we could obtain information on the 

mean and standard derivation variables used in the hedonic 

analyses. For studies wtih multiple measures of the amenity 

v~riable, we only considered the measures with the largest 

percentage effects. 

Table 2 reports the comparisons of the various 
19 

studie~. This compar~son is admittedly rough, but three 

general conclusions seem warranted. First, neighborhood physical 

condition usually has one of the largest percentage effects on 

l 
r 

housing prices of any neighborhood variable. This finding should 

' . 
be reassuring to the authors of current U. S. neighborhood 

policies, which primarily rely on physical improvement as the key 

to revitalizing neighborhoods. At the same time, we note that 

this larger effect of neighborhood physical condition than, for 

example, crime, does not necessarily mean that households place 

an enormous value on the appearance of the house nex t door. As 
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we rioted earlier, a neighborhood~s physi c al conditi o n ma~ se~ve 

as a convenient v isual signal to households of the overall 

q u ality o f a set of neighborhood amenities. 

Second, amenities seem to have smaller percentaoe 

effects on the price of rental housing than of owner-occupied 

housing. I 
Finally, the overall effects of amenities are within 

the range one might expect. Suppose that all neighborhood 

variab les, both observed and unobserved, changed by one standard 

deviation . It seems unlikely, given the results in Table 2, for 

this to lead to less than a 10% change in housing prices, or more 

than a 50% change. 

~, 

- ! 

i 

C. Hedonic W~ge Models 

The hedonic wage function has been a significant 

component of the empirical models of labor economics. In general .., 
f 

these analyses have attempted to evaluate the effects of job 

characteristics on wage rates or earnings while taking account of ~ 
20 I 

I 

the attributes of the employee. More recently a parallel line 
. ' 

of research has developed in which wage and earnings models were _j 

used t o gauge the effects of site-specific amenities on 

compensation. As our analysis of the inter - city location model J 
implied, we would expect both housing ~Q~ labor markets to Jreflect the effects of amenities. Hoch [1972, 1974, 1982J 

appears to have been the first to attempt to measure the 

association between wages and urban amenities such as crime. 

However, Fuchs (1959] and Tolley [1969J anticipated these 

arguments by noting that city size <including presumably the 
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positive and n e gative amenities that are a ssociated with it) 

influenced money wages. 

The t y pe of data and measure of the d e pen den t variables 

also serve to distinguish the wage models . For the most part 

these studies have used an average wage Cor earnings> measure by 

occupat i on. These data were derived from BLS Area Wage Surveys• r or Census with the former reporting average hourly earnings and 

the later median annual earnings. Separate wage models were 

estimated by occupation with measures of urban amenities and 

labor ma r ket conditions. As a rule in these studies either a 

real wage measure was used as the dependent variable or an index

l of the cost of living was included as an independent variable in 

the wage functions. Most of these studies treat the estimated 

model as par t of a simultaneous equation system. Hoch"s work 

would b e a notable exception in that his models are treated as 

reduced form equations. 

Iz r aeli [1977J emph a sizes the simultaneity in the 

determination of wages and the local price index; Getz and Huangr 
[1978J argue that earnings~ the cost of living , and the net 

migration are endogenous; and Crop~er and Arriaga-Salinas [1980 J 

interpret their estimates wage model as a labor supply function 

L with real earnings, employ ment, and an index of air pollution as 

endogenous variables.

I Overall the results of these studies are supportive but 

• hardl y overwhelmi ng in the empirical e vi dence consistent with an 

inter-city model of household location and , with it, an 

association between real wages and urban amenities. The analyses 
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can be crit icized both on grounds that they are a s incom~let~ in 

their treatment of job and individual characteristics and too 

aggregative with their use of a summary measure of wages. Only 

the air pollution, crime, and climate variables <as measures cf 

amenities> appear to have a detectable influence on wages. 
t 
l However, these effects are not upheld over all occupations. For 

e x ampl e , Getz and Huang found the violent crime rate to be a 

statist ica lly significant and positive influence on earnings 

<after taking account of the cost of living> in four of the nine 

occupations considered. The measure used for air pollution Ca 

principal component derived based on measures of particulates and 

sulfur dioxide> was a significant determinant in only one case 

and climate measures in three . The results for male laborers in 

lzraeli"s (1977] analysis supported effects for air pollution and 

climate. Cropper and Arriaga-Salinas• study had similar findings 

with six of eight occupations exhibiting a significant effect for 

sulfur dioxide , five for a climate measure, and four for crime. 

More recently three studies have considered the wage 

model with micro-level wage information -- Rosen [1979J, Robac k 

(1982 J ~ and Smith [1983J. All three are based on the current 

population surveys -- Rosen for 1970 , Roback for 1973, and Smith 

for 1978 . After controlling for individual characteristics, J 
occupation , and industry characteristics, all three studies find 

Iclear support for effects due to crime, air pollution, and 

climate on wages. There are, however, some differences in the 

studies. Rosen's dependent variable was based on annual earnings 

deflated by a local cost of living index , while Smith's study 

used a n hourly wage rate measu~e deflated by the cost of living 
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21 
i 'nde:-: .· F:ob;:.c:k' s model vJ i:t !:', basE=:d o n nominal vJeekl y wage!;. All 

of these studies trea ted the mod~ls as r educed form e quations and 

d id not a ttempt to include th e simultaneity effects specified in 

the 111odel s based on the. aggl"·egdtt?. cl \l'J dCJl~ me;:\sures. 

Bath t ypes of hedon1c waqe s tudies support a role f o r 1 • 
amenities as infl uences to real wages. The findings based an the 

r 
I micro-level s urveys are more supporti ve than those with the 

aggrega~ive measures . Howev er, this is what we would expect both 

as a result of the superior information <and associat~d ability 

l to control for r e lated determi n an ts of wages > and, equall y 

important~ the sheer impact of the larger sample sizes in 

assuri ng the isolation of even quantitatively small eff ect s on 

Thus, while the models p rovi de support for a n i nf luence 

o f urban amenities, can we go beyond this to measures of implicit 

v ;:.. l uat ion? To begin, it should be acknowledged that the SLlccess 

of wage models might be interpreted a s an indication of the 

i r1adequ2cy of hedonic property value models for measures o f the 

l mpli c 1t valuation of amenities, bec a u se s uch estimates cou ld be 

interpreted as ignoring the role of both markets as propo sed in 
2 2 

the Rosen-Roback model and demonstrated in Equation (10) . 

Alternatively, one might argue that the Rosen-Roback formulation 

i s o ver l y restrictive. By tying the household's adjustmen t to 

I requi re simultaneous job and location changes to realize a change 

in amenities , it 'fails to capture the role of within ci ty amenit y 

variations and movements that do not imply a job change in the 

overall equil ibrium condition. To date, s u ch a model h as not 
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been developed. 

From the perspective of benefit estimat i on for ame nit y 

c hanges , we hav e also focused all of our attention on marginal 

changes, and a special form of partial equilibrium analys is. 

Once it is recognized that a change in the level of any amenity 

leads to a simultaneous change in the prices <which vary with ~ 
; . 

that amenity facing the individual>, then the evaluation of the 

full welfare impacts implied becomes much more complex . 

The literature has not come to grips with such 

problems. Simple comparisons of the estimated marginal 

valuations of amenities such as air quality between hedonic wage 

and sinqle market property value models (as if the two could be 

treated as independent sources of this information > suggest much 

laryer estimates from the former <the wage> than the latter for 

comparable pollutants <see Manuel et. al. [1983]). Th i s findi n g 

is difficult to interpret given the limitations of the a vailable 

theoretical models for interpreting hedonic wage and property 

~alue equations. Clearl y , this is an area where further resear ch 

i s warranged. 

' ' 
~ 

D. Sizing Up the Assumption& and Pr~ctice cf Hedonic 

Models J 
Clearly, the general comments at the outset of this 

sect ion are relevant to the attempts to empirically implement the 

hedonic model. Freeman's [1979bJ appraisal of the assumptions of 

the hedonic property value model provides a good starting point 

for describing some of these issues in generic terms. Based o n 

his d i scussion as well as the subsequent literature, it is 
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possible 

concerns: 

1. 

r 
r 

3 . 

. 
I 

4 . t _ 

to highlight some of the most important of these 

Do households and firms have the information and a 

common basis of perception to permit the relevant 

markets to direct the locational assignment of 

activities and the implicit valuation of the site-

specific amenities associated with those assignments? 

Is it reasonable to maintain the equilibrium assumptions 

required for the interpretation of the hedonic price 

function in housing markets where adjustment and 

transactions costs (which are ignored by the models) are 

substantial? 

The hedonic price function in either the housing or 

wage market is an equilibrium relationship. As we 

noted earlierp analytical solutions for the equilibrium 

matching of economic agents have proved intractable for 

e ven moderately complex cases. Thus~ the theoretical 

g u idance a v ailable for t h e specification of these 

functions is limited if not non-existent. Therefore p 

can we detect the structure of these functions with 

reasonable assurance? 

All of the analytical . descriptions of household and firm 

behavior used to develop hedonic functions have been 

static, ignoring a household's consideration of the 

future and the prospects for resale of the commod i ty. 

To what extent does the abstraction from these 

considerations affect the use of the model to isolate 
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the effects of amenities and to e s tima te t-1o useholds·· 

marginal valuations of them? And. finally, 

• 

5. Unc ertainty is likel y to be a n impor tant part of t he 

household"s decision making. Yet the models of thei r 

behavior have largely ignored its effects. Uncertainty 
1 

enters the analysis for at least two reasons. 

IHouseholds• information concerning housing or Job 

characteristics may be quite imperfect. Equally 

important, the site-specific attributes may include 

risks -- of health impairment due to exposure to air 

pollution or hazardous waste <see Harrison (1983))~ of 

damage due to floods or other natural or man-made 

hazards <see Brookshire, et.al. (forthcomingJ> and 

Nelson (1983J>. The ability to "insure" against these 

effects will affect the household"s marginal bid. Is 

certainty a good enough approximation given our other 

empirical problems with implementation? 

For the most part, the theoretical <or even the 

experimental> information does not exist to provide answers on 

the importance of any of these concerns. Thus, an evaluation of 

their importance for the usefulness of applied hedonic modeling 
I 

in valuing amenities is at this stage a function of professional I 
...J 

judgement. It can therefore be expected to vary with the anal yst 

involved. Before offering our judgement, it is important to J 
acknowledge that many, if not all, of the concerns we identified 

would also be raised with virtually all empirical models in 

economics. 

Despit-e these limitations, empir-ic:al models based e.m 
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the h edoni c framework do seem to be prov iding, with increasing 

consistency~ indications of what are the most important charac

teri stics <and the site-specific amenities> to households. Where 

the amenity is diff icult to perceive and/or measure these mode l s" 

I ability is correspondingly affected. Thus, at the level of 

detecting the clearl y identifiable Cto households> amenities, t he 

t I 
models do seem to have had success. Where there is difficulty in 

perceiving the amenities , the results are nonetheless consistent 

with the framework. That is, when we consider air pollution, f or 

e xample, t he models perform quite well when the air pollut i on 

problem is a serious one <e . g., Los Angeles , see Br ookshi re 

et.al. (1982)) . 

The issue of using hedonic models to estimate the 
r 

marginal valuation of changes in amenities is a more difficult 

judgement call. To begin with, we will never know the true 

benefits of an amenity change. The available comparisons of 

property value models with direct questioning of individuals 

conce r ni ng environmental ameni ties has found agreement in that 

each s et of estimates is within an order of magnitude of the 
23 

other. While this is not a high level of ac c urac y, it is a s 

good or better than a large number of app lied areas in economic s . 

l Ultimately, to e v aluate the importance of inherent uncertainty in 

the estimates of the marginal values for amenities, we need to 

c onsider how they are to be used. It is probabl y fair to observe 

that for most policy-based uses, the level of uncertainty in 

other elements of the evaluation of a policy will be 

substantiall y greater than e v en fairl y generous ranges accorded 
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arise fr9m the information that is available to implement 

empirical models. As a rule, the data used have been collec ted t o 

serve othe r 	 p u rposes and must be ~dapted to meet the needs of an 

empirical e v aluation of the role of amenities. With SLICh .. 	 adaptation comes compromises whose ultimate effects on the qualit y 

of the empirical findings is unknown. 

f 
r Of course, in discussing the performance of empirical models 

designed to test theory or estimate key parameters for policy 

purposes it is too easy to call for more and better data as the 

"solution" for improving the empirical work. We think this is 

unlikely to be realized. Of c ourse, improved data will provide 

the basis for enhancing our understanding of the strengths and 

weaknesses of the hedonic framework. There are, however, some 

fundamental issues that require both theory and new data. In 

part, these were considered indirectly in the questions posed at 

the end of the last s ection. However, we believe four areas 

r deserve repetition and emphasis. They involve: perception, 

~; 
equilibrium~ empirical implementation, and policy uses of what we 

novJ h.:1ve. 

E~r:~g12ii.QD. 

For the most part, the empirical analysis of amenities must 

rely on crude proxy variables, measured at an aggregate level, to 

estimate each amenity that is hypothesized to influence household 

or firm behavior. We have rarely asked how do households learn! 
of school. quality, available recreation, crime, air quality. etc. 

Do they have key indicators that serve as proxies for these 
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vari a bles o r d o they rel y or1 others judgements (i.e., re~lto~s , 

friends, business connections, etc.>. Until we begin to 

realistically desc rib e the process through which households <and 

firms > form these perceptions and acquire the information 

necessary t o evaluate t he s e descriptions, there will not be any 

resolution of the criticisms of the available proxy measur es f or 

amenities. Moreo ver, transferring estimates of the implicit 

valuation o f these amenities to policy judgements will continue 

to be b u t a short step away from guesswor k . 

~9Ylll~ClYm 

The two markets used to estimate the effects of amenities are 

the housing a nd labor markets. For the most part past empirical 

studies have treated the former as local and the latter as 

national. Both t ypes of studies have treated the mar ket s as b e i ng 

in equilibrium where adjustment a n d transactions costs are 

negligible. We probabl y could not have pic ked cases where this is 

a less plausible assumpti on if some conscious effort had been 

devoted to the process. Nonetheless, the rather remarkabl y 

consistent track record of performance in both examples att e sts t o 

the presence of the effects of amenities on market prices in 

these cases. 

What remains is to judge how important departures from 

equilibrium will be to the theoretical interpretation and quality 

of empirical estimates of the implicit valuation of amenities. 

The hedonic model is a long-r un model of household behavior. In 

some areas the average tenure in a home is three to f ive years, 

while in others it may be o ver ~ d~cade. lt seems reaso n a ble to 
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e x pect that with e x isting empirical information and recent 

advances in modeli n g the role of adjustment costs for the d y namic 

behavior of the firm, our understanding of the equilibrium 

assumptions in this case can be enhanced. 

...- . 
I 

r 
l . 

To date there has not been an unambiguously correct 

implementation of the hedonic method for measuring the demand for 

ct-1ar-acteri s t i cs. All past efforts can be criticized for their 

treatment of either the identification problem or the simultaneity 

posed b y a nonlinear price function • Moreov er, if the Rosen-

Roback form of the inter-city model is accepted then the 

interpretation of the marginal prices are also incorrect. 

Clearly an attempt to build an application based upon the recent 

theoretical analysis and econometric methods discussed for thes e 

problems is warranted. Equally important , it also seems 

reasonable to call for experimental work where analytical 

solutions are intractable to gauge the impacts of the common 

mistakes of past empirical studies. Perhaps it would be possible 

not onl y to learn from our mistakes, but to interpret correctl y 

the estimates that are available rather than to discard them. 

Theoretical and empirical research on urban amenities is 

clearl y at the stage where we can identify what are the important 

amenities to households. While there are a wide variety of 

studies report i ng implicit marginal valuations of amenities, 
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there remain substantive questions with all of these estimates. 

They r1ave received the most direct Lise in the valuation of air 

qualit y changes as part of benefit-cost analyses of environmental 

regulations. It might be argued that this case poses <except for 

extremely polluted area> one of the most difficult for households 

to perceive. 

The available comparative evidence evaluating marginal 

valuations of air quality based on hedonic models with direct 

interviews suggests Cas we noted earlier) that they fall within 

an order of magnitude of each other. While the hedonic results 

are often used as a benchmark for the survey, both are estimates 

conditioned on different sets of assumptions. In judging the 

value of estimates of the marginal valuations for amenities from 

hedonic models for policy purposes, one must consider the 

alternatives. Decisions that reallocate resources in an effort 

to change the amenities available will implicitly value these 

amenities even when these estimates are ignored . At this stage, 

tt-.!?r e is no otr1er "game in town" to replace them. Moreover~ we 

feel their use is superior to nonuse. Howeve~, this does not 

imply that a strategy which treats these point estimates as ... 

reliable is warranted. Greater attention to incorporating the 

uncertainty due to the assumptions and statistical performance of 

the models is the only assurance the prudence will guide the 

interpretation of these valuation estimates, while research 

continues to improve their reliability. 
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1. In the case of ~ousing, the suppliers are likely to be 

composed of firms and households, with the latter offering res ale 

of homes and the former new housing units. For households the 

offer function is presumably influenced by the cost conditions 

for new housing of comparable attributes as well as by what might 

be termed the household's percei ved valuation or reservation 

price for the unit. Lerman and Kern [1983 J and Horowitz C1984J 

hav e begun the process of developing more realistic models of the 

bidding process and the role of sellers in that process. 

2. There have been limited attempts to undertake hedonic 

housing models across cities. Butler C1977J and Linemann C1977J 

report analyses based on micro-economic data. By contrast , Smith 

and Deyak (1975) undertook an analysis with cit y-wide averages of 

housing prices using census information. 

Equilibr ium condition <3> can easil y be confusing . It looks 

as if the individual demander and supplier are somehow 

interacting to determine the marginal price schedul e. just as 

aggregate demand ~nd supply for ordinary commodities determines 
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equilibrium prices. This analogy is misleading. Although the 

actions of all demanders and suppliers determines the h e donic 

price function~ each individual agen t faces an exogenous price 

scr-1edul e . No demand/supply simultaneity on the ind i vidual l e vel 

is i mplied . Nonetheless, there are many econometric 

complications in estimat i ng demand and supply parameters. as we 

discuss f ur ther on in the paper. 

4. Both the bid and of+er functions have been extensively used 

in the hedonic literature. The bid function is defined as the 

f unction W<;;v,Q > that sol ves U <;,y-W;Q>=v, where v is some 

utility level. The bid function is a type of transformation of 

the utility function. Intuitively, the bid function gives the 

household's willingness to pay at some utility level for 

different housing types. 

Tr1e offer function is defined as the function G<~. 'IT, 2> 

that solves GM-C<::l_,M;a>= n. Intuiti ve ly , the of f e r function 

gives the price at which the supplier is willing to provide 

different h o using types. 

5. Simultaneity in the matching of demanders and suppliers can 

lead to the appearanc e of a simu ltaneous deter mination of 

demanders and suppliers characteristics. What is invol ved is 

qui te direct. Our model assumes that variations in demander 

c haracteristics (Q> give rise to the heterogeneity in demanded 

bundles of characteristics. A similar argument e x plains the 

diversity of suppliers ' offers. Thus, it is reasonable to assume 

that t he equilibrium matching will lend to a consi stent pairing 

of certain types of dem~nders with specific types of suppliers. 
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This is a possibility, but not a certainty. It will depend on 

the nature of the distributions assumed for Q and § across the 

groups of demanders and suppliers, as well as their respective 

roles in the bid and offer functions. 

t 

I 

It is reasonable to suspect that elements from Q will be 


correlated with elements from §. This will affect the selection 


I" 

of instruments in estimating the margina l bid or marginal offer 


functions as we discuss in what follows. 


6. This is the ide a proposed by Tiebout C1956J as the basis for 

estimating the demand for local public goods. 

7. Diamond and Smith C1982J p. 15. Of course, in general 
( 

terms, this argument should not be surprising. All tests of 

- hypotheses involve additional maintained hypotheses as McCloskey 

(1983J has so aptly described in his essay on the rhetoric of 

e·conomi cs. What Diamond and Smith seem to be emphasizing is the 

completely arbitrary nature of the treatment of this problem in 

many past hedonic applications. 

8. In the simplest textbook case, exclusion restrictions ser v e 

to identify linear structural equations and they involve 

predetermined variables. Such variables are assumed by 

definition to s atisfy the conditions required for instruments in 

L the definition of estimatprs for linear simultaneous equation 

models. Indeed, it is the presence of excluded predetermined

l variables in the first stage equations for right-hand - side 

• endogenous variables that assures the consistency of two stage 

least squares <2SLS>. See Kmenta [1971] for the standard 

treatment of simultaneous equation estimation and McCarthy C1971J 

for a discussion of the role of first stage instruments in the 
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consistency of 2SLS. In contrast, in the hedonic framework 

variables e xcluded from the marginal bid Coffer) function, but 

included in the marginal offer (bid) function ae likely to be 

inappropriate instruments, as we will discuss further below. 

·i 	 These variables will be inappropriate instruments because despite 

their exclusion from the marginal bid <offer> function, they are I 
likely to be endogenous to the household's (firm•s> choice, and 

hence correlated with the residual. 

9 . It is not the case that the hedonic price function can be 

used to predict tne new equilibrium price set after the change in 

air quality. See Lind (1973] and more recently Starrett (1981] 

for a discussion of the implications of the assumptions 

concerning the boundary conditions imposed on a model of 

household location and their implications for the capitalization 

of the benefits associated with public projects into residential 

pr operty values. . 1 

10 . Izraeli [1977] used this interdependency to argue for ~ 

simultaneous equation model noting that: "Money wages and tt-1e 

goods ' prices are not independent variables. Wages as the main 

component of firms" cost of production, help determine the price 

of goods, and the vector of prices of goods is a variable 

affecting labor supply, thus helping to determine wages.'' <p.275> ~ 

We feel a connection is present but not a simultaneous J 
determination . Labor is not the dominant component of cost for 

al 1 indLtstries. Indeed, for the manufacturing sector materials 

have the largest cost share. Of course, this relationship will 

vary with industry. Since adJustment is not instantaneous~ th~ 
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i mpor tant implication is that the real wage is the relevant 

vari able for a hedonic wage function. 

11. Roback mai ntains that each firm ' s production function 

i ncl~des capital, labor, and land and that cap i tal has been 

"optimized" out of the analysis. However, CRTS in capital, 

labor, and land, and this optimi2ation process does QQi imply the 

CRTS in labor and land. For her analysis to be correct, one must 

assume, as Rosen [1979) did earlier, that each firm's capita l is 

held coristant . 

12. This conclusion might change if city land area was 

endogenoL1s. It would seem likely that land rents would go up 

less wi th an amenity increase if city land area e x panded as 

amenities increased. 

13. The ~'eiqht assigned to~ is unity because the model assumes 
oA 

that a fi xed amount of labor time normalized to unity is 

SLIPP lied. 

14. For a discussion of the implications of this problem for the 

properties of the Box-Cox transformation, see Amemiya and Powell 

[1980 ). 

15. It should of course be acknowledged that if the estimates of 

the hedonic price function are based on a maximum likelihood 

criterion. then the estimates of the marginal prices will be as 

wel l . Alternatively, it may well be that one i s interested in 

est i mates of the conditional median rather than the conditional 

mean for these marginal prices. In either of these 

circumstances, the bias issue may not be regarded a s a serious 

problem. 

16. Thus, assuming perfectly elastic or inelastic supply does 
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clot s o l v e the endogeneity problem in estimating hedonic demand 

p arame ters. This is counter to the claim made by Freeman Cl979J . 

Harrison and Rubinfeld [1978J, and others. 

17. One possibility is to include in the hedonic on ly one of the 

available measures. A second possibility is to include the first 

principal component of the alternative measures. A more complex , 

but less ad hoc approach would be to use the multiple indicato r 

mul tiple cause <MIMIC> models that are e x tensively used in · 

p s ychometrics <see Goldberger [1974J for more information on 

MIMIC models>. To our knowledge, MIMIC models have not been 

applied in the hedonic framework. 

18. For reviews of this literature, see Freeman (1979J, Smith 

[1977J. Ott [1982J, and Witte and Long [1983J. 

19. The speci.fic references to the studies, and the equations 

a nd variab l es on which Table 2 is based, are summarized below: 

tll Folla i n and Malpezzi (1980J: 

Bas ed on Mean Estimates. pp 41 and 42 


Phy si c al Condition: V278 


School Quality: School 


Crime: Crime 


Access: Shops 


Noise: Traffic, Air 


Overall Neighborhood Rating: V276 
 I 

<2> Kain and Quigley (1975J: ,
Based on Semilog Eaution, pp 100-201 

Physical Cond i tion: Adjacent units for owner s, 

Block face for renters. 
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School Qual i t y : School Quality 

Crime: Crime 

Racial Composition: Proportion white 

Neighborhood socioeconomic status : Median schooling 

Access: Miles from CBD 

(3) Barnett [1979J: 

r Based on Table 4, pg 17 

Physical Condition: Composite rating of neighborhood 

quality 

Access : Generalized access to employment 

<4> Noland [1980J: 
, _ 

Based on Table 2, pg 11
l. 

Physical Condition: Composite rating of neighborhood 

l._;
. quality 


Access: Generalized access to employment 


(5 ) Merrill [1980J: 

Based on Tables II-2 and II-4 , pp A- 29, A- 31 

Phy~i cal Condition: Quality of blockface landscaping 

Neighborhood Socioeconomic Status: Median in come of 

census tractI . 
' 

Access: Distance from CBD 

(6) Li and Brown [1980J: 

Based on Model 2, Table 2 

Physical Condition: On-site visual qualit y 

School Quality: Test scores for 4th graders 

Crime: Percent 16-21 years old who are hi gh 

school dropout s 

Neighborhood Socioeconomic Status: Median income 
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Air Quality: Sul f ur d iox ides 


Access: Distance to CBD 


(7) 	 Bart i k [1982J: 

B~sed 	on Table 7-2, p 184 


Physical Condition: PHCON 


School Quality: SCHOOL 


Crime: CRIME 


Racial Composition: PCTW 


Access: ACCESS 


Noise: CONG 


(8 ) 	 Mark and Parks [19781: 

Based 	on Equation 4 

Physical condition: RENTPC 

School Quality: EXPPUP 

Crime: CRIMRATE 

Racial Composition: ADJNONPC 

Neighborhood Socioeconomi c Status: MEDY 

Standard deviations are calculated from Little (197 6 ] . 

20. For a review of the early literature on the use of hedonic 

wa q e models to estimate the effects of job characteristics, see 

Smith [1983]. A more recent update to this can be found in 

Triplett [1983J. 

21. Roback noted that a real wage would have been preferable~ 

b u t indicated that the lack of availability of a local cost of 

living v a ri able for all of the SMSA ' s in her sample prevented 

its use. 

2~. Of course, it should also be acknowledged that this 
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framework maintains that the only mechanism for adjusting 

ameniti es is by t h e household changing ~Qtb its residential 

l ocation and job. If within city and between city adjustment 

were considered as possible alternatives with var ying adj u stment 

costs, then one would e xpect a more complex equilibrium 

condition. Moreover , that equilibrium would likely imply removal 

of the prospects for arbitrage in acquiring amenities through the 

two potential types of movements. 

23. See Brookshire et. al. C1982J and Desvousges et. al . [1983J. 
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7a~~ c ! . ::x 't.!nJl tui·c.; :inc! .\ u:.' u it_' LC'lc::.; fo~ 7-.tc ot y L::i rcc::; t Citlc s 

Perceived Neighborhood Amenities 
Amenity Related Expenditures (per capita) Measured Air Qualityti % Repor ting Undesirab lee 

I Violent 
Air Water Neighborhood Neighborhood CrimeI 
 Conditions Services Rat eClt/ I Educationa Policeb Qualltyc Qua Lltyc TSP so2 Ozone 

110.d 2.2 ~ 
Jl, 29. )420.Jl 1')7 . H . 5r. J6.l\i'. ) 2 10 . 7New "/ork 

I· 79.8 41.9 . 85Chicago 69 34 6.9441.45 121. 72 .84 I 7 . 80 

105 )2 64.8 57.6 46.8 1. 74Loa Angeles 499.62 125.66 .01 11.67 

PhHade1phia 378.12 10().12 1.01 88.91 53 SI 8.2 82.6 39.2 1.04I 
Rouaton 2SJ.96 75.04 .91 63.85 76 -- 26.8 84.3 39. 0 


Detroit 
 441.38 148. 35 ---- I34. 77 75 30 7.1 66.4 55.4 I 1.94 

Dallas I 
I294,86 72.65 .21 58.83 61 -- I. I 50. 7 39.l 1. 36 

San Diego 346.09 60 . 84 ---- 41.85 73 7 8.1 82.8 55.9 .73I"' 00 
Phoenix 419.76 87.51 ---- 49. 49 -- -- I.I 54.3 54 .8 

i
Bait imore 319.11 103.80 .so 43.39 59 -- 10.7 54.3 54.8 I 2.22

iSan Antonio 126.11 47.17 .23 40.59 52 -- o.o 92.0 48.0 .57I 
 IIndianapolis 192.99 58.26 .62 119. 34 67 -- 2.1 89.9 48.0 .98 
ISan Francisco 237 .02 105.00 ---- 177.89 5I 7 2.5 85. 7 43.2 1. 74 

Memphis 286 . 95 74. 78 ---- 45.35 42.4 41. 7 1.08 
Washington• DC 

69 -- ---
437.84 179.16 . 84 I39.36 52 38 17.0 58.0 53.1 I .2.28I I 

Milwaukee 453.58 95.22 ---- 68.48 60 53 9.1 86.5 50.4 ! 3. 42 
i 

San Jose -----·- 58 .67 ---- 32.25 - ---- ---- I 4. I 2 
' iCleveland 405.00 123.19 2.63 106.65 
I 

73 56 22. 7 89.3 37.8 I I2.43 .Columbus ------ 79.49 - -·- 72.43 50 -- 4.I 90.2 45.7 5.26! 
Boston I 464 . 98 125.87 .I2 43.I5 53 35 6.0 l67 . 1 50.2 14 .07 . 
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Table 1: continued 

a 	 These estimates are for primary and secondary educational expenses from the 
Digest of Educational Statistics, 1982, for the 1979-80 operating year. 

b 	 These estimates are taken from the County and City Data Book for 1983 and 
are for 1981 expenses. 

c 	 These estimates are based on the total dollar expenditures by each city for 
fiscal year 1980 and are taken from the State and Local Government Special 
Studies, No. 103; Environmental Quality Control 

d 	 These figures are taken from an unpublished sunmary of the indicator 
values for five pollutants in 102 urbanized areas prepared by the Environ
mental Protection Agency for 1978. The reported data have been checked 
with state records to assure consistency between federal and state measures 
of air quality. 

TSP refers to total suspended particulates and is measured for the urban 
monitoring sites with complete data by the annual geometric mean averaged

°' 	 across all sites in micrograms per cubic meter .'° 
so2 refers to sulfur dioxide and is measured for the continuous urban 
monitoring sites with sufficient hourly data by the annual arithmetic mean 
averaged across sites in micrograms per cubic meter. 

Ozone is measured for the urban monitoring sites with sufficient seasonal 
data. In this case, we report the estimated annual exceedances at sites 
with sufficient data averaged over the sites. 

e 	 These data are derived from the :Annual Housing Survey for owner occupied 
housing units , and report the percent reporting undesirable neighborhood 
conditions and percent reporting inadequate neighborhood services. They 
are for varying years -- 1977: Boston, Detroit, Dallas, Memphis, 
Washington, DC, Baltimore, Los Angeles, and Phoenix; 1976: New York, 
Housgon, Indianapolis, and Cleveland; 1975: Chicago, Philadelphia, San 
Diego, San Antonio, San Francisco, Milwaukee, and Columbus. 

f 	 These data are the FBI total violent crimes per 100 population for 1981 
as reported in the Statistical Abstract of the U. S. and the County and 
City Data Book. 
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Table 2: A Comparison A1:r oss St've ral Studies of the Pe rcen tage Effec t s 

on Hous ing Prices of a One Stnndard Deviat ion Improvemen t i n Each Amenity Variable 
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I 
 Amen i ty Meas ures I 


...---- ·a- I . ,--·---·r - - -·--···--ii 
I I I I Neighborhood I Access- to I · Ove r a ll I
Tenur e I 


St udy Physical I School I Hada l : Soc ioeconomic Air \.lor k and Helghbo rhood Type 
Author(s) Composi tion Stat us Quality I Commerce Nl• I :<e Rat Ing City i n Study Condi tion Qualit y I Crime 

I ! 
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l!! I I 

' i
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 I
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 I
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 I
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I 

I
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I 
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I
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Table 2: 	 continued 

Key: * indicates variable in statistically significant at 10% level 

W means variable has "wrong" sign 

NS means variable is insignificant and coefficient is not reported 

NR means variable's coefficient is not reported and significant is unclear 

- means variable in this category is not included in study 

Note: l. 	 For purposes of this table, all the changes considered are improvements; 
that is, we consider changes that would be expected to positively affect 
housing prices, such as a one standard deviation decline in the crime 
rate. 

2. All percentage effects are evaluated at the means of each study's data. 
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1. Introduction 

Policymakers increasingly make decisions tha t affect t h e risks 

faced by households, For example, the Environmental Protection Agency 

determines how stringently to regulate the disposal of toxic wastes, 

the Occupational Safety and Health Administration determines standards 

for work~lace safety, and the Consumer Products Safety Commission consid

ers how safe products should be. Ideally, the stringency of these 

f 	 regulations should depend on the benefits to households of these risk 

reductions. This paper considers some implications of economic theory 

for . how household willingness to pay for risk reduction will vary with 

the magnitude of the risk reduction. 

More specifically, this paper analyzes household willingness to·

l 

!. pay for risk reduction under the assumption that household's well-being 

is given by their expected utility over states of the world (the von 

Neumann/Morgenstern model). Using this assumption, I show that a house

hold' s marginal ·willingness to pay for risk reduction should be roughly 

constant over the variations in risk that we empirically observe. 

This implies that a household's total willingness to pay for risk reduc

tion is roughly proportional to the magnitude of the risk reduction. 

This theoretical result makes easier the task of empirically estimat

ing household benefits from risk reduction. For example, this result 

racili tates the use or hedonic housing price models tor estimating 

I 	 the benefits or risk reduction. Ordinarily, the variation of housing 

• 	
prices with risk only reveals the marginal benefits ot risk reduction• 

In equilibrium, each household chooses a bundle ot housing characteris

tics (including risk) such that the household marginal benefit from 

each characteristic is equal to the characteristic's marginal hedonic 
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price. The marginal p?'" ices thereby reveal marginal benefits. For 

rnost characteristics, ho·.,.ever, the marginal benefit curve can have 

any shape; without so~e econometric procedure to estimate this marginal 

benefit curve (see Bartik 1983, Brown and Rosen 1981, Free:nan 1979) 

it i s impossible to infer the benefits for non-marginal improvements. 

But for the characteristic of risk, economic theory implies that the 

marginal benefit curve is approximately horizontal. We can, therefore, 

extrapolate from observed marginal prices and benefits to the case 

of non-marginal improvements. 

Because the v0n Neumann/Morgenstern model has been challenged 

by numerous experiments (see Schoemaker 1982 for a review), it is also 

-
important to determine whether these results hold up in alternative 

mode l s. I consider specifically the suggestion of Kahneman and Tversky 

(1979) that transformations of probabilities ?'"ather than actual probabil 

ities enter the utility function. As a result of this change, house hold 

willingness to pay is no longer proportional to the size of the risk 

reduction. With plausible assumptions about the probability transfonna

tions, however, some predictions can be made about the willingness 

to pay for different risk reductions. Finally, I make suggestions 

about how survey evidence can be used to test the von Neumann / Morgenstern 

model vs. the Kahneman/Tversky model. 
I 

J 
2. The von Neumann/Morgenstern Model and Household 

• 
' Willingness to Pay for Risk Reductions 

2.1 The Modelj 

Assume that there are two states or the world, the first in which 

no adverse event takes place (probability p), the second in which some 

adverse event occurs (probability [1-p]). Household utility in a given 
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state of the worl d is defined ove!" a vector of hous i ng characteristics 

(~), and expenditure on goods other than housing (x). (The separate 

inclusion of housing character is tics wi 11 allow us to analyze housing 

choices within the hedonic model.) Household utility in the first 

state is u1 (.!,,X), in the second state u2 <~.x), with u1 > u2 at the 

I same .!.• x. Note that the utility function is state-dependent; this 

modification or the usual von Neumann/Morgenstern model has the importantr 
implication that the marginal utility of income (au1;ax) may vary over 

states of the world . Household preferences before it is kno'.oln which 

state occurs are desl.!ribed by their expected utility over states of 

the world, or 

Household's ex ante marginal willingness to pay for risk reduction 

(an increase in p) is the i r marginal rate of substitution of money 

(x) for p, or 

T . u1 u2 -
(2) <au;ap >/ <au1ax > • -------.-au 1 au2 

P ax • <1-p > ax-

This marginal willingness to pay for p will in general be a function 
I 
\...._ 

• 
rp(.!,,X) of.!. and x, or, because expected utility v is a monotonic func

[ tion of x, marginal W'TP is also a function.!. and v, WP(~,v) . 

Housing units are assumed to be described by the z bundle, and 

the safety p associated with that location. Without loss of generality, 

households can be assumed to be renters, because homeowners can be 

regarded as renters who rent from themselves. Market rents r will 
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vary wit h 1. and p acccrdi~g to a heconic rent f unct i on r(1.,p ) . In 

maximizing utility subject to the hedonic rent function, households 

w i 11 equate their marginal WiP for p to the marginal price of p in 

the hedonic, Clrlap . 2 Household marginal WTP is hence observable if 

one can estimate r ( ) , and the z and p chosen by a particular house

hold is known. In the hedonic context, the marginal WTP is more commonly 

known as the marginal bid. 

Consider the benefits of reductions in risk at various locations 

within a metropolitan area. If households do not mov e in response 

to t his change, the efficiency benefits of this change are the sum 

of all households' WTP for the improvement at their location. In another 

paper (Bartik 1984), I show that this measure is in general an underesti 

mate of true social benefits; int• itively, allowing household mobility 

can on l y add social benefite. Here, however, I focus on measuring 

household WTP for the improvement, if no mobility occurs. A compensating 

varia tion measure of an improvement in safety from Po to is givenp1 

by 

·. 

wCV •( 3) 

where is the original level of utility. The equivalent variationv0 


measure of an improvement is 


...J ( 4) wEV • , 
Where is the final level of utility . Knowledge ot the hedonic tellsv1 

us the hOusehold marginal WTP at the initial point of the CV measure 
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("AP(~,v0 ,p0 )J, but no other points are observed along the marginal 

WTP curves under which the CV and EV measures integrate. 

This paper 's main assertion is that WP is approximately constant 

as p varies. Hence, CV or EV can be approximated by the produc t 

(p 1 -p0 )Wp(~,p,vi) where p is some probability between p and p1 , and 

vi is the or iginal or final utility level. In particular, CV can ber 	
0 

approximated by the product ( p 1 -p0 )WP (~,p0 ,v0 ). This particular product 

[ 	 can be empirically calculated because WP(~, Po, v0 ) is equal to th~e ob

served marginal price of p chosen by the household at the original 

safety level Po . This resu lt also implies that the household WTP for 

an improvement from to p is approximately equal to Cp3-p2 )1(p1-p )p2 3 	 0 . ' 

times the WTP for an improvement from p0-to p;-:-that is WTP i s proportion

al to the size of the improvement. 

2.2A Proof that Marginal WTP I s Approximately Constant 

Consider the equation (3) express ion for CV. Applying a Taylor-

series expansion to ~~e marginal WT? function, we obtain.. . 

(p, 
( 5) J [WP c~. vo 'Po) 

Po 

The partial derivative awp/a p is evaluated at (~, v0 , Po). Integrating 
l 

L 	 this expression leads to 

I 	 ( 6) 

Hence, CV is equal to the CV that would occur if margina l WT? were 

perfectly constant, plus another term. The goal now is to show that 
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the s econd ter:n is likely to be relativel y sma l l. This requires an 

the 

To analyze the partial derivative of the marginal WTP, it is easier 

to consider the marginal WTP as a function of .!• x, and p than as a 

function of .!• v and p. It can be shown that the partial derivative 

of t h e compensated marginal WTP function is related to the partial 

derivatives of the uncompensated function in the following manner: 

jf 
p 1.: ( 7 ) - -....- "o·ox . 

Using equation (2 ) [marginal WTP • 

first term in equation 7 can be ~ritten as 

au, au2 
C,fp ax ax

( 8 ) • -wap- p au, oU2 
p-+ (1-p) ax ax 

Substi t uting eq. 8 into eq. 7, and algebraical ly manipu l ating the second .; 

term, we obtain 

aw Ofp x WP 
p (- -)(-) W ( 9) a;-. -w 

p au, au2 ax f p x p 
..J ' p~· (1-p) 

dX ax 

• -W M - E(W /x)Wp p p , 
! 

where M is the percentage change in the weighted marginal utility of 

money as more weight is put on state 1, and E is the elasticity of 

I 
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margina l WT? with respect to x. In turn, substi tu ting this equat ion 

into t he eq. 6 ap ~roximation for CV, and simplifying yie l ds 

w 
(10) wCV. ( p,-po )Wp (~.ro .Po> + f <p, -po>2C-W PM - E (~) Wp ] 

r w 
• (p 1 -Po>wp <_~. vo ,Po >f1 - f <p, -po)(M • E / )} 

r 
Hence, CV is equa l to t he CV if Marg i nal WT? were cons t an t tim~s one 

minus an adjus t ment ter:n that d epends on: ( 1) the s i ze of t h e change 

in prob ab il ity considered ( p1-p0 ); (2) the percentage change i n the 

weighted marginal utility of money a~ mor.L_weight is put on state one 

(M); (3 ) the elasticity of marginal WTP with respect to x(E); (4 ) ther 
w 

ratio of the household's marginal WTP to its money (...E). The las t 
x 

two terms reflec~ the need to take away x as p increases t o keep uti li t y 

constant, and the consequent effect on household marginal WTP. 

From this analysis, i f the marginal util ity of money were constant 

across s .tates, and there were no "income effects" on marginal WTP , 

the adjustment term ·"ould be zero and marginal WTP would be constant. 

A non-zero income eff ect on marginal WTP wi ll have a negative effect 

on househ old WTP; as p i ncreases, the household's income is reduced 
) 

L to keep u t il ity constant, t hus increasing the marginal util i ty of income 

and reducing marg i nal WTP . Var-iations in marginal utili t y of income 

across states of the world have an uncertain effect on WTP. If the 

marginal utility of income is greater in state 1, t."le des i red state, 

the increase in probab ility of state 1 increases the marg inal utili t y 

of income and reduces household marginal WTP. If the margina l util ity 
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of income is greater in state 2, household marginal WT? will increase 

as the probability of state 1 increases. 

What are plausible values for the components of Eq. lO's adjustment 

term? The elasticity of the marginal WT? with respect to money (E) 
I 

would be expected to be in the range from "i to 2. There is little 

direct evidence on this, but some insight can be gained from ordinary I 
demand concepts. For example, if the price elasticity of demand for 

risk reduction were about (-1), a marginal WTP money elasticity of 

2 would imply an income elasticity of about 2. For a fixed price, 

doubling income wo:.ild quadruple the marginal valuation; a fourfold 

increase in quantity would be needed to re-equate the marginal valuation 

to the fixed price. 

Second, the ratio of marginal WTP to income might be also expectec 

to be in the range fro:n one to two. The marginal WTP indicates the 

money the household would be willing to pay for a small risk reduction, 

but measured as a money rate per unit of risk reduction. The risk 

reduction units are the actual probabilities, so one unit of risk reduc-

J
tion is a change in p from zero to one. A change in p fro:n zero to 

one might be valued by a household at its entire income x. For smaller 

changes in p, one would expect a risk- averse household to be willing 

to pay a money rate pe!" risk reduction until that is higher than the 

WTP for the complete change from p•O to p•l. 

Finally, it is difficult to have much intuition as to how the 

marginal utill ty of income will vary over states of the world. In 

general, however, it seems unlikely that the change in marginal utility 

of income as probability increases will make much difference. Consider, 

!'or example, an increase in the marginal utility of income in state 
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1. As t his inc:-ease approaches infini t'f, the l imit of the :-1 ter:n ap

preaches (11p0 ). Assuming Po is greater than .75, thiS te?":n can be 

no greater than 1.33. As we will see, '"''hen multiplied by ( -t ) and 

(p1-p0 } in equation (10) , this term will only require a 13.3~ downwards 

adjustment in WTP for a (p1-p0 ) change of .10. A very high marg i nal 

utility of state 2 income could cause greater problems. Increasing 

this marginal utility to infinity yields a limit to .t his component 

1of (.:....._) , which will equal (-4) if Po• .75 . This would yield~a 52~
1-po 

upwards adjustment in wiP for a .10 inc:-ease in p. This upwards adjust

ment to some extent, however, merely counteracts the downwards adjustment 

of the second component [E(Wp/x)] _of the adjustment te:-m. So, for 

a considerable range of increase in au21ax, the net effect of the adjust
au1 au2 

ment term will be small. In the following, I assume ax • s ax• with 

s between 0.5 and 2.0. 

Table 1 uses a range of values for all these parameters to determine 

the bias in simply assuming the marginal WTP is constant . The te:-ms 

reported in the table represent the. percentage by which the constant 

marginal WTP calculation is greater than the true WTP. ·From th is table, 

it is clear that under a reasonable variety of assumptions , the bias 

will usually be in the 10 to 20% range. Larger bias figures only occur 

i r one examines very large improvements in safety (20% or more) and 

assume that WP is large in relation to x (WP/x • 2.0) and that WP is 

very elastic with respect to x(E • 2.0 }. 

The numbers in table 1 represent the bias in extrapolating from 

the marginal WTP at one point, Which one might want to do us i ng estimated 

hedonic marginal prices. It is al.so possible to calculate how one 

would expect household's stated WTP for risk reduction to vary from 
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7able 1 : 	 P ercer.tag ~ 2ia s i r. :a lculating ~T? 
Caus ed by Assuming Constant Margina l 
WTP 

Increa se f ro:n Inc r ease fr orr: 
p-. s to p.. ,9 p• .8 to P• 1 • 0 

s • . 5. 
~ 
) 

W / x p W / x p 

, • 0 2 . 0 1.8 2. 0 

.5 + 1 ~ +2% 

E 1 • 0 +1~ · 6 ~ 12 

2 . {) ·6 ~ • 12 32 

s • 1.0 

J 
' \ 

1 • 0 2.0 1. 0 2. 0 

.5 •5% •5% +1 0~ 

E 1 .o 5 10 10 20 

2 . ~ 10 20 20 40 

s • 2. 0 

1 .o 2 .0 , .o 2.0 

.s ·5~ •8% + 11 ~ 

E , • 0 8 13 16 26 

2. 0 13 23 26 46 

s - ,
Note: Table reports ( 100 )( f ) ~P {[-----] + 

P0s • i - p0 
WP 

(E] (~]} . The result i ng number i s t he bias in 
x 

using a constant marginal WTP assumption to 
cal culate WTP tor a change in p , computed as 
a percent age of the constant marginal WTP calcu
lation. A positive number in t h e table means 
a positive bias in the calculation; i.e., the 
constant marg i n a l WTP calculati on is great er 
than true WTP by that percentage . The table 
s hows how the bi as var i es with s, E, and Wplx. 
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strict proportionality to the size of the risk reduct ion. These theoret

ical predictions could then be compared with actual survey evidence 

to test the theory. Table 2 reports the percentage difference bet-.een 

twice the true WTP for a safety improvement fro:n p• .8 to p• ,9, and 

the true WTP for a safety improvement from p•.8 to p•l.O. The figures 

in the table are the percentage by which the WT? for the larger improve

ment is less than twice the WT? for the smaller improvement, calculated 

as a percentage of twice the WTP for the smaller improvement .~ The 

table indicates that the ~TP for larger improvements is generally only 

5-15$ less than the prediction fro:n simply proportionally inflating 

the WTP for the smaller improvement. These figures are generally less 

than in table 1 because household WTP for the smaller improvement already 

incorporates the downwards slope of the marginal WT? function as p 

increases . Survey evidence on household's valuations of changes in 

risk could test the predictions in table 2, particularly if wp/x and 

E would be ascertained. 

The final implication of these restrictions on the shape of the 

marginal WTP function are restrictions on the shape o f the hedonic 

price function . At any household's chosen equilibrium, the household 

compensated marginal WTP for risk reduction must have a more negative 

slope than the marginal price function for risk reduction, or 

( 11) 

This is a second-order condition for utility maximization in this problem 

(see Rosen 1974 or Bartik 1982). Substituting equation (9) (the deriva
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Table 2. 	 Percentage Difference 3etween ~T? for Improvement from p•0.8 to 
p•1 .0 and Twice ~T? for Improvement from p=0, 8 to p•0.9 

s • .5 	 s - 1 .o s • 2.0 

~ 
!. 

I 
~ .5 

Wp/x• 1 .0 

+1% 

Wp/x•2. 0 

- 1% 

'llp/x• 1 . o 

-2% 

wp/x•2.0 

-5% 

'l-ip.x•1 .0 

-6% 

'llp/x•2 . O 

-9% 

I 
~ 

E 1 • 0 - 1% -6% -5% - 1 , ~ -9~ -15% 

2.0 -6~ -19% -1 , % -25% - 15% :-'30% 

·1 

Note : C 1 l da cu ate as 
WTP (O . b to 1 .0 ) - 2[ WT? (0 .8 

2[~TP(0.8 to 0.9) ] 
to 0. 9)] 

~ 
' 

. 

J 

I 
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t i ve in t e r ms of th e uncompensa~ed ~arg inal wTP f unc tion ) into (11) , 

one obtains 

( 12) 

r ar au, 
Dividing both sides by Wp(• ~p at the equilibrium) ' and assuming -- • 

au2 
a dX 

s ax-• results in 

( 13 ) 

The left-hand side is interpretable as the percentage change in the 

:narginal price of p for a one pe:-cent increase in p . The percentage 

change must be greater than a nu~ber that depends on p, s, E, and WP/x. 

Table 3 compiles valus of this lower bound for various values of these 

parameters. 

From table 3, a one percent increase in p can e i t her increase 

the hedonic marginal pr i ce of p, leave it unchanged, or reduce the 

[ marginal price by less than three or four percent in absolute magnitude. 

In other words, the hedonic rent function can be convex with respect 

to p, or a straight line, but the function s hould not be "too concave" 

I anywhere with respect to p. This is a significant restr i ction on the
L. 

shape of the hedonic. This pred i c t ion can potentially be empirically 

I tested. For example, it empirical hedonic rent functions, estimated 

using a flexible tune tional f orm . indicated that a 10S increase in 

p led to a reduction in the hedonic marginal price of more than 50~, 

this would contradict the theory outlined here. 
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Table 3. 	 Lower Bound for Percer.tage Change in Hedonic ~arginal ?rice of 
Risk Reduction for One- Percent Increase in Probability of 
No Loss, Starting at p•.8 

s •. 5 s - , . 0 s • 2.0 

Wp/x•1 .0 Wp/x•2.0 fip/x•l.O Wp/x•2.0 Wp/x•l .O Wp/x•2.0 

.5 .3 -.2 - . 5 -1.0 - 1 • , -1. 6 

_, .2E 1.0 - .2 	 -1 .0 -2 .0 -1.6 -2.6 

2. 0 - 1 .2 -3 .2 -2 .0 -4.0 -2. 6 - 4.5 

I 


w 
rNote: Table r eports 1 - s ) - E .J:. Th is is equal to negative of r:iumbers( ps • 1-p x ( 

in Table 1 , times 2, div ided by (100)6p. 

• 

J 

I 
, 
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3. 	 The Kanneman/Tversky Model and Household willingness 
to Pay for Risk Reduction 

3.1 	 Implications of the Kahneman/Tversky Model 
for WT? for Risk Reduction 

Kahneman and Tversky have developed an alternative to the von 

Neumann/Morgenstern model for analyzing decision making under risk . 

This model is intended to explain numerous experimental results that 

apparently contradict standard expected utility theory (see Schoemaker 

1982 or Kahnea:an and Tversky 1979 for a review). I will not .try to 

ana l yze the effects on WT? for risk reduction of all of the features 

of the Kahneman-Tversky model. Instead, I focus on one particular 

feature of the Kahneman-Tversky model, its assumption that transforma

tions of probabilities rather than actual probabilities enter the utility 

function. 

Kahneman and Tversky argue that individuals tend to ignore extremely 

small probability events and over~eight slightly larger but st ill sma ll 

probabilities. Furthermore, they argue that in some medium range, 

from perhaps p• .05 to p• .95, that the weight placed on events varies 

less than proportionally with probabilities. All of these assertions 

can be explained if individuals use some function of probabilities 

rather than actual probabilities in assessing risk. This function 

would be zero for small probabilities, jump to some value greater than 

the probability for larger probabilities, and then have a slope less 

than one as the probability increased. In the present model, it is 

the probab i l1 ty of loss ( 1 -p) that will usually be small . Kahneman 

and Tversky's model imP.lies that a function G(1-p) rather than (1 -p) 

will be used in assessing loss. This runction is illustrated in Figure 
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1, whic!"l is closely patter:ieo af:er Figure 4 in Kahneman-Tversky (1 97 9 . 

p. 283 ). 

In general, there is no reason in the Kahneman-Tversky mode l to 

assume that the transforme d probabilities [G( p ) and G(1-p)] su:n to 

.. 	 one. However, Kahnerr:an and Tversky also argue that individuals often 

maximi.ze utility by dividing their choice set into a certain component, 

and a risky gain or loss multiplied . by the transformed probability 

of that risk. In the present model, this implies that household prefer

ences may be described by 

(14) u • u 1 <~.x ) • c c 1-p)[u2 <~.x ) - u 1 c~.x) J 

• ( 1 - G(1-p)JU 1 (~,x) • c11-p)~(~,x)J 

Based on t h is utility function, household marginal WTP is given 

by 

G' (U - U )
1 2 

( 15 ) w • ~~~~~~~~-
p au, ~ 	 -,au

~x (1 -G ) • ~ ~ G 
a dX 

This marginal flT? would be equated by the household to the hedonic 

marginal price. 	 Integrating this marginal WTP over- some impr-ovemen-: 

from Po to p1 , and again using the Taylor-series expansion, yields 

-..J 
an approximation to 	household WTP for the improvement. 

.1 	 ( 16 ) w• .. 
II w 

• (p , -po)W;:iC.~·vo,PoH1 - 1Cp,-poJ[~, .... Mg ... E f J l 

I 

http:maximi.ze


1 '. h"c:.+·.c:"'...U. 'Re..\o..+·,Cti~Lt~(' ~-\-w.?o<.'\ ~'-·t,,.Qh~vr~ 
~:.s \<. ~"& l ~ .... !. Cu..A R.:\ \:.. U s.:.i.9.. .'.... 

~ Ue.c..~s ~~'... ~~ ~":. ~J~ 't ~~M''"'""/T.;cr~ l( 
l I 
., I 
" r 1.0 

- ~ 1 
\ "'"'~ t'l't\ot.&l 

R-. .. ~ 
0~Q'9,. .:..r · 

l u~c.i.~c; 

r [G ( \-~·;) 
,,..I . '.:> 

,, 
.... 

~ 
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where G' anc G" are first and seconc: derivatives, and Mg .. G' ((cu 10x ) 1

(~U2 10x)]/[(1-G)(3U 1ax ) + G(C;U2/0x)]. Again, WTP equals the amount1 
it would be if marginal WTP were constant, times one minus a correction 

term. This is a generalization of the earlier model. The earlier 

model ( eq. 10) can be viewed as equation 16 with the assumption that 

G • 1-p, G' • 1 , G" • 0 . 

The most · important change in this more general expression is the 

term (G"/G'). If sorr.e constant value of this term could be .assumed 

as i' varies, the probable nurr.erical value of the bias in assuming con

s tan t marginal WTP could be calculated. If the G function is shaped 

as Kahneman and Tversky assume, ho•.,.ever, G" /G' wi 11 be far from con

stant. In this case, a Taylor-series approximation is likely to be 

quite inaccurate. Equation ( 16), however, can be made exact by evaluat

ing all derivatives at some p betweer. Po and p1 . Hence, this equation 

implies that the G" /G' term has sorr.e potential for adcing additional 

bias if G" is non-zero and large at soxe p between Po and p1 • In particu

lar, 1f G" is positive, the constant marginal WTP assumption can lead 

to an overes-:.irr.ate of the true WTP, While if G" is negative, true WTP 

may be underestimated. These possibilities can be illustrated using 

Figure 1. Suppose the marginal WTP is known for some p to the right 

of point a. Ir we try to use that marginal WTP to predict the WT? 
..J 

for an improvement to the left of a, between a and b, we are likely 

to .significantly underpredict the true WTP. Algebraically, th is occurs J 

because G" is negative near a. Intuitively, this occurs because marginal 

WTP increases greatly as we move to the left of a; a given improvement ' " 
in actual safety results in the region a to b in a much larger improve

111ent in perceived safety (1.e., G' > 1). Similarly, if we use the 
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marginal WTP in the region from a tc '> to predict the riT? for an improve

ment to a point to the left of b, we will probably overpredict tru e 

WTP. Algebraically, G" is positive near b. Intuitively, the marginal 

WTP drops to zero to the left of b , because G' • o. 

To provide a numerical illustration of the possible biases in 

F 

r assuming constant marginal WTP, I will make a number of simplifying 

assumptions . Suppose increases in risk are ignored in the zero to 

\ 	
one percent range; that the perceived risk is 10 percent when the actual 

risk is 5 percent, and that perceived risk equals actual risk when 

the actual risk is 20 percent . Suppose furthermore that the margin

al utility of money is constant over states of the world and there 

are no income effects on marginal WTP. -This implies that the only 

factor preventing marginal wTP from being constant is the transformation 

function G. Under these assumptions, true WTP for an improvement in 

safety from Po to p1 will be given by 

(p 1 G' (U1 - u )
2 

(, 7) wev • w pdp • I .......-u-----.,,-u- ctp
J 0 , 	 0 2 
Po -,..- ( 1 -G ) + -,..- G ox ox 

u, - U2 (p, 
• 	 G'dpau 

ax JPoL 
L 	 • k(G(1-p0 ) - G( 1-p, ) ] 

From Eq. (17), 	 true WT? will not be proportional to the size of the 
Q 	 f 

risk reduction 	unless G(r1 ) - G(p0 ) is proportional to (p 1-p0 ), which , 

will not be the case because Ci' i.s not constant. Using the specific 

numbers given above, the true WTP can be written in terms of k as 
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( 18) (a) ..,..cv ( Po • . 8 to •95 ) - k[ . 20 - • 10 ] • 10 kp1 - 
(b) wCV ( P1 . . 95 to P2 • .99) • k( .10 - O] .. . 1 Ok 

(c) wCV(p2 • .99 to P3 • 1.0) ] k[O - O] • 0 

In this example, an i mprovement in safety from .95 to .99 (reductio:i 

in risk from 5 to 1 percent ) is valued by the same amount as an improve

ment in safety fro:n .8 to .9 5 (reduction in risk fr-om 20 percent to 

5 percent ) even though the improvement from .95. to .99 is onl y_ about 

one-fourth the magnituje of the latter improvement. Furthermore, improve

ments in safety beyond .99 are not valued at all . 

The Kahneman-Tversky model thus implies that in general, the assu:np 

tion of a constant marginal WT? will be inappropriate. Given the shape 

of the transformation funct ion assumed by Kahneman and Tversky, however, 

information about households' marginal WTP, obtained from heco:iic price 

stud ie s or els ewhere, may still be useful. For exampl e, if figure 

1 is correct and the transformation function has approx imately constant 
~-· 

slope to the right of point a, then the marginal WTP will be approximate

ly constant in this range. Furthermore, projecting a constant marg inal 

WTP to the left of a is likely to lead to an underestimate of true 

WTP. Thus, one can use :narginal WT? values calculated from hedonic 

price functions to : (1 ) approximate actual benefits up to some critical 
-j 

level of risk, a; (2) provide a lower bound for the benefits from further 

reductions in risk. I 
3.2 Testing and Using the Kahneman/Tversky Model 

Using survey data, it should be possible to evaluate which model, 

Kahneman/Tversky or von Neumann/Morgenstern, better explains individual's 

behavior towards risk. As developed in section 2, the von Neumann/ 
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Morgens tern ~ode! precicts that household WTP for ris~ reduction snould 

be proportiona l to the magnitude of the risK reduction. In contrast, 

if household preferences follow the Kahneman/Tversky model, survey 

responses would be expected to be quite different. As risk is reduced,I 
WT? 	 woulc at first be roughly proportional to the magnitude of the 

r 	 risk reduction. But at some critical point (a in figure 1), WT? per 

r 	 a given change in p should increase enor~ously. Finally, at some level 

of safety quite close to (point b in fig . 1 ), households WTP for 

further risk reduction would decline to near zero. 

If households follow the Kahneman/Tversky model, it would be quite 

i 
important to determine these critical points "a" and "b" for differentl. 
types of households. As discussed above, these critical points determine 

l~ 

L 

the range in which the use of marginal WT? values fro:n hedonic price 

studies result in an underestimate of true WT?. Furthermore, one ~ould 

expec t that point b would often be the efficient level of risk reduc

tion. To take an extreme exam?le, suppose that the marginal cost of 

risk reduction is constant (per given increase in p ) . Then if any 

.... risk reduction at all is efficient. point b would be optimal, because 

marginal WT? increases as we move from the right to point b. This 

result does not hold if the marginal cost of risk reduction inc:""eases 

as more and more risk is eliminated. Ho1.1ever, if the marginal cost 

of risk reduction does not increase too rapidly, then point b will 

I still in many cases be the optimal level of risk reduction. 

4. 	 Conclusion 

The most important conclusion of this paper is that household 

WTP tor risk reduction is likely to be roughly proportional to the 

magnitude ot the risk reduction. This proportionality only fails as 
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prices, but this certainly does not imply that there are no benefits 

from reduc ing the risk. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1I would. like to thank Kerry Smith for helpful conversations on 

this subject. Portions of this research were supported. by the Environ

mental Protection Agency. 

2This is pointed out in Smith ( 1984). 
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MEASURING THE BENEFITS OF AMENITY IMPROVEMENTS 
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• INTRODUCTIONj • 

Empirical measurement of the benefits of improvements in public 

goods is increasingly important fer policy. For example, evaluating 

the benefits of environmental goods is crucial in determining the strin

gency of environmental regulations. The benefits of these public good 

improvements is usually assumed to be the sum of all households' willing

ness to pay for the improvements, in the spirit of the original Samuelson 

public good model. 

One empirical model often used to measure the value consumers 

place on public go0ds is the hedonic housing price model (Rosen 1974). 

To use this model, the level of the public good must vary from house 

to house within a housing market. Public goods that vary spatially 

are often called amenities (Diamond and Tolley [1982], Bartik and Smith 

(1985] review the amenities literature.) 

Housing prices wi 11 vary with amenities according to a hedonic 

price function. Housing price variations and consumer choices can 

be used to estimate a household's ma~ginal willingness to pay or marginal 

bid function for the amenity, although the appropriate econometric 

procedure is in some dispute (Bartik (1983], Brown and Rosen [1982J, 

and Diamond and Smith [1982] discuss the econometric issues). Using 

these estimates, the usual procedure for calculating benefits · is to 

integrate under the marginal bid function of the household at each 

location between the before and after levels of the amenity at each 

location, and then sum over all households, (for example, Harrison 

and Rubinfeld [1978].) This will approximate the sum of all households' 

willingness to pay for the amenity improvements at their original loca

tion. 
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The first purpose of this paper is to point out that in a hedonic 

model, the benefits of amenity improvements will not be given by thi.s 

sum or all households' valuations. This benefit measure overlooks 

the spatial rearrangement of households and housing supply adjustments 

of property owners that follow amenity improvements. Unfortunately, ' 
a conceptually accurate benefit measure is not practical, because we 

would have to solve for the new equilibrium hedonic function in order 

to ascertain the spatial rearrangement and housing stock adjustments 

that will occur. Explicit solutions for hedonic price functions are 

' 
at present usually unobtainable. 

The second purpose of this paper is to suggest practical procedures (; 

that might be used to estimate the benefits of amenity improvecents. 

Two benefit measures are proposed that bound true benefits. The house

hold's valuation of the amenity change at its current location, (the 

usual measure) is shown to always be an underestimate of the true bene

ti ts. An overestimate of true benefits is provided by the hypothetical 

increase in property values that would occur due to amenity improve-

ments if the hedonic price function remained unchanged. The paper 

also shows the special circumstances under which these measures will 

be exact rather than an under or overestimate. Finally, the paper 

discusses the feasibility of approximating the benefits if only the 

hedonic price function is known, While the marginal bid function cannct 

be estimated. This s·i tuation arises frequently in empirical work because 

of the many econome.tric assumptions needed to estimate marginal bid 

functions. 
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2. 	 HOUSEHOLDS' VALUATIONS OF THE AMc:N ITY IMPROVEMENTS AT THEIR ORIGINAL 
LOCATION IS AN I NACCURATE BEtlEFIT MEASURE BECAUSE IT OVERLOOKS 
ADJUSTMENTS BY HOUSEHOLDS AND LANDLORDS 

2.1 	 A Proof 

A proor of the inaccuracy of the usual benefit measure (households' 

valuations of the improvements at their original location) can be ob

tained by deriving the true benefit measure, and comparing it with 

the usual measure. Consider a set of improvements in amen! ties of 

various amoun~s at different locations within a city. In general, 

this set of improvements will lead to a change in the hedonic price 

function. Faced with a new hedonic function, and a different level 

of amenities at their original location, most households will choose 

a new level of amenities and a new location . In addition, property 

owners may choose different levels or housing characteristics. To 

simplify the exposit;ion, I assume that all households rent housing 

t'rom landlords; th is assumption does not limit the general! ty of the 

analysis because homeowners can be treated as renters who rent from 

themse 1ves . The total social benefits of t he am~ni ty improvements 

are then equal to the sum of all households' gross willingness to pay 

tor their new location minus the change in rent they pay, plus the 

change in profits of landlords. 

Under these assumptions , the net benefits to household i (BH1 ) 

of the improvements can be written as: 

(,) 

Equation (1) uses the following notation: E( ) is the household's 
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bid function, that is the rent it must pay for a given housing unit 

to give 1t a particular utility level; 2 A is the vector of amenities 
• 

at a particular location; z. is a vector of other housing quantities, 

and is some utility level for household 1. The subscripts "ni"v 1 

and "oi" on the A and Z variables indicate the level of A or Z for 

household i at its new and old locations respectively. The superscripts 

"a" and "b" on A and Z indicate the level of amenities and housing 

characteristics at a location after and before the amenity improvement 

and consequent housing stock adjustments. pa( ) and pb( ) are the 

equilibrium hedonic price functions after and before the amenity improve

ments, respectively. 

The expression in equation (1) can be equal to either the compensat

1ng variation or equivalent variation measure of the benefits to the 

household, depending on the level of utility vi. If vi is the house

hold's original level of utility, then equation (1) gives a compensating 

variation measure of benefits. In this case, the first expression 

in brackets (E (A~i, Z~i, vi) - E (A~i, Z~i, vi)] shows how much more 

the household is willing to pay for (A~i, Z~i) than for (A~i' Z~i) 

at its original utility level; that is, the amount of money that if 

taken away frc:n the household at its new consumption levels of A and 

Z would give 1 t the utility it originally had. The second expression 

8in brackets ( j:)a{A a · z ) - pb(A b zb »J gives the extra rent theni' ni oi' oi 

household actually has to pay. Hence the entire expression in ( 1) 

shows the ext:-a amount, above the change in rents, that would have 

to be taken a"'~Y from the household consuming A~i and z~!, and paying 

rent pa(A~i' Z~:), to keep the household at its original utility level. 

This is precisely the definition of a compensating variation measure. 

[ 

I 
~J 

I 

~ 
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Similar reasoni ng ca.n show that equation (1) is an equivalent var!=.

tion measure of the household's benefits if is the household's f i~a:v1 

level or utility . 

Landlord's profits change after the amenity improvement for rc·~r 

- I 

r. 
reasons. First, amenity improvements may affect landlord costs (e.g., 

lower er ime may reduce vandalism of proper t y). Second, the char..ge 

in amenities at the site they own changes the rents received even i ~ 

the overall hedonic price function remains unchanged . Third , the shit: 

in the hedonic price function also affects rent received by landlorcs . 

Finally, landlords may respond to these changes by choosing a differe~~ 

profl t-maximizing mix of housing characteristics . Taking all fo~.. 

factors together, the resulting change in landlord j's profits (BL;) 

I 
l is given by 

The notation in equation (2) is similar to that in equation (1), bi;~ 

only a j subscript is needed because landlords do not change locations. 

C( ) is the landlord's cost function. 

As usual for public goods, total social benefits (TSB) of tte 

L 
l amenity improvement are the sum of benefits to all those affected by 

the public good, in this case households and landlords, or 

(3) Tsa • IaHi · t IsLJ 
i j 

The usual benefit measure is quite different from that derive:! 

above . The usual measure is the sum over all households of the house
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hold' s gross will!ngness to pay for the amenity change at 1ts original 

location. For household i, this benefit measure (BM i) is
1

The usual social benefit measure is this individual measure summed 

over all 1, or 

(5) BM1 • LBM1 i 
1 

In general, there is no reason for the benefit measure in equation 

5 (BM1 ) to be the same as the true social benefit measure (TSB) in 

equation 3. Only under very restrictive assumptions will the two mea

eures be the same. More specifically, the usual measure will be the 

same as the true measure if: (1) no household changes locations; (2) 

amenity changes do not affect landlord costs; and (3) no landlord's 

housing supply choices change as a result of the amenity improvements 

and hedonic function shifts. 

If all three of these assumptions hold, equat i ons ( 1) and (2) 

can be reduced to equation (4) by matching up each household with his 

landlord. The landlord costs in equation (3) then net out, the rent 

changes in equations ( 1) and (2) cancel out as a pecuniary transfer 
' ...i 

between tenant and landlord, and we are left with equation (4) as an 

expression or the true social benefits associated with a particular 

household-landlord pair. However, all the.se algebraic manipulations 

depend on the unrealistic assumptions that household3 do not ll'iove and 

landlords do not adjust housing supply in response to amenity improve

ments, as well as the perhaps more realistic assumption t hat the amenity 

does not directly affect landlord costs . 
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2 .2 Calculation of the True Benefit Measure is Infeasible Because 
it Requires a Solution to the Dete!"minants of the Hedonic Price 
Function 

The problem with the correct social benefit measure described 

in (3) is that it is almost impossible to calculate. In particular, 

to derive this measure one would have to determine how the equilibrium 

hedonic price function is affected by the amenity improvements. 

The requirements for an equilibrium hedonic price !'unction are 

conceptually easy to describe. For each household i, the vector or 

housing characteristics and amenities demanded will be a functional 

of the hedonic pr ice function, household income , and other observed 

and unobserved demand shifters, or 

where y1 is household i's income, and os1 is a vector of observed and 

unobserved demand shifters. Similarly, for each landlord j the vector 

of housing characteristics supplied will be a functional of the hedonic 

price function, the vector of amen! ties at the landlord's location, 

and observed and unobserved supply shifters SSj, 

The equilibrium hedonic price function will be the function that results 

in an exact match between housing bundles (Z, A) demanded and bundles 

supplied. In gener.al the equilibrium hedonic function will depend 

on the distribution of househoi'd characteristics, landlord characteris

tics, and amenities in the housing market. 

http:gener.al
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This problem of finding the equilibrium hedonic price f unction 

is not susceptible to analytic solution. The problem might be solvable 

by general equilibrium simulation methods, particularly if the problem 

was made discrete by assuming a limited number of housing types. How

ever, I am unaware of any successful applications of this approach 

to the hedonic problem. Furthermore, any simulation solution will 

t 

~ 
require a great deal of information that may not be available in many 

cases in which benefit measures are desired. 

3. TWO ALTERNATIVE MEASURES THAT BOUND THE TRUE BENEFIT MEASURE 

3. 1 The Usual Benefit 
Benefit Measure 

Although the true 

Measure 

measure 

is 

may 

Always an Underestimate 

be unpractical, we can 

of the 

develop 

True 

cal
... j 
_ J 

culable measures t hat bound the true benefits. I show in this subsection 

that the usual benefit measure. the sum of all household valuations 

of the amenity changes at their original location, will generally be 

an underestimate of true benefits. The next subsection derives a measure 

that is generally an overestimate of true benefits. 

The usual measure can be shown to be an underestimate of benefits 

1.. -
t.\.... --· 

by considering the effects of the amenity improvements in three hypothet • I 

ical stages. These stages are not meant to correspond to any actual 

sequence of events in 

a convenient analytic 

improvements. 

the real world . Rather, these three stages are 

device for decomposing the benefits of amenity I 
In the first stage. we imagine that the amenity improvements take 

place at various locations within the housing market, but that no rents 

change, households do not move, and landlords do not adjust the housing 

stock. At the second stage, we allow rents at all locations to cha~ge 
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to the level they wi 11 have under the new hedonic price function. 

Finally, at the third stag-:, households adjust by moving to their ne ·..

equ 11 i bri um location, and landlords adjust by changing their desirec 

housing stock. All three stages taj(en together include all the changes 

- t 
that occur because of the amenity improvements. Table 1 gives explicit1 
algebraic formulas for the benefits to households and landlords at 

_; " 
each stage. ' 

The benefits of stage one, in which amenities change but no rent 

changes or adjustment take place, are equal to household valuations 

of the improvements in amenities at their current location, plus any 

cost savings of landlords due to amenity improvements. The efficiency 

benefits of stage 2 are zero because the rent change is a pecuniary 

transfer between landlords and tenants. At the third stage, both house

holds and landlords must gain benefits by moving to their new equilibri~m 

position, because by definition this equilibrium must yield the maximum 

possible utility and profits, respectively . 

Sumning these benefits from all three stages gives the total social 

benefits from the amenity improvements. From the above discussion, 

these social benefits must equal households' valuations of the improve-

ments in amenities at their current location, plus any cost savings 

accruing to landlords, plus gains from adjustment by households and 
L 

landlords. It seems reasonable to assume that amenity improvements 

I usually do not increase landlord costs. As discussed above, by defini

tion the benefits from. household and landlord adjustment must be non-neg

ative. Hence , total social benefits are equal to· the sum of household 

valuations of the amenity improvements at their original location plus 

two non-negative numbers. Hence household valuation of the improvements 
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at their original location must be an underestimate of the true social 

benefits . 

This decomposition of total social benefi t s also demonstrates 

again, as asserted in section 2, that the usual measure of social bene
.... 

4 	 tits will be identical to the true measure if the amenity improvements 

do not yield landlord cost savings, and no household or landlord adjust

ment takes place. In this case, the two non-negative numbers mentioned 

above happen tc be zero. 

It seems worthwhile to explore in more detail the conditions under 

which the usual household valuation measure is an exact measure, and 

in particular, how likely these conditions are to hold in the real k-

world . Considering landlord costs first, for many amenities one would 

think it plausible that there are no significant effects on landlord 

costs . For example, . the cleanliness of the air is not likely to have 

any significant effect on landlord costs in providing different sized 

dwelling units. 

Second, consider what circumstances could make it likely that 

households would not adjust location in response to amenity improvements 

throughout a housing mar.ket . This might occur if households were reluc

tant to move because of high financial or psychological moving costs . 

Households will also remain at the same location if the amenity improve-

ments do not change the ordering or locations by amenity quality; and ·I 

1 	 households always arrange themselves in the same order of amenity con

sumption. for example, if amenity consumption and household income 


always have a monotonic functional relationship. While these assump

tions might seem plausible, further consideration reveals that these 


assumptions are unlikely to hold. For example, in general any policy 
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that improves clean air in a metropolitan area will rearran3e the order

ing of locations by air quality. Furthermore, even if locc.tions retai.-: 


the same ordering by amenity quality, households are unlikely to reta1~ 


the same ordering by amenity consumption. This occurs because househol: 


1 • demand is for the whole housing bundle, and improvements in the amenity 


1 r quality of a number of bundles, even it the same improvement takes 

place for all bundles, may change the relative attractiveness of differ

ent bundles. For example. suppose that there are only two households 

and two housing bundles. Furthermore, assume that one household is 

of high inc·ome, while the other household is low inccme, but that other

wise the households are identical. Finally, assume that initially 

housing unit A is of high construction quality but has low air quality,. 

while housing unit B is of medium construction quality but has high 

air quality. The two households, given identical tastes, both agree 

that unit B is 	worth more than unit A. 

Under these assumptions, one would expect the higher income house

hold to obtain the higher quality unit (in this case, unit B) becal.ise 

it would be willing to bid more than the lower income household for 

the same quality increment. Now suppose some environmental policy 

improves the air quality at both sites by the same air.cunt. Under these 

assumptions, unit A may now be considered by both households to be\ l1 
or greater overall quality. As before, the higher income household 

[ 	 would be expected to outbid the lower income household for the higher 

quality unit, which is now unit A. This example shows that even a 

policy which raises amenity quality uniformly everywhere can affect 

household3' location decisions. 
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Finally, consider the conditions under which landlords' housing 

production choices will remain unchanged. In general, landlords will 

choose a level of the vector Z such that ~~ (Z, A) • ~~ (Z, A) or the 

marginal price of each Z equals its marginal cos t. Their choice of 

z will remain unchanged after the amenity improvements it' the same 

z3 satisfies this marginal condition, or 

(8) 

and 

, . 

As can be seen from these equations, the marginal prices and cost tune

tions racing each landlord change for two reasons: first, the a:neni ty 

improvement a t each location may affect t he marginal price and marginal 

cost of Z even if the hedonic remains unchanged ; second, the hedonic 

will probably change . Because we lack complete analytic understanding 

ot the determinants of the hedonic price function, it seems difficult 

to make any general statement about what will happen to marginal prices 

ot Z 1r amenities improve and the hedcnic function shifts . However, 

it would seem an extraordinary stroke of luck if the same z were to 

satisfy both equation Sa and equation Sb. 

It is perhaps more reasonable to assume that landlord supply or 

mos.t housing charaoteristics will not change much in the short-run, 

due to the durability of housing capital, and high alteration costs . 

It this assua:ption holds, and households do not move in the short-run 

because of moving costs , then we may interpret t he usual benefit measure 

I 
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as a short-run me asure. In the short-run, it may not be unreasonable 

to assume that households and landlords do not adjust very much to 

amenity improvements, because of moving costs, the durability of housing, 

etc. The usual benefit measure might then be adequate as a short- run 

benefit measure . Over the longer-run, as adjustment occurs, the usual 

JI benefit measure will become more and more of an underestimate.

1 
r 3.2 The Property Value Increases Predicted by the Original Hedonic 

Function Due to Amenity Improvements will Overestimate True Benefits 

An overestimate of true benefits is provided by the hypothetical 

property value increases that would be caused by amenity improvements 

if the hedonic property value function remained unchanged. I emphasize 

that these predicted property value increases are purely hypothetical, 

F because the hedonic property value function would generally be expected 

to change after the amenity improvements. 

In a similar approach to the previous section, this benefit measure 

can be shown to be an overestimate. by considering the effects of the 

L 

L 
amenity improvements in three hypothetical stages . In the first stage, 

the amen! ty improvements take place, but the hedonic price function 

remains unchanged . Landlords adjust their housing supply to the desired 

level gi ven the new level of amenities and the old heconic price tune 

tion. Households are moved to their new location. In the second stage, 

landlords' housing supply choices are adj usted to the level they will 

I choose after the hedonic p!"'ice function has shifted. Finally, at the 

third stage, the hedonic price function shifts, and rents at all loca

tions change to their final equilibriuo levels. Table 2 gives algebraic 

formulas for household and landlord benefits at each stage. 
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At the first stag-:, households must lose because they are moved 

from an equilibrium position to a new location that will not general l y 

offer the same housing and amenity characteristics as their orig!.nal 

equilibrium, yet the hedonic price function has not changed. Landlords' 

profits increase for three reasons: the increase in the rents they 

rcan obtain caused by the amenity improvements; any cost savings provided 

by the amenity improvements; and their profit-maximizing housing stock 

adjustments in response to these price and cost changes. In a competi 

tive property market, differences in landlord profits across location 

must be reflected in property values. The property value increases 

resulting in the first stage from the amenity i mprovements would be 

predicted by a hedonic property value model, estimated using the pre

improvement equilibrium values, that related property values to a:nenities 

and other variables. 

At the second stage, landlords must lose profits. The hypothetical 

change in the second stage moves landlords from their equilibrium housing 

stock choices to housing stock levels that are out of equilibrium given 

that the hedonic price function has not yet shifted. The housing stock 

change at each location may make households better or worse off than 

they were after t he first stage, but they must still be worse off than 

they were at the initial equilibrium, given that the hedonic price 

function has not shifted. 

Finally, the third stage changes yield no net efficiency benefits. 

The rent changes are simply a pecuniary transfer between landlord and , 
tenant. 

Taking the benefits of all three stages together, total social 

benefits must be equal to the first-stage increase in landlord profits 
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plus two changes that move households and landlords out of equilibrium, 

and therefore must be net costs. Hence, the first-stage inc!"'ease 1n 

landlord prof!ts will always be an overestimate of total social bene

r 1ts. As mentioned before, this first-stage increase !n profits can 

be measured, in capitalized form, by the predicted change in property 

values due to the amenity improvements, baeed on a hedonic model esti 

mated using original equilibrium property values and amenity levels. 

This proposed upper-bound benefit measure is not the same as the 

rent increases due to amenity improvements that would be predicted 

by the original hedonic rent function. As can be seen by the discussion 

above, landlord profits increase at the first stage not on.ly because 

rents increase due to amenity improvements, but also because of cost 

savings and housing stock adjustments . Even if it is plausible to 

assume that cost savings are zero, housing stock adjustments would 

be expected to positively affect profits. Hence, the rent increases 

due to amenity improvements may be an over- or under-estioiate of total 

social benefits, depending on the algebraic sign of the sum of prcfi t 

increases due to first-stage housing stock adjustments, plus the profit 

decreases due to sec.end-stage housing stock adjustments, plus cost 

aavings, plus the disequilibrium losses to households at the fir:lt 

stage . These hypothetical rent increases would probably be an overesti 

mate if ameni'ty-induced cost savings are small, and if the net housing 

stock changes from the first and second stages are small, 1.e., the 

t' inal equilibrium housing stock chosen by landlords does not differ 

greatly from the original equilibrium. 

This hedonic property value benefit measure will be an exact measure 

ot true social benefits, rather than an overestimate, if the hedon1c 
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plus two changes that move households and landlords out of equilibri um, 

and therefore must be net costs. Hence, the first-stage inc:-ease in 

landlord prof! ts will always be an overestimate of total social bene

t 1ts . As mentioned before , this first-stage increase !n profits cc.n 

be measured, in capitalized form, by the predicted change in property 

values due to the amenity improvements, based on a hedonic model esti 

mated using original equilibrium property values and amenity levels . 

This proposed upper-bound benefit measure is not the same as the 

rent increases due to amenity improvements that would be predicted 

by the original hedonic rent function. As can be seen by the discussion 

above, landlord profits increase at the first stage not on.ly because 

rents increase due to amenity improvements, but also because of cost 

savings and housing stock adjustments . Even if it is plausible to 

assume that cost savings are zero, housing stock adjustments would 

be expected to positively affect profits. Hence , the rent increases 

due to amenity improvements may be an over- or under-estirnate of total 

social benefits , depending on the algebraic sign of the sum of pref it 

increases due to first-stage housing stock adjustments, plus the profit 

decreases due to sec.end-stage housing stock adjustments, plus cost 

savings, plus the disequilibrium losses to households at the fir!lt 

stage. These hypothetical rent increases would probably be an overesti 

mate if ameni'ty-incuced cost savings are small, and if the net housing 

stock changes from the first and second stages are small, 1.e. , the 

final equilibrium housing stock chosen by landlords does not differ 

greatly from the original equilibrium. 

This hedonic property value benefit measure will be an exact measure 

ot true social benefits, rather than an overestimate , if the hedonic 
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vary acro3s markets. Hence, it seems quite likely that in many cases 

benet'i t analysts will not be able to consistently estimate marginal 

bid functions. 

I propose that in these situations analysts should give careful 

consideration to the hedonic property value measure as an approximation 

to true benefits. Although this measure is an overestimate, the approx!

mation may not be too bad when compared with other potential sources 

ot error in the analysis. 

The error in using the hedonic property value measure is bounded 

by the dit'terence between this measure and the household valuation 

measure. At each location, this is the difference between the effectr
I . 

ot a given amenity improvement on property values and the valuation 

by the current household of that amenity improvement. As :nentioned 

above, the amenity improvement increases property values because 1 t 

increases rents, reduces landlord costs, and leads to housing stock 

readjustments. Assume, as seems reasonable, that the latter two effects

L on profits and property values are relatively s~all compared to effects 

ot the amenity-induced increase in rents. Then the possible overstate

ment will be roughly bounded by the difference between the amenity 

improvement's effect on rents and its v~luation by the original occupant 

ot the site.

L 
I 

From the basic theory ot hedonics, it is clear that it an amenity 

improvement causes a particular increase in rents, then at least some 

• 
households must value that improvement by more than the rent increase, 

or the higher amenity sites would never be chosen. Hence the basic 

question is how much less the original occupants value the improvement 

than households who choose higher amenity levels. From o. purely theo
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ret1cal perspective, no answer can be given to this question. But 

it' the original occupants and households cheesing these higher amenity 

levels do not differ greatly in income or other demand determinants, 

1 t seems plausible that their valuation of the amenity improvement 

may not differ much either. 

For example, consider an amenity improvement t hat increases rents 

at a given location by five percent. This market r ent effect i mplies 

that households who originally . chose the higher amenity level value 

th is amen! ty increment by more than f1ve percent . If the original 

occupants of the site are similar in many respects to those who original

ly chose the higher amenity level, than their valuation of the amenity .. 
may not be much less than five percent. 

One empirical example that shows only moderate differences between 

hedonic rent increases and household valuations is a study by Bartik 

( 1983) that focuse d on the amenity "physical condition" of a neighbor

hood. Bartik found that rent increases caused by a one standard devia

tion increase in this amenity were about twice the original occupant's 

valuation. 

Of course, the att.racti veness of using the hedonic property value 

measure will depend upon the degree of accuracy that is deemed desirable 

or achievable in the benefit analysis. From the above example, it J 
seems clear that the hedonic property value measure might well lead 

]
to a two-fold or three- fold overstatement of benefits . My own view 

is that we are deluding policymakers if we pretend that most hedonic ~ 
benefit estimates are accurate to a greater degree than this even without 

this approximation. Given the enormous difficulties in measuring ameni

ties. problems in specifying the hedon1c function, and the many unrnea
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sured variables affecting housing pri ces , a three-fold error may not 

loom large in comparison. Any analyst who pretends to a greater degree 

of accuracy has probably not looked closely at his data or assumptions, 

and is misleading his readers if not himself. 

s. CONCLUSION 

This paper has shown that the usual benefit measure for amenity 

improvements , household valuations or the change at their original 

location, is likely to be incorrect. The basic intuition is that it 

is fundamentally inconsistent to use the hedonic model , which is premised 

on household and landlord adjustment in response to the hedonic function, 

and then ignore such adjustment in computing benefits. The true measure 

is shown to be infeasible, but some practical alternatives are proposed. 

The d i scussion suggests two possible lines of research. First, the 

possibility of calculating the true· benefit measure using simulation 

methods should be explored. This research should examine how good 

various approximations to true benefits are under different assumptions. 

Second, further estimates of marginal bid functions, and their comparison 

with hedonic price functions, should be undertaken. This would enable 

a better assessment of whether hedonic property value measures are 

likely to overstate benefits by two-fold, or ten or twenty-fold. If 

the latter is true, the hedonic property value measure is unlikely 

to be of much use by itself as a benefit measure. 
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Footnotes 

~I have benefi tted greatly from several conversations with Kerry 

Smith on the topics discussed in this paper. Portions or this research 

were funded by the Environmental Protection Administration., 

2t .The bid function is formally defined as the function E(A, Z, 

Ij 

y. vi) that solves U(Z, A, y - E) • . v1 , Where U( ) is the utility 

!unction of the household defined over Z, A, and non-housing expenditure, 

and y is household income. The income term is suppressed in the text 

because it does not change. 
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Table 1. A Decomposition or the Benefits or Amenity Change into Household 
Willingness to Pay and a Non-Negative Quantity 

Benefits at Various Stages to: 

Household i Landlord j Society 

Stage 1: E(A~i' z~i' vi) - E(A~i' z~i' vi) - [C(Aj, Z~) - C(A~, Z~)] Sum or all household 
WTP plus all land

Amenity changes, Household willingness to Landlord cost savings: lords' coat- savings 
no adjustment or pay (WTP) at original location assumed positive 
rent change 

Stage 2: -[pa(A~l' z~1> - pb(A~i' z~1>l [pa(AJ' Z~) - pb(A~, Z~)] 	 Zero efficiency 
benefits; pecuniary 

Rent change Rent change Rent change 	 transfer from 
households to 
landlords 

Stage 3: E(A~i' Z~i' vi) - pa(A~i' Z~i) - pa(Aj. zj> - C(Aj. zj> -	 Net gain from 
adjustment must 

Adjustment [E(A~i' Z~1> - pa(A~i' z~i)] [pa(AJ' Z~) ~ C(Aj, Z~)] be non-negative 
for all 

Household utility increase Landlord prof!~ increase from 
from adjustment to new hedonic adjustment to new hedonic 

Sum of E(A~i' z~1· vi} - E(A~i' z~i' vi) - paCAj. zj> - C(Aj. zj> -	 Same as Eq. 3 in 
text • household 

Three Stges [pa(Aa za ) _ pb(Ab zb )] [pb(A~, Z~) - C(A~, Z~)] WTP at originaln1' ni o1' o1 · 1ocation plus 
Same as Eq. 1 in text; Same as Eq. 2 in text; non-negative N 

Net household gain Net landlord gain quantity N 

-.i..9 ... .. - ,...,r"I II 
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Table 2. A Decomposition or the Benefits or Amenity Change into Landlord 
Profit Gain at Original Hedonic Plus Non-Positive Quantity 

Benefits at various Stages to: 

Stage 1: 

Amenity changes, 
hedonic price 
function does not 
change, household 
moved to new lo
cation, landlord 
partially adjusts 

Household i 

E(A~i' z~i' vi) - pb(A~t· z~i) 

[E(A~1· z~i ' vi) - pb(A~1· z~i)] 
Effect on household of moving to 
new location e"ven though hedonic 
has not changed. Ne§ative unless 
(A~ • z• 1 ) • (A~i' z0 l). z• is1level o~ Z chosen by andlord 
subject to new amenity, old 
hedonic 

Landlord j 

Pb(Aa Z*) - C(Aa Z*) 
J' j J' j 

[pb(A~, Z~) - C(A~, Z~)] 

Effect on landlord profits 
of amenity change and ad
justment, keeping hedonic 
fixed: as5umed to be 
non-negative 

Society 

Increase in land
lord profits under 
old hedonic plus 
artificial hous~
hold disequilibrium 

Stage 2: 

Land lord's supply 
adju~ted to final 

E(Aa a ) _ be a a ) _
ni' zni' vi P Ani' zni 

[E(A~i' z~i' vi) - pb(A~i' z~i)] 

be a a) ( a a)p AJ, zJ - c AJ' zJ -

[pb(Aj , Zj) - C(Aj, Zj)J 

Net effect of 
Stage l and 2 is 
increase in land
lord profits at 

level Uncertain sign. But Stage l and 2 Landlord loses profits be Stage 1 plus dis
summed must be negative because cause of change away from equilibrium losses. 
hedonic has not changed, (Z, A) equilibrium Z*, given Aa 
consumed has changed and old hedonic 

N 
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Table 2. (continued) 

Stage 3: 	 - [ pa(A~1 • z~i> - pb(A~1, z~t) J paCAj. zj> - pbCAj.zj> 
Hedonic changes Rent change Rent change 	 Zer o efficiency 

benefits 

Sum of 	 E(A~i ' zni' vi> - E(A~i' z~i' vi) - pa(Aj. zj> - CCAj. zj> - Same as text equa
Three Stages 	 tion 3 • Incr ease 

[pa(Aa za ) _ pb(Ab zb )] [pb(A~ , Z~) - C(A~ , Z~)] in l andlor d profitsni ' ni oi' oi under old hedonlc 
Same as Equation 1 in text Same as Equation 2 in text plus non-positive 

quantity 
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SUPPLY UNCERTAINTY, OPTION PRICE, AND 


INDIRECT BENEFIT ESTIMATION 


* V. Kerry Smith 

Both the original and many of the subsequent explanations of 

the concept of option price have been motivated by an assumption 
l 

of an uncertain supply of the commodity involved. Consequently, 

it is surprising to find that all of the definitions of option 

price compare two stat~s of the world that each have known (or 

certain) supply conditions. Paying the option price does not 

eliminate supply uncertainty, as it has been described. Rather 

it changes the individu~l's conditions of access to the good or 

service from a certainty of no access to a certainty of complete 

access. Risk enters the probl~m only because these analyses 

assume the individual does not know whether he ( or she ) will 

desire access at the time the payment must be made . Since the 

analysis is in terms of planned consumption, the reason for this 

demand uncertainty is sometimes explained by the fact that the 

consumption must take place in the future, when other factors 
2 

influencing demand may have changed. 

Bishop [1982] appears to have been the first to draw 

attention to this omission of supply uncertainty and proposed a 

framework without demand uncertainty to demonstrate th~t there 

are conditions when option value (i.e., the difference between 

option price and the expected consumer surplus) would be 
3 

unambiguously positive. 

While there have been a number of theoretical refinements to 

l 



this structu re, there has been little progress in tha m~asurement 
4 

of opt. i on pr'ice. In deed, th~re seems to be a consensus that the 

estimation of option price will require survey techniques which 

provide an expli:rnation of the (;on ce pt und then elicit 

individuals' responses. [ 
The purpose~ of t his paper i s to c ons ider the i nterpretat ion 

of the marg i nal wi l lingness to pay estimotes derived using 

indirect me t hods, such as the hedonic property value <>r WH ~~ 

5 
modP.ls. While it has bAen recognized sin c e the work uf Thaler 

and Rosen ( 1975 ] that the slope of hedoni c fun ct ions ( wage or 

property value) provide n point estimate of the marginal 

valuation of the risk change, the spe c ific interpre tation of 
6 

these marginol values has n~ver been fully explored. We will 

dem ons t rate tha t they provide point estimntes of the gradient of 

the option price -- risk schedule, wh e n the option price is 

considered a pa yment for a change in a set of uncertain supply 

conditions. To illustrate the po t ent ia l policy implications of 

.. ' this interpreta tio n, two recent hedonic property value studies 

are dis cussed as examples. 

I-· 
To def i ne option price under the convent i onal "timeless" 

Iframework assume an individual's preferences can be described 

using state dependent utility functions . Each util i ty function 

is assumed to be well-behaved and a function of the income 

realized in each state. Under the conventional def i nition an 

option price (that was different from the expected consumer 

2 



surplus ) arose because the individual was uncertain which sta te 
7 

would describe his (o r her ) preferences. Our analysis will 

fol low Bis hoµ [ 19821 in that the state dependency will be 

asso c iated wi t h t he supply conditions. f or exampl e, if the 

• commodity is som e dimension of environmen t al quality, then the 

differing supply conditions might involve varying levels of air 

I quality -- such as conditions leading to poor visibility or acute 

health effects versus a relatively unpolluted situa tio n. It is 

reasonable to expect that. these differences would affect an 

individual ' s ability to enjoy income and hence the marginal 
8 

utility of income. This type of effect would imply a state 

dependent descriptiou of preferences as a function of income. 

Without loss of generality we can describe this problem 

[ using two states, with U r . l represeuting the utili ty realized 
l 

under the desirab le state and U I . ) the undesirable . By 
•) .... 

[ 
definition the desirable and uudesirah le states are not known 

wi.th certainty. p defines the probability of the desirable state 

and (1 -p ) the undesirable. In this framework, the conventional 

definition of option price, OP, wo~ld be t he maximum payment to 

assure the desirable state as given in equation (ll . 

L 
(!) 

In this case the payment of OP resolves the uncertainty. ByI 
9 

contrast, suppose that the payment simply increased the 

likelihood of the desirable state. Analytically th i s would be 

described by equation (2), with cr representing the i ncrease in 

the probability of the desirable state secured by paying OP. 

3 



-- -

(p + cr) - OP) + (1-p-cr) (Y - OP) •u1 (Y1 u2 2 (2) 

This formulation is clearly relevant to the examples cited abov e. 
; 

j 

It is also appropriate for both Bishop's theoretical arguments 


and the empirical example presented recent ly by Brookshire, 

Eubanks, and Randn 11 [ 1983 ] . 

If we allow cr to c ha_nge incrementally and observe th e ch an ge 

in OP required to maintain constant expected utility at 

p u (Y ) + ( 1-p ) lJ (Y ) then we can define an option pr ice-·risk 
1 1 2 2 


schedule with a slope given by ( 3 ) • 

-

(Y,,)ul (Yl) u2dOP 
d a dU1 dU2 

(3) 

{p + a) dY + (1-p-o) 
ciYl 2 

A point estima t e of this gradient can be derived from the 

hedoni c property value model by considering the individual's 

equilibrium choic~ of risk indirectly through his (or her ) 

housing location decisions. To establish this result, assume the 

individual must selec t a residential location and receives with 

it a bund l e of attributes, a , a , ... , a , as well as a 
1 2 n 

probability of e xperienc i ng the desirable outcome, p. If these 

attributes and probability are recognized by all individuals in 

the market for sites (both demanders and suppliers), the 

equilibrium prices of sites will reflect all of these attributes 

including p. Conventional practice maintains that we can 

4 
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T f we f u r t he r ex t e n d t he f t· amt-' wo r k h y s p e r.; i f y t n g ii r o l e t' o r 

::1 , ct i. n t h(' i n n l v i. d tH ti ' s u l i i i t v ·( u n v L i o n , t It r• n t h f' r i. g h t
' 

11 

s i. df! u f e qual ·ion ( 4 i r· Pd u ,_. (• s t '' t h e ••~<TH' '"' s s i u n o 11 ti1f:· r i. ~ ht ha n ti 

s ? d e of ( ~ ·, with = 0 i i . e . , t h e i n c r· <:! me n t b t~ ~ i 11 s f t· o m p . 

T h u s , t h (• ci <· r i v :·1 t i. v • • o r 1 h (• h P. r:I n n i 1: p 1· 1 " , • f •.1 n •: t 1 u n w ; t n r •' g 1 " ' ' c t 

es t. i mH t e i i n e q u i l i b r t um J ( 1 t' t h: e s Lo pf' o I' t h P <>p t i •H• p r 1 ' · "" - r t s I< 

schedule. While this conclusion h3s not pr e vi o usly been 

recogniz e d, i t should not be surprisln~ . On cn un c ert ai nty i.s 

introdu c ed in t o the mnd~l i ng of choi c Ps in a hedoni c framPwor~. 

attributes. The pror.ess defining an equilibrium im p lies 

select i on~ a t th'"' marRin wi th µayments f or in c rements in t he risk 

irregardless of the outcome of the un certain process. Henc.:e, th E> 

incremental option price as defined in ( 3 ) is in fact being paid 

before the events at risk are realized ( and will necessarily be 

constant under all states of the world ) . 

5 



Two r e cent applications of the hedoni c prop e rty value 

fra mework have treated cases that are relevant to this framework. 

The first by Brookshire et. al. [forthcoming ) examines whether 

information on the differential levels of damage to residential c: 
structures as n result of earthquakes in Los Angeles and San 

Francisco i s a significant determinant of property values in ea c h 

city. The i r measure for risk is a discrete variable - whether 

the home is in a zone with a higher expected level of damage or 

in zones expected to be at the avera~c l~vel. Clearly, in this 

case, a site selection is made and premium paid before the even t 

( i.e., ear t hquake with severe damage ) is realized. The propert y 

value differential can be expected to reflect the option price 

for t he reduc:t.i.on in perceived risk . Though i.n this case the 

discrete nature of the choice makes it difficult to infer an 

estimate of the option price- risk gradient from their estimates. 

A second example concerns risks of exposure to hazardous 

wastes in Boston and a hedonic model developed hy Harrison and 

Stock (1984 ) . In this case, a function of distance from the 

property tn ha%ardous wastes disposal sites an<l the si.ze of the 

disposal sites is treated as a proxy for risk of exposure to 

these wastes. Assuming this association between distance and I 
--l 

risk is reasonable, then increments in property values associated 

wi th increased distance also represent payments for reductions in J 
the likelihood of exposure before the outcome of the uncertain 

process (i.e., exposure versus not exposure in the simplest 

terms). Thus, assuming equi l ibrium, it should be interpreted as 

6 



a point estimate of the increment to the option price. 

These examples illustrate that i1. is feasible, in principle, 

to develop po int estimates of the slope of the option price-risk 

schedule. Estimates of the option price for a discrete risk 

change would require knowledge of how this slope varies with 

risk. This is an identification problem quite comparable to that

I posed in using the hedonic model to estimate the demand for any 

other site Attribute and can, in principl~, be resolved in 
10 

similar terms. 

1~ 

r 
I 
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i 

1. The concept w~s introduced by Weisbrod [ 1964] a nd has found 

its most direct applications in the evaluation of environmental 

resourtes, following the early arguments of Krutilla (1967). 

2. Hartman a nd Plummer [ 1982 } appear to have been the first 

to suggest this explanation in formal terms using price and 

income uncertainty. For a discussion of their arguments, see 

Freeman [ l 984a l . 

3. More recently, Freeman [1984b ) has cousidered the possible 

interactio n of demand and supply un c ertain ti es in considering the 

relntionship between demand and supply uncertainty . Smith (1983] 

1
also treated a somewhat different form of supply uncertainty ,J 

together with demand uncertainty to establish that option value 

could be posit i ve. 

4. To date there have been four attempts to measure option 

price and option value: Greenley, Walsh, and Young [ 1981 I , 

Brookshire, Eubanks , and Randall [1983 ] , Desvousges , Smith, and 

Fisher (1983), and Walsh, Loomis, and Gillman (1984 ] . All have 

relied on survey techniques. 

5. This statement assumes that the two functions can be i
considered independently. That is, in some cases, such as risk 

on the job, a hedonic wage model would be the appropriate basis 

8 



c) f e <) u i l i b r i u m . i n o t he r s , s u c h a s 1· i s k o r ex po s u re t o ha z a r Jn u~ 

wnstf's from local disposal sitf's, the hP.clo11i c propf~ rt:v vnlue 

wou l d be mo re r e lt>vant. Wh t· n ad j ustment to risk c no effert 

decisions in both markets the relationship wi ll depe nd on how 

I 

I 
households are assuml:' d to :ld.just . In d~scribing su c h cases both 

Rosen 1 1979 : and Roba c: k [ l!J82 l havt.. nssuml?d H c ha 11ge uf h o using 

sit~ nt"<·essaril .v impliP.s a chani_!P. tn .j 11b. 

f run c- t i •.1 n s ~e r v e t o d e f i n ,. t IH· i n d i v HIu H l ' ~ ma r· t, i n n 1 w i l 1 i r11{ n f• s s 

t o p a v f o r· a s i t e a t t r l b u t "' . ~ e e- 3 a r t i k a n d Sm L t h i f o r· t he om i n g 

for n mnr e rompl ~t e rlisru~ si on of thPSP mnd P ls. 

11. 0 n P. n "' t ab l P. P. x c 1~ p t 1. o n i s Ma rs h o l i ' s ! l ~l ~4 · r· ~ •: e n t· pa p t" r n n 

t ht> us f> o f h P. don i. c mode 1s t o v H l u <-' s 111 <1 l 1 ch fl 11 g es i n t tie r i s kB of 

death. Whil e h i s ana l ys i s sp':' • ' i f i 1~ al ]y re co~ r!t Zt> !' thi> ~~ ni:it ~ 

n ~l t u r· e o f t h "' d ,,. '~ i s i o n ma k t n g • i t does n <1 t r P J a t "' t h < • 

with risk to the option pr ic t:!. 

7. See Bishop [ 1982 j anJ Smi th [ 1983 ] for revit:!ws of lhis 

r· literature . 
L 

8 . S o m '-" t i me <t f( o A r r ow l 19 i 4 l o t' f e r "' d ~ s t r o n g a r 1. um~n t r o r 

state de pende n t preferen c es in ano t her c on t 0 ~L . How e vl-!r , i t is 

e<]unlly relev:int to H lnrg-1:• number of env1ronm~:nL1.I poli <"i•»'S. fip 
' 

L observed that: 

I " ... income is not the only uncertninty, especially in thf> 
context of health insurance, and only under special and 
unrealistic circumstances can it be held that the other 
uncertainties have income equivalents. Put loosely, the 
marginal utility of income will in general depend not only 
on the amount of income but also on the state of the 
individual, or more generally, on the state of the world." 
(p. 2) 
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9. With demnnd u11cP.rtn1nt:v, as thi> ori~ i.nal definitinns of 

op t. i o n p r i c e w<" r P p r o r o 5 1• d , t h ,.. p /'\ \' mP. n t o f t h F· n p t i on p r i c: ''" wo u 1 d 

a f f e <:: t a c c e s s t 1) o r· t-; s o u r c f.' <1 n d t h e r e b v a d d a 11 n t h ~ r a r g um e n t i n 

t he s t Cl t c• d P. p c n d~ n t u t i I i t y f u rw t i o n s . Thus, if I I = lJ <Y,A ) 
l i 

wi t h A=a defining a cr. Pss nnd A-=0 n o access, thf.' option price for 

t h i s ca s P. ! w i th s t a 1 P. - d (>pf;' 11 <le n c y n r i. s i n f~ b c· •·nu~; r- on,. i n fl ll enc t-> to 

demand, such o.s the prir.e of a suhst i tutt.• , be i.ng unr.i>r tuin ·; the 
.. .' ' opt i o n pr :ice wou l d h e d efin <! d as: 

p u ( y - OF' ' r.i + t l - p i l i ; y .. OP, 

2 •)
l l 

p ( I i Y , 0 I < l - p l r ' Y, O ! 
l ~ ,., 

10. F•Jr an overview of the identification pr·oblems with hedon i1' 

tn n de 1 s , s Pe I\ r own ; I 9 f<:1 : an ct fl Ci r· I i k <i 11<l :-. Ill i t h : I' n rt h (' t> rn 1 n P'. . 

J 

," 
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The basic purpose of this p3per is to develop a framework tor 
c;

ii 

~ ~ especially values unrelated to the direct use ot the environment,i 
and to investi9ate the available techniques tor estim3tin9 these 

h' economic values. The focus of this paper is on ecolo9ical chan9es 

associated with the release of hazardous waste •ateri3ls into the; 
" 	 environment. Such releases are presu•ed to de9rade the economic 

valu• ot ecosyste•s. Conversely regulatory policies which reduce 
L 

the volume of hazardous •aterials esc•pin9 to the environment or 

which reduce the probabilities that rel•ases occur yield benefitsL 

in the torm of avoided da•a9es. The focus ot this paper is on the 

benefits of these regulations, that is, the economic damages they 

avoid or prevent. 

The perspective adopted in this pape r is •nthropocentric. 

r Our concern is with those types of •colo9ical effects which indi
' 

viduals <both users and nonusers of particular ecosystems> ar• 

likely to place values on. Thus only those features of the envi

ron•ent which are ar9u•ents in individuals' preter•nce orderin9s 

or utiity functions can be said to have economic values attached 

to the•. 

• 
This point of view is in contrast to that adopted by some 

ecologists who have written about the economic valuation of eco

syste• functions. For ex••ple, Gosselink, Odu•, and Pope <1974> 

su99ested th~t the economic value of a tidal aarsh could be esti 

•ated by 	deteraining the cost of carrying ut certain functions 



such as nutrient removal by other Means. And W••tman <1977) su9

9ested that ecosys~em impacts that result in decreases in ecolo9i

cal functions could be valued at the cost of replacin9 those func

tions. For exaMple, if a ha~ardous material reduces nitrogen 

fixa t ion in soils, they su99est that the da•a9e could be calcu- I 
lated trom the costs of •anufacturin9 and applyin9 an equivalent 

a•ount ot che•ical nitrogen fertilizer. These replacement cost 

measures could be an appropriate basis to r economic valuation if 

the replaceMent activities were actually undertaken. That would 

be an indication that the econo•ic value ot the •colo9ical func 

tions equaled or exceeded the replacement cost at the Margin. But 
. ,...,

the ecological !unctions lost •i9ht have little or no value at the 1 . . 
margin, in which case they would not be replaced . And replacement 

cost would be an inappropriate basis for determinin9 value. 

Ecological systems can yield benefits to people in a variety .. , 
•. i 
. I_, 

of forms. For exa•ple, both Managed and natural eco•ystems can 

yield food or fiber tor •arket. In such instances, the ecolo9ical 

system is an input to a production process which ~lso involve• 

c~pital and labor in the cultivation and harvest of plant and 

ani•al •pecies. We •i9ht call these production or aarket benetits 

j
because the h~rvest activities are undertaken in response to Mar- · 

ket forces and protit incentives. The benefits of chan9es to eco- I 
system• used tor •arket purposes coMe in the form ot chan9es in 

the prices of 9oods and factor inputs . This is in contr3st to 

those hu•an ac t ions involvin9 u•e of the ecological syste• wh•re 

the use yields utility directly to the individuals concerned. Ex-

a•ples ot such direct use benefits include the values attributable 



3 

to recreation activities •uch as huntin9, fishing, wildlife ob-

It has also been argued that natural environments including 
1 11 

their ecologic3l components can yield benefits to people which ~re 

~ I not associated with the direct use of the environment. !his class 
) 

of benefits has been variously n3Med int r insic, nonuser, and non

r 	 use benefits. Such benefits 3re sa~d to arise fro• a variety of 

motives, includin9 placing value on the knowledge on the existence 

of a particular env i ronmental or ecological attribute, a desire to 

' . 	 beque~th cert3in environ•ental assets to one's heirs or to future 
I 

generations, or sense of stewardship or responsibility for pre

serving ce r tain features of natural environ•ents. 

One of the objectives of this paper is the development of a 

109ic~ and consistent set of definitions and concepts that can 

9uide further theoretical development and empirical test i ng. To
" > 

ward this end, section III is devoted to a systematic exaa ination 

L of the several types of intrinsic benefits associated with ecolo9i. 

ical change that have been di•cussed in the literature. 

In section IV , I consider alternative ways of s pecifyin9 

preference functions to reflect the various forms of intrinsic 

benefits. One issue to be addr,ssed in th i s secti on is under what 

circumstances is it possible <or meaningful> to attempt to parti

tion a total benefi t •easure into components, for example, use ~ 

beque9t, pure existence, ~nd •o forth. Another issue concerns the 

rel~tionship between intrinsic benefits and the benefits associ

~ted with the direct use of the environ•ent. 

Some ~uthors have con5idered option value to be a fora ot in
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trinsic benefit. Option value over and above the expected use 

value is s~id to arise because of uncertainty about the future 

supply or availability of certain features of the ecolo3ical sys

tem, •specially when the individual may be uncertain •lso about 

his own future demand. In section V, I review some recent devel

opments in the theory of option value, present so•e new results, 

and consider their i•plication• tor the valuation of ecolo9ical 

chan9e under conditions of uncertainty. I also show that option 

value can be considered to be the al9ebraic difference between two 

different types of welfare measure, an ex ante •easure <the ~axi

mum sure pay•ent that can be extracted before the resolution of 

uncertainty> and an ex post measure <the expected value of the 

aa~imum pay•ent which can be extr~cted in each state of the world 

after the r es o l u t i on of u n c er t ·i i n t y > • Th •J s the r o 1 e of cu> t i o r1 

value in the assessment of welfare chan9es depends in part on 

which for• of welfare measure is appropriate. This issue is also 

addressed in section V. ~ 

The major objective of this paper is to identify techniques 

or methods for the empirical measurement of the various forms of 

intrinsic benefits, and for testing hypotheses about the size and 

determinants of intrinsic benefits. Since intrinsic benefits are J 
those benefits that are not rel3ted to the use of ecological sys ] 
tems, it is not possible to draw inferences 3bout the rua3nitude of 

intrinsic benefits from observations of such market related vari  ~ 
ables as travel costs of users . Rather, intrinsic benefits , by 

their nature, must be esti•~ted throu9h ' contin9ent valuation ~nd 

related Methods. The purpose of a contin9ent valuation question 



• 
• 

is to test hypotheses about both the m~gnitude of intrinsic and 

ecological v~lues and the fe~tures of the ecology that matter to 

people, _ th-"it is, wh :~t Jt,inds of effects are most import-"int to them • 

Hypotheses that are worthy of investigation include the following: 

r 1. Intrinsic and nonuse values associated with ecosystem 

chan9es are significantly 9reater than zero. 

F 2. People have a higher willingness to pay to 3void ecolo

9ical ch3n9es aftectin9 large area• and/or persisting 

tor long periods ot tiine as compared with those ettects 

which are localized and/or temporary • 
. ~: 

3. 	There are significant differences in expressed willing

ness to p3y to avoid changes in different ecological end 

points or to avoid changes in the populations of ditter

ent plant and anim~l species. 

r 	 4. Is it possible empirically to distinguish among values 

due to a bequest motivation, values due to a sense of 

stewardship or a desire to protect certain •pecies, 

etc.? 

1 	 Section VI draws so•e conclusions about the design and imple•en

t~tion of contingent valuation studies focusing on intrinsic bene-

L 
L 

fits. 

If individuals are to be asked contingent valuation questions 

about the intrinsic values of ecological changes, the y must be 

presented with plausible and reasonably specific descriptions of 

these changes. The next section presents a discussion of possible 

ecological consequences ot hazardous waste •3na9e•er1t practices. 
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The purpose ot this section is to draw on existin9 knowled9e 

of cate9ories of haz~rdous Materials and classifications of the 

effects ot such materials in the environment to co nstruct one or 

more plausible scenarios describin9 how hazardous waste mana9eMent 

re9ulations •i9ht generate ecological ~nd intrinsic or nonuse ben
... 

efits to people. The point of view adopted in the development of 

these scenarios is anthropocentric. That is, our concern is with 

those ecol o 9ieal effects that alter hu•an uses of the environment 

or that alter features of the ecology that are likely to be imper

tant to in d ividuals, such as the populations of certain tlora •nd 

f .'iuna. 

In this section, I first develop a si•ple classification of 

ha:ardous materials based upon their toxicity and de9ree of per-

s i s t e ru: e i r1 the er1 v i r onme r1 t • I then develop a classification of 

ecolo9ical effects accordin9 to the principal ecolo9ical end 

. l 
points. Th is section concludes with descriptions of alternative 

scenarios of hazardou s waste rele~ses to the e nvironMent and their 

ecolo9ical consequences. The purpose of hazardous waste re9ula

tions is to reduce the probability of such releases and/or the 

extent of ecolo9ical chan9es that result. Thus these scen~rios 

Jca n provide a basis for describin9 the potenti~l benefits < d~ma9es 

avoided) of haz~rdous w~ste re9ul~tions. J 
In ~ recent study of instances of environmental cont3•ina

tion by hazardous materials, the Environment~l Protection Agency 

<1980, p. vi> offered a classification of hazardous substances 

into six e~te9ories retlectin9 the functional characteristics of 

substances in co•merce and industry and the ir chemical charac
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• 
teristics. The followin9 is a brief discussion ot the most likely 

Major environMental impacts and fates ot each of these cate9ories • 

.$.9.).'~.!!!.~-~-..:~D!t...R.~J.~J-~:t...9.J'_':l:~!!.L~-~ • This cat e 9 or y incl •Jdes such 

substances as ben:ene, trichloroethyl•ne , chlorofor•, and toluene. 

Hany of these substances are acutely toxic in hi9h doses to huaans 

and other or9anisms. On the other hand, •ost ot t h ese substances 

disperse rapidly in the environ•ent and are subject to breakdown 

to relatively inocuous substances by a variety ot che•ical and 

biolo9ical processes. Accordin9ly they have ·relatively short half 

lives in the environment. So•• ot these substances are known or 

suspected human or animal carcino9ens and thus present a potential 

threat to hu•an health throu9h lon9 term, chronic exposures at low 

levels. But due to the short halt lives ot these substances, such 

lon9 term chronic exposures are not likel¥ except i n the case of 

contamination ot biologically inactive 9round water aquifers or in 

the case ot bio9enic sources such as chlorination ot drinking 

water containin9 naturally occurrin9 or9anic compounds. 

L 

PC..§.~J.!.!.r;L.P..~-~-~.. the po l y ch 1or i nat•d and po 1y b r o • i r1at e d 

1 biphenyls are not readily de9raded in the environ•ent. PC~s are 

known to be widely dispersed throughout the environment; and 

I 
detectable aMounts of PCBs ~re present in the at•osphere ~round 

the earth, in th• water column and sedi•ents, and in the tissues 

ot a variety ot or9~nis•s <N~tional Ac~d••Y ot Sciences, 1979>. 

PC8s can cause a variety ot adverse ettects on nonhuman species 

and have been cl~ssiti•d as a possibl• hu•an carcino9en <Inter

national Agency tor Research on Cancer, 1979> . 
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environMent al impacts and persistence. So•e types of pesticides, 

for example, the or9ano-phosphates, are acutely toxic but de9rade 

quickly in the environ111en t under •ost conditions and are not sub

ject to bioaccuMulation. On the other hand, the chlorinated 

hydroc~rbon pesticides hava lon9 halt lives in the environment and 

are subject to bioaccuaulation. Lon9 ter• exposures to these 

substances , even at low levels, are known to have adverse effects 

on nonhu~an species. And several of these substances are sus

:-·•.J.f.!.Q.!..!:t~nJ.r;_.J~JJ!?..!!L!.£.~J..!.• This cate9ory ir1cludes s•Jch things as 

a•monia, cyanide, and various acids and bases . While many of 
• j 

these subst ances •ay be highly toxic and/or corrosive, they tend 

to have short halt lives in the environment because of processes 

such as oxidation <for exaaple, cyanide> or neutralization. 

tt.'-JtY_'i_J.leJ_.~J-~.· Ex:1111ples incl•Jde 111erc•Jry, le.-ad, chromiu111, arid ~- · 

cad•ium. Heavy Metals are obviously persistent in the environ

ment. But they may beco•e iamobilized in sedi•ents. Not all 

chemical f or•s of heavy metals are biolog i cally active. But some 

forMs of heavy aetal compounds are subject to bioconcent r ation . 

Some compounds are knowr1 to be toxic at relatively low doses over 
! 

l on9 periods of time. And some are known or suspected carcino- _J 

9ens . 

lr!!~~-~-1:.!_JU.J.~...~n.q__§.r..!~-'-.!.- - so 11 e components of w.a s t e o i l s 

9rease may be toxic and/or c~rcino9enic . But aost of the 

nents of waste oil and grease ar• biodegradable and have 

.3 n d 

compo

relative

ly short half lives in the environ•ent. Waste oils are often con

taminated with heavy •etals and persistent or9anic co•pounds such 

I 
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as PCBs. 

In terMs of environmental i•pacts the catego r ies of h~zardous 

materials described here differ pri~~rily with respect to two 

characteristics, toxicity both to humans and othe r or9anis•s 

<acute vs. chronic) and environmental persistence Chi9hly persist 

ent vs. relatively short half lives>. Eurther•ore those sub

stances which are acutely toxic also tend to have short environ

•ental halt lives, while those substances which are toxic ir1 

chronic, lon9 ter• doses <so~e ot which are known or suspected 

carcinogens> also tend to be highly persistent in the environ•ent. 

Eor this reason two types of scenarios will be constructed below . 

One type will involve large quantities of acutely toMic substances 

with short environmental half lives, tor exa•ple or9anic solvents, 

some tor•s of pesticides, and inorganic che•icals such as cyanide 

and acids. The other type will involve qu~ntities of environment

ally persistent and chronic~lly toxic substances such as PCBs, 

some forms ot pesticides, and heavy aetals. 

There are several possible ways of classifyin9 the ecological 

effects of the release ot hazardous wastes into the environment. 

the most useful one for the purposes of this paper is based on the 

differer1t types of ecological end points Barnthouse, ~-~ :~J.• , 

(1982) . It should be noted that these end points were identified 

to provide a basis tor environmental risk analysis tor synthetic 

fuels projects. therefore not all of these ecolog i cal end points 

wotJld be of @qual i•port~nce tor the an~lysis of hazardous w~ste 

regulations. Eiv• types of •colo9ic~l •nd points wer• identitied 

by ((.1rntho•Jse, ~J. :~!.· these en•l points were id•nti tied because 
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each could be clearly defined, was quantifiable, and described 

impacts of potential importance to huM~ns. This is not intended to 

be an exhaustive listing ot possible ecolo9ical consequences. 

ca~se ot their position in the food chain, these fish 

populations are often sensitive indicators of the eco

109ical health of aquatic ecosysteMs. And these popu la

tions sustain i•portant com•ercial and recreationa l 

activities. This end point could also include the re

placeMent of •ore desirable fish species with less 

desirable specie5 <e.9. carp for bass>. ,
2 • l!!~.I.!!;.:~-~_!_!_jJ:l.....!J:t.~--f..Q.R!~..l..!.Ll.9.f.!~...-Q...f....~-~-~..~~.n~-'--··.§..P..t.J;..~.~~-·--9..f.. 

Increases in the concentration of blue-9reen 

al9ae are ot.ter1 the consequence ot pollution ir1duced 

increases in the availability of certain nutrients. 

Bl oo•s ot blue-9reen al9ae indirectly affect human 

welfare throu9h adverse impacts on drinkin9 water ) 
quality and the amenity aspects of water based recrea

t i on. they May also contribute to other ecological 

chan9es such as reductions in the populations of desir

able fish species. 

~.Q.~.P-9-~.tttQ!.'!._QJ_~).-!D.~...•§..P..~S-i ~-~. Reduct i o r1 s i n for est 

9 r owth have a direct economic si9nificance, and may also 

affect amenity values. Chan9es in plant species can 

affect both recreation and amenity values and the ability 

of the terrestrial ecosysteM to support •a•malian and 

C 
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bird species. 

a9ricultural productivity are of direct economic si9nifi

cance. They lie outside the scope of this rese3rch 

I project. 

5 • ~-~-c;tl,.!~-~J..Q!l.~...J.!!....!!!J.J.9.JJ!.~...l'.9..P.!~J-~..!:J...9..0~. . Reduct i ons i rr w i l d 
F 

lite populations C4n occur because of direct toxicity to 

species of concern, the •oditication of habitat, or • odi

fication of the food chain. 

The objective of this exercise is to identity scenarios of 

hazardous waste spills or uncontrolled releas•s arid the associated 

ecological impacts so that realistic and plausible descriptions of 

these events can be used tor contin9ent valuation surveys. 

It sho•Jld be note•j that the scer1 .uios desc ribed below are not 

E •eant to reflect all possible si9nificant events and ecolo9ical 

L 

end points. iather they are •eant to be representative ot the 

more typical or •ore likely events involvin9 hazardous wastes and 

events tor which significant •colo9ical and intrinsic benefits are 

likely. Thus scenarios involving pri•arily •arket or product i on 

values (for example, a9ricultural productivity, co••ercial fish

eries, human health risks, or water supplies> are not represented 

below. 

~!.!~~...\;~.!:!£.'-..!. : Po 1ych1 or inated bi pheny 1 s ( PCBs >, ch 1or i nated 

hydrocarbon pesticides, or heavy •etals such as •erc ury, lead, or 

cadaium. Substances like these have the characteristics ot per

sistence in the environaent, bioconcentration or bioaccu•ulation, 

http:J.J.9.JJ
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and chronic toxicity for ~ variety of species, especi~lly those at 

Mi9her trophic levels . 

~~~D~· Unre9ulated disposal or the breakdown ot a poorly 

desi9ned disposal site leads to the more or less continuous re

lease ot the substance into the environMent. Environmental trans '· . 

port via runoff, leachin9, or •i9ration throu9h soils results in 

the substance reachin9 surface water systems. As a result the 

substance is widely distributed throu9hout the aquatic ecosystem • 

.trn..P..~~.!:~.: The accum•Jlation of the s•Jbstance in the food ch:air1 

is likely to lead to reductions in the populations of sensitive 

species and their predators <e.9. fish, and fisheating Mammals and 
' J 

birds such as ospreys and ea9les>. Also accumulation of the sub

star1ce in body tissues could render species of game fish unsuit 

able for human consumption . 

Cl> Use values--the contaMination 

of the tissues of fish or reductions in their populations would 

result in loss of recreation use values. Reduction in the popula

tion of w~ter fowl due to direct toxicity or chan9es in the food 

chain could affect recreational hunting and viewing uses . There 

could also be losses of user amenity values to the extent that 

reductions in the populations of non-9ame fish and the mammals and 

birds which feed on them <e . 9., otters, seals, loons, ospreys>, J 
reduced the oportunities for wildlife observation . <2> ~~DY~~L 

J.r..i.~_r.jJ.!.~.!_c;_...Y.:iL~1~-~.s-- there co•.J l d be e>d s ter1ce, prese r v .1 ti on, or 

option values associated with ~voiding threats to the populations 

ot species of aesthetic or emotional si9nificance, tor example, 

bald eagles, loons, or seals. 
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_;_~:~J•l..PJ.~-~- = The tollowin9 act•nl cases describ e d ir1 U.S. 

Environ men t :al Protection Agency <1980> :a r e illustrations of this 

type of scenario: Hooker Che~ical, Honta9ue Plant, Muske9on, 
. £ 

r 
1 Michi9an, 1979 <pa9e 18 >; Waste Industries, Inc., New Hanove r 

County, 1980 <page 29>; ABH Wade, Pennsy l vania <page 35>, and Taft 

[ 
~!-:!.t.>..'-.~-~f.!.c;"_~-~.: f'CB s, or other or 9an i c che• i ca 1 s . 

,;.'t.~.D~ : Poor dis pos:3 l or s tor a9e practices lead to t he con

tamination of soils in a localized area. 
,': 

J~P.-~~~~: Chan9es in local plant and animal populat i ons. 

tion hunters and to bird and other wildlife viewers. ( 2 ) 

~-~-~r.1..k!.~.r.Jn~J£...Y..~J.Y.~~-- - Red u c t i o r1 i r1 d i ver s i t y of p 1.ant pop •J l .1 t i o r1 : 

L reduction i n local populations of mamM.al i .an .and bird predators. 

;:~.~.!!t.P..Lf..~.: The ! o l 1 ow i n 9 a c tu a l cases des c r i bed i n U • S • 

L Environmental Protection A9ency <1980> are illustr a tions of this 

scenario. &yron, Illinois <p. 81>; Winslow Township, New Jersey 

<p. 1G2>; Trenton, New Jersey <p. 172>; West Glens Falls / 

Queensbury, New York <p. 175>; Oswe90, New York <p. 185> . 

b 
l §!-:!P.~.!~f.!-~-~5~. : Or 9.an i c sol vent, ac i .j, or i nor '3 -3n i c to:d c s •Jc h 

3S cyanide . Such substances are acutely toxic but have relatively 

short en v ironmental ha lf lives. 

~~.!!L~.: An accidental spi 11 or breach fro• a poorly desi9ne1:::I 

contain•ent such as ~ la9oon. The substance quickly spreads to 

nearby streams o r lakes. 
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J.11'.P..~.~-~-~ : He .1 v y 1o s ~es o f ~ q•H t i c or 9an i s 111 s i nc l •Jd i n9 t i sh , 

and possible losses of fish-eatin3 species. Because of dilution~ 

neut ralization, and/or biode9radation, concentrations of the sub

stance in t he environment fall to bac kground levels rel at ivel y 

rapidly. Species populations recover through recolonization and I 
in-Mi9ration. 

f..9..r..•1!!.'L-9..t•..•~_c;..Q.D.9..!!!.Lc;._J~t~JU.9.~.~.: <l > !J.~.'--.~~~J.!.,!.~t~.- - act i v i t i es such 

as sports fishing and boatin9 are adversely affected until the 

toxic materials are dispersed or neutralized and the populations 

of the tar9et species restore themselves. The magnitude of the 

welfare losses to users may be relatively low if there are 

alternative sites supportin9 this activity which remain unaffected 

by the event • ( 2 > ~qo_~~~J:!.1!.!.~.r...i '1.~J.£_.Y.~.l.!:H~-~.- - because the i •pacts 

are s hort li\L.ed and r-eversible, and bec:~use they do not pose seri 

ous threats to the survival of species, nonuse values •ay not be 

si9n i fic .'3nt . 

~.:':LU!.P.1~-~. : The foll owi n9 exa•p 1es :u e described i r1 U.S. 

Environmental Protection A9ency (1980>; Kernersville, North 

C~ro l ina, Reservoi r <page 27>; and 9yron, Illinois <page 81>. 

I I I • .'J:J.t;.?.....QJ....~.C..Q.~_Q..GJ.G.~.k...~J:tP....J.~J'JU.~.?.J.G....~.;.~.;JJ.1..?.. J 

~efore the empirical measurement of ecological benefits~ I 
some attention must be 9iven to defining ~nd measurin9 the rele

vant attributes of the ecolo9ical system. Practical questions ~ 
include: is a sin9le ~ttribute measure sutficient or must the 

eco5ystem be described by ~ vector of characteristics; can the 

relevant attr-ibutes be r-epresented ~dequ3tely by dichotomous meas
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ures or are scalar or continuous measures required? But for deal

ing with the conceptual issues being addressed in this chapter, it 

is sufficient to assume that the appropriate measures of ecosystem 

Table I shows in summ3ry form the cate9ories of the benefits 

of ecolo9ical chan9e which I propose to use in this chapter. This 

classification scheNe has been adapted froM Desvous9es, Smith, and 

HcGivney <1983>. The first major distinction reflected in this 

table is that between production or •arket values and what I 

choose to call individual values. Production or Market values 

arise in those cases where so•e attribute of the ecosystem is an 

ar9u•ent in the production and cost functio~s for a marketed 9ood • 

A beneficial ecolo9ical chan9e is reflected in an increase in the 

economic productivity of the ecosystem and ~ reduct~n in the cost 

of producing the marketed 9ocd. This in turn resul t s in chan9es 

in •arketed quantities, product prices, factor prices, rents, 

and/or profits. Standard economic •odels c~n be used to derive 

(forthco•in9> for a review of these models. An interestin9 effort 

to measure the economic contribution of wetlands to the com•ercial 

blue crab fishery on the Gulf Coast can be found in Lynne, Conroy, 

and Prochoska (1981 >. While the empirical •easureMent of produc

tion or market values places a major burden on our knowled9e of 

ecolo9ical relationships, the economic mo dels for m ~king use of 

this knowled9e are well developed. Production and •~rket valu•s 
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CATEGORIES OF ECOLOGICAL BENEFITS 

I . 	 Production/Harket Values : Some ~ttribute ot the ecosystem is 
l 

an ar9u•ent in the production and cost function for a ~arketed 

9ood , e . 9., forest products, commercial fisheries . 

II. 	Individual Values: Some attribute of the ecosystem is an 

ar9ument in individu~ls' utility functions. 

A. 	 Use V.Jlues - t•ased or1 !.!!. ~jJ~~:i. use of the ecosystem. 

B. 	 Non-use/Intrinsic V~lues . 

1. 	Existence values - unrel~ted to present or future uses ) 

by the individual. 

2. 	Option values - related to uncertainty of future •Jse 

.:tnd/or s upply. 
. l 

r 

I 
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~iill not 	be 9i ven f urther consideration in this cha p ter. 

In the case of production and market values e c olo3ical 

chan9es affect individuals only by chan9 i n9 the pr i ces of 9oods 

they p •Jr chase or the i r i n comes • In con tr as t , i r1 t he ca s e of' i r1 d i 

vidual va l ues some attribute of the ecosystem ente r s directly as 

::in argument in the individual's •Jtility function. Within the cat

~9ory of individual values, the major distinction i s between those 

val•Jes ~ssociated with the direct or :Lr:i. ~J-~Y.. use of the ecosysten1 

a nd nonu se or intrinstic values. 

The to. ~J..~!~. use o t an e co l o '.3 i ca l sys t HI i s an act i v i t y th .3 t 

~ bsorbs the scarce resources of the indi v idual, includin9 but not 

limited to time. For example, the individual •ay have to incur 

time and other costs to travel to the site ot the ecosystem to 

~n9a9e in some activity. Under ~ome circuMstances it is poss i ble 

I to use information on the observed behavior associ~ted with the 
l .. 

use ot the ecosystem, such as travel cost, to infer the individu

~ l 's demand for the services of the ecosysteM, thus providing a 

t i as is tor inferring values. The lury here is the link between 

\. 	 observable activities, that is, use of the ecosyste•, and econo~ic 

value. In contrast, this link is not present in the case of

L 
r, o n u s e o r 	 i r1 t r i r1 s i r:: b e n e t i t s • No r1 •J s e o r i r1 t r i n s i c v ::. l •J e s :3 r e 

l 
I defined as those benefits or welfare 9~ins to indi vi duals that 

~ rise from ecosystem chan9 e s independently of any direct use of

• the ecosy s tem. I prefer the term •nonuse• to the more commo n 

•nonuser• since I will show in the next section th~t it is pos

sible tor a user to realize additional nonuse o r intrinsic bene 

fits over and above those ~•sociated with his direct use of the 
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~ c osys teni. 

S i n c e 1; s e v .:i 11; es .3 r i s e fr om A.!.!. ~JJ!~ . •J s e of t, he e cosy stem , in 

princi ple it is possible to e x clude individuals from usin9 the 
[

ecosystem and e x periencing those ben ef 1ts. Thus one can conte~-

•plate the eMer9ence of markets for those environmental services 

9eneratin9 use values if property ri9hts were defined and trans .. 
actions costs were low. ln contrast, exclusion is not possible 

for nonuse or intrinsic values. These values are public 9oods; 

and markets cannot be relied upon to provide the optimal quantity 

of intrinsic values . 

The cate9ory of intrin•ic values can be further divided into 

pure existence values and option values related to uncertainty 

concernin9 future demand and/or availability of the ecosysten for 

poss i b 1 e •..µ; e • The concept of pure e x istence value was apparentl y 

first su99ested by Krutilla <1967) and was further discussed in 

Krutilla and Fisher <1975, p. 124>. The possible motivations or 

r~tionales for existence values <for exa•ple, bequest, preserva

tion, or other altruistic •otives> will be discussed in the next 

section. 

Weisbrod first introduced the ter• 'option value' into the 
.l 
I 

li t erature of benefit cost analysis t~enty years ago <WeisbrJd, -l 

1964 >. He ar9ued that an individual who was unsure of wheth~r he J 
would visit a site such as a national par k would be willin9 to pa y 

a sum 1n e xcess of his e xpected consu~er surp lu s to 3uarante~ that ~ 

the site would be available should he wish to visit it. Option 

value w~s said to arise when an individual was uncert~in ~s to 

whether he would de•and a 9ood in some future period and was f~ced 
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with uncer t ainty as to the supply or future availability of that 

If option price is defined as the ma x imum sum the individu

- I al would be w1llin9 to pay to preserve the option to visit the 

site before his own demand uncertainty was resolved, then the ex-

l cess ot option price over expected consumer surplus can be called 

option value. Option value is distinct from a use value in that 
I· 

it arises not from the use of the site itself, but from uncertain

ty over the site's av•ilability or existence to •eet possible 

fut•Jre dem:ands. Weisbrod apparently viewed the existence of 

positive option value as being intuitively obvious . But as subse

quent analysis has shown, option value can either be positive or 

ne9ative dependin9 upon the particular circumstances. 1 

1A key paper ~s by Schmalensee <1972>. Bishop <1982> has provided 

a useful review and extension of the literature since Weisbrod ' s 

p:aper. 

The questions of the relation5hip between option value <whether 

positive or negative> and use values and ot the proper role of 

option value in welfare analysis will be taken up in section V. 

In this section I take up several questions concerning the 

relationship between use and e x istence values and possible motiva

tions for existence value, in all eases under the assuMption of 

certainty of future preferences, income, etc. Let us ~ssume that 

an individual derives utility from the consumption of a vector of 

private goods, X, the nu•ber bf visits to some r~cre~tion site, v, 
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and some measure of the qu3lity ot the ecolo9ical system at the 

site, a. In this 9eneral formulation, a can be taken to be a 

'! 
scalar measure of so~e critial characteristic, for example , t he 

t 
i 

population or biomass of some important species or the number of 
4 

different plant or animal species present in the 
..., 

ecosystem.~ 

?
MAlternatively, Q could be interpreted as a dichotomous variable 

takin9 the value o1 in the absence of so~e critical and ecolo9ical 

attribute and the value o2 <> a
1 

> when that attribute is present. 

In the latter ca~e, the mar9inal ~tility of 0 is ~~sumed to be 

positive in the interval G1-G2 and 0 otherwise. 

Assume that the individual eaxi~i~es utility ~ubject to the 

t• •J •::! 9e t cons tr a i r1 t H - f' • X - F • V = 0 , wher e P i s ve c tor of '1--0 o ,j s 

prices and F is the •onetary cost of a visit to the site <out of 

pocket travel cost and entry fee, if any>. The solution to this 

~aximization problem yields a set ot demand function5 for X and V. 

In the absence of further restrictions on the form ot this utility 

function, the deM~nd function tor V can be written as: 

V = V<P, F, M, G> 

The minimum expenditure necess~r y to attain any 9i ven le vel 

0 f IJ t i 1 i t Y i S : 

E = E<f', F, a, U> 

If u* is t he solu t ion to the utility ma x imization proble m 91ven P . 

F, H, and a, then the coapensatin9 surplus measure of the benefit 

ot an increase in Q from a
1 

to a2 is 

. 	I 
I 
I 

. : 

I 
. 	 l 

, 
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In this 9eneral formulation S could be a pure use value, ~ 

pure nonuse or existence value, or some combination of the two. 

It the conditions detinin9 Miler's weak co•plementarity hold, then 

S is a pure use value <Mil~r, 1974>. Two conditions on the utili 

ty and demand functions must be satisfied in order to fit Maler's 

definition of weak comple•entarity. First there must be a price 

tor visits, f'*, such that 

~ V = V<f', F , M, O> = 0 

And second at that price, the Mar9inal utility or •ar9inal welfare 

of chan9es in 0 must be zero, that is: 

aE n , r* , a, u~ >/ a a = o 

or 

aucx, o, a>1aa = o 

As is now well known, the conditions defining weak complemen

tarity also allow this pure use value for chan9es in Q to be esti 

mated by appropriate analysis o! the de•and function for V. 

Specifically S is equal to the are~ between the compensated demand 

3curves for u tor v when a incraases from 01 to o:?. Th.at is: 

3 For e l .3 bor .3 t i •:• r1 , s e e 1'1-3 l er ( 1 9 7 4 i • pp • 1 8 3- 1 8 9 , o r F r e e m .3 r1 

<1979>, pp. 72-75. 
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where VA ( ·l = aE :a r is the compensated de m3nd function for v. 

Followin9 the ~nalysis of Willi3 <19 76 > and Randall and Stol l 

( 1980>, Scan be approximated by the a r ea between th e ordinary 

deMand functions for V at the two levels of O. • 

Pure existence value occurs when V = O but au;aa > o. The 

necessary and sufficient condition tor pure existence value to 

arise is that the utility functior1 be strongly separable in a. 

One consequence of stron9 separability of the utility function is 

that changes in Q have no effect on Market behavior; and thus 

there is no basis for esti~atin9 pure existence values from obser
... 

vations of changes in •arket prices or quantities. 

Some authors have questioned whether a pure existence value 

wh i c h i s i r11j e pe r1 de r1 t of .~ny type of •J s e o t the s i t e i s p 1 3 •J s i b 1 e • 

In justification for pure e x istence value, Krutilla suggested 
t• . 

that, 'An option demand may exist, therefore, not only among per

sons currently and perspectively active in the Market for the ob ~ 

ject of the demand, but amon9 others who place a value on the mere 

existence of biological and/or 9eomorpholo9ical variety and its 

widespread distribution <Krutilla, 19~7, p. 781>.• In ar1 accom-
I 

p3nyin9 foo t note, he 3lso su99ested 'The phenomenon discussed ma y ..J 

have an e xclusive sentimental basis. but if we consider the be

quest motivation in economic behavior, discussed below, it may be 
j 

e ::plained by a n interes t in preserving an option for one ' s heirs 

to view or use the object in question <Krutilla, 1967, p. 78ln>.• 

Krutill~ ~nd Fisher s~id, 

•Perhaps closely associ~ted with option value is the 
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value some individuals derive from the knowled9e of the 

e x istence of unspoiled wilderness, wild and scenic 

; I: 

·1 
j r 
r 
I :: 

. ~ 

:- 
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rivers , ~nd related phenomen~ of peculiarly remarkable 

q1J .2lity . • • • In the case of e x istence value, we con

ceived of individuals valuin9 :an environment regardless 

ot the fact that they feel certain they will never de

11 .1nd .tQ. -~-L~!J. the services it provides •• •however , it we 

acknowled9e that a bequest •otivation operates in indi

vidual utility-maxi•izin9 behavior ••• , the existence 

value may be 5i•ply the value ot preservin9 a peculiarly 

remarkable environment for benefit of heirs <Krutilla 

and Fisher, 1975, 124, references omitted>.• 

While Krutilla and Fisher offer a bequest Motivation as one 

of sevtor-'31 possible e:·:planations for 3 ~re e:{istence val•Je, 

McConnell takes a different point of view. He ar9ues 

'The notion that a 9ood is valued only for its exist-

e r1 c e , th:at i t pr o v i 1jes no i Q. it-L~:! s er v i c es , i s f .Jr 

fetched . In aost cases, resources are valued tor their 

use . Existence value occur s only insofar a~ bequest or 

altruistic notions prevail. We want resources there be

cause they are va l ued by others of our own 9eneration or 

by our heirs. Thus use va l ue is the ultimate 9oal of 

preferences that yield existence demand , thou9h the 

e x istence and use may be e xperienced by different ind1

viduals <McConnell, 1983, p. 258>.• 

In contrast to McConnell's view, Randall and Stoll reco9nize 

that people mi9ht experience other than altruistically •otivated 
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benefits from the existence of a site without visitin9 the site . 

However, they ar9ue that all such non in. ~jl~. uses are associated 

with some aspect of market related behavior thus these values con 

stitute a form of use that they label ' vicarious consumption. • 

For e xamp le , "Thus, we consider the values generated by reading I 
about Q in a book or • aga:ine , looking at it in photographic rep

resentations, tor a xample , to be use values . Clearly our defini

tion of use includes vicarious consumption <Randall and Stoll , 

1983, p. 2G7> . I In ter • s of our model, they view Q as enhancing 

the utility of elements of X. 

Neither McConnell nor Randall and Stoll recognize concern for 

the existence of a species out of ethical eonsider~tions as a pos

sible a otive for pure existence values . While ethical philoso

phers are not in agreement as to the validity and proper form of 

4such concern it is possible that some people hold such values 

4For discussions of these issues, see , t or example , Norton <1982>, 

Sa9off ~1980> , and Rescher <1980> ; pp . 79-92. 

and are willing to COMMit resources on that bas i s . 

This discussion of the possible motivations for pure e x is t- _, 

ence value is inconclusive. I believe that this is at leas t in Ipart because some of the arguments of the authors cited are mis ,directed in at le~st two respects. The first concerns vario us 

definitions of existence v~lue . Definitions can be c onsidered in 

part a matte r of tas t e. A s et of definitions can be considered 

useful if it furthers the research objectives a nd leads to usefu l 
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answers to meaningful questions. If use V3lues are limited by 

definition to those associated with ~rr ~i~~ uses, these defini

ticns have the virtue of distin9uishin9 between those cases where
I 

use of a 	 site generates observable data which can be used for 
1 '~ measurement from those cases in which no Meaningful data can be 

A I 
obtained 	from observing market transactions. Where vicarious uses 

~ 
\ 	 involve information conveyed by photographs and so forth, the pub

lic good dimension of information seems likely to virtually de! 
{ 

stroy any meaningful relationship between observed market behavior 

f and underlying values. 

The second respect in which the precedin9 arguments may be 

F 	 misdirected has to do with the role of possible existence values 

in policy analysis. We are concerned with the question ot exist 

ence values beca u~ if they ar~ of significant size and if they 

i , 	 are unmeasured and therefore oMitted froM benetit cost calcula

lions, resource misallocations will result. The arguments about 

Motivations tor existence values seem to be ottered tor the pri 

mary purpose of persuading the reader that the hypothesis that 

existence values are positive is plausible. But the real test of 

this hypothesis will co~e from the data. Thus, rather than

G further debatin~ definitions and possible Motivations, the most 

I useful step would be to proceed to a test of the hypothesi! th3t 

existence values <defined in a way to m~ke testing of the hypoth

esis feasible > ~re positive. If the evidence supports thi s 

hypothesis, then further research efforts might be devoted to 

testin9 hypotheses about the deter~inants <•otivations> or the 

size of existence values in different cases. 
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So f~r I h~ve considered two pol3r c3ses in which Y3lue 

accrues to individu3ls only through use <we3k coruplement3rity> 3nd 

value is entirely independent of use (pure existenc~ value> . Now 

I take up the intermediate c3se where v3lue 3ccrues through use 

but the conditions defining weak co~plementarity do not hold. I 
Usin9 the model of preferences developed in this section, I will 

define the total benefit of a chan9e in G, use benefit, 3nd nonuse 

or existence benefit. I will show that the total benefit of a 

chan9e in Q is equ3l to the su• of the use benefit ~nd existence 

benefit. Finally I will consider the problems ot measurin9 total 

benefit and its components by v3rious techniques . 

As before, the benefit of a ch3n9e in Q is the decrease in 

expenditure necess3ry to m3intain the original utility level, u*, 

or: 

~ ( l ) S _ E<P, F, o 1 ~ U ) - E<P, F, 

If the expenditure function is known, it can be differentiated 

with respect to Q to obtain the compen5ated inverse deMand tune

tion or •ar9inal willingness-to-pay function for Q. The benefit 

of a change in Q is given by the are3 under this margin3l will

in9ness-to-p3y function between the ori9in3l and final level of G. ~ 

That is, I 

The use value of the site being visited is the increase in 

expenditure neces~~ry to coMpen$ate for an increase in the price 

of a visit sufficient to reduce the nu•ber of visits to zero . The 
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use 

th e 

v~lue of an 

s i te, o r : 

increase in a is the incre~se in the use value of 

I 

I 
( 2) - E <P, F"" ~ a,., . u* > ... . 

* *- E <P , F , a1 , U > + E <P, Fl , 

a,., •... 

o1 , *U > 

}.. 
{ 

~ 

t 

where F* is the price at which V = O, and F1 is the ori9in.1l 

price per v i sit. Notice that SU can only be defined if there is 

the price which chokes off demand . SU can also be •e~sured by the 

area bet ween the compensated demand curves for U at the two levels 

of Q, or 

s = u U*>dF -

! . 
~:' 
h 

L 

where u* c·> = aE/aF is the compensated demand function for visits . 

Now let us define nonuse or exi s tence benefits as that chan9e 

in e x penditure which holds total utility constant 9iven that the 

price of visits is so high as to eliminate use of the site. In 

terru s o f th~ e x pe nd iture fun c ti o n , e x ist e nc e b e ~ e fits ~ SE 3 r ~ 

defined as f o llows: 

( 3 ) 

Accordin9 to th i s definition, e xi stence benefits can be positive 

for potential users and even for those who do u$e the s i te when f 

is less th.H i F* . 
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The next step is to show that 9iven the definitions e~ployed 

here. an ind1vidu~l's total benefit f~OM a change in Q is equal to 

the sum of that individual ' s us e benefits and nonuse or e x istence 

benefit. In other words, we wish to establish that: 

S = SU + SE ....C" 

Substitutin9 equations <2> ~nd (31 into <l> 9ives:~ 

······-·······-·········-···············-··-···············. 
I:'. 

~!his proof is similar to that 9iven by McConnell, <1983>, pp. 

258-261. 

a..,,
.:. 

+ E ( F', Fill' al' uilt) - E ( p' F*' a..,'... 

All terms cancel, provin9 the case . 

What does this analysis imply about t h e measurement of e ~ ist - ~ 

ence value? The first implication is that e x istence value and use J 
value can only be meanin9fully distin9uished in those cases in 

wn1c h there is some price <F*> abo v e which use drops to zero. 

definition of total benefits in equation Cl> iNposes no such re

striction on preferences. But the d~tinitions of both use and 

existence values are predicated on the existence of some price at 
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which use falls to zero . H~ler's definition of weak complementa

rity is equi vale nt to sa y1n9 that no nuse values are =ero. An d if 

the present price of the visit is equal to or 9reater tha n F*~ t 
then use value is zero while e x istence value may be positiYe . But 

r even •nonusers' mi9ht become users if the price of a visit were to 

fa 1 l t• e 1ow F* • r.: 
J 
\ Second, as Haler has shown, even if a complete system of de

mand functions are for X and V has been estimated on the basis of 

market data, the e x penditure function cannot be recovered unless 

I -
the conditions tor weak complementarity hold . <H~ler, 1974, pp. 

' 

121-125, 183-189>. But positive existence value iNplies the vio

lation of the weak complementarity conditions. Thus it existence 

value is positive, the total value of a chan9e in 0 c3nnot be 

estimated from observations of mar ket data. 

tin9ent valuation techniques must be relied upon in this case. 

L 

The third implication co ncer ns the measurement of use value. 

The accurate measurement ot use value requires knowled9e of the 

compensated demand function for visits. But this de•and function 

cannot be recovered from ~arket data un l ess the conditions for 

we~ k complement~rity hold, that is, unless e x istence value is 

zer o . Howeve r ~ as mentioned above ~ use value ca n be measured to 3 

L reasonable approxi mation throu9 h the use of the ordinary demand 

functions for visits. 

What ca n be said abo u t measurin9 SE for users? One appro~c h 

would be to use contingent valuation techniques to estimate total 

values for a set of users and use market techniques such as the 

travel cost Model to estimate SU for the sa•e group. A co•parison 
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of the estimates of S and SU would con s titute a test ot the 

h ypothesis that ex i stence v3lues ~re pos i tive for users . Ar1othe r 

~ppro3ch is to 3S k people the i r willingness to p3y for an improve

ruent in Q or to preserve an ecolo3ical site of given Q even if 

they kne w they would never be able to visit the site . This is the 
. 

app r oach t~ken by Desvous9es, Smith, and HcGivney Cl983> to esti

mate existence values for wate r quality in the Honon9ahela River. 

One problem with this approach is that it asks people to place 

themselves in a counterfactu ~ l situation . It mi9ht be helpful to 

provide an explan~tion as to why they should imagine that they 

would not be able to visit the site . For e xample , they might be 

told that the price of visits had been increased to .some very hi9h 

nu~ber , e ffectively chokin9 oft deMand for v i sits . Or they mi9ht 

be told that all visits had been banned to prevent dama9e to sorue 

fragile component of the ecosy stem . 

Finally, individua l s rni9ht b~ asked a question to reveal 

their total value and then asked to allocate th i s t otal between 

use and nonuse va lues . 6 One problem with this approach is tha t 

6 Desvous9es , Smith , and HcGivney <1983> asked people to allocate a 

total willi n9ness-to-pay or option price bet ween user values a nd 

o p t i o n v .1 l •J e s • 

responden t s .~re given no guidance as to what conditions to assume 

when they perform t he allocat i on. Since nothing is said in this 

sort of question ~bout the assumed price of visits , there is no 

r eason to believe that the respondent's mental pr ocesses will 
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reproduce the conditions definin9 existence value in equation (3) 

3t0 ove. 

v • \:!~_i;_;BJ~J-~J.L._i'.\_~-~----Q.P.J:J_Q_~- ---Y.!\_l,.:_I)._~ _$. . 

In the preceding section we assumed that there was no uncer

tainty concernin9 the existence or supply ot the ecolo9ical serv

ices in question; and we assumed that there w~s no uncertainty 

concernin9 the variables affectin9 an individual's demand for or 

value of those services. In this section we introduce uncertainty 

explicitly and examine its implications for the valuation of eco

logical services and measures of welfare change. 

This uncertainty can take two forms. The first concerns un

certainty wi th respect to the existence or supply of the env ir on-

In the precedin9 section we assumed tbat in the 

absence of the regulation, the level of the environmental service 

was known with certainty to be a1 • The regulatory program had the 

certain outcome of increasin9 the level ot environ•ental services 

to Q~· With uncertainty in supply, there may be ~ nonzero proba... 
bility that the hi9her level of environ•ental ~ervices CG~> will ... 
be supplied even i n the absence of the pro9ram. The program 

ser~es to increase the probability of 3ttainin~ o : but it ~eed
2

not increase this probability to one. In other words , the pro9ram 

may reduce the uncertainty of supply; but it need not el1ru1 nat e 

that uncerta i nty. 

Another way to put it is th~t the pro9ram in question serves 

to incre~se the probability of ~ favor~ble outcome CO~) whil~ re.. 
ducin3 the probabilit y ot an unfavor~ble outcome <0 >. Ir1 this1 



respect, the an3lysis of this section p3rallels Smith 3nd 

Desvousges ' < 1~83 ) analysis of th e ~3lu3tion of 3 reduction in the 

r is~ of 3n unfavor3ble outcome. 

Tii e second form of uncertainty is uncertainty concerning the 

dem3nd for or value attached to 3n increase in Q. A person could , 
be uncertain concernin9 his demand for Q due to uncertainty con

cernin9 his income, uncert3inty concernin~ the prices of comple

ment or substitute 9oods, or uncertainty concerning his own pref

erences . In the simplest case; this uncertainty can be modeled as 

entailin9 some probability that the determinants ot demand will 

take values such that the demand for Q or the v3lue placed on Q 

will be zero. 

As w~s discussed in section III, the uncertain demander was 

the focus of attention for those people developin9 the theory of 

option value. For the earliest writers <W eisbrod, 196G; Cicchetti 

and Freem a n, 1971> it seemed plausible that the uncertain demander 

would be willing to pay a little extra now over and above his ex- I 

pected use value <the expected value of consumer surplus> to 

assure that the environmental services would be ava~lable if it 

should turn out that his demand were positive. The maximum pay

ment by the individual was 3ssumed to be independent of the state 

of natur~ . that is, it w~s m~de before the resolution of uncer-

This st~te independent payment w~s termed option price 

<Cicchetti ~n d freeman~ 1971 >. the pres u me d e xcess of option price ~ 

over expected consumer surplus w~s termed option value. Option 

v~lue w~~ deemed to be a nonuse v~lue bec~use it was independent 

of any ac t ual use of the environmental service . 
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Unfortunately there are two problems with this analysis . 

~irst. 3 S is now well known. option value <or More accurately the 

algebraic difference between the maxiNum state independent payment 

and e x pect~d consumer surplus> could be either pos i tive or ne9a

I tive <Sch•alensee, 1972; Bi~hop, 1982>. The second problem is 

that the Maximum state independent payMent <option price> •ay not 

be the ~ppropriate Measure of welfare 9ain associated with the 

provision of the environMental service. The choice of option 

price as the welfare measure requires specific assumptions about 

f the nature of the underlyin9 social welfare function or social 
~ 

choice criterion and about the opportunities available to the 

individual tor diversifying risk. If these assumptions are not 

satisfied, then option price is not the appropriate indicator of a 

t I turn now to an examination of the issues surrounding the 

cho i ce of option price as a wel fa re measure. I will th en cons ider 
, . 
i 
~/ the relationship between option price and expected consuMer sur-
I 

plus under different conditions of uncertainty. I will treat the 

l. cases of pure de•and uncertainty <classical option value> and 

supply uncertainty for the certain demander as special cases.

L These questions are of imocrtance in applied w~lfare an3lysis 

I since measures of the consumer surpluses of actual users are fre

quently the only data available , while optio n price or some other 

contin9ent p~ yrn ent schem~ m~y be the desired w~lfdr e measure. 

Thus the relationship between expected surluses and option prices 

or other contin9ent pay~ent schemes may be of considerable practi

cal importance. 
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An important issue in 3pplied welfare economics 3nd benefit 

cost analysis under uncertainty is the question of whether to use 

[an ex ant~ or e v post welfare measure. The e x pected value of con

sumer surplus is an ex post measure in that it focuses on the 
~. 

realized outcomes of policy choices. Expected utility which M~y 
,r

reflect risk aversion is the basis for ex ante welfare measure-

Option price is an ex ante •easure since it is defined as 

that state independent payment th~t makes the expected utility 

with the project just equal to the expected utility without the 

project . 

An ex ante social welfare function makes soci31 welfare a 

function of the expected utilities of the individuals in the soci

ety while an ex post social welfare function makes social welfare 

equal to the expected value of the social welfares realized in 

alternative states of nature. The choice of an ex ante versus e x 

post welfare measure involves fundamental questions of welfare 

theory, in particular the role of equity in social welfare and the 

way equity is defined. 7 This is illustrated by 

: 

i 
' Ulph Cl982 > ~1scusses some of these questio ns i n tne conte x t of :_j 

th~ socia l value of life sav1n9. 

J 
the fact t Mat there is one social welfare function, the welf~r~ 

wei3hted utilitari~n or additive function which is consistent with 

both ex ante and ex post view of social welfare. This function 

can be written as 
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where i inde xes individuals, j indexes states of nature. a . are 
l 

the welfare weigh t s on the utilities of individuals, and p . are 
J 

the probabilities of alternative states of nature . Broadly speak

ing e x ante social welfare functions reflect a social concern with 

equ i ty in opportunity in the expected value sense, while ex post 

social welfare functions reflect a concern with eq u ity in out

comes. 

It is not my purpose in this short discussion to settle the 

question of ex ante versus e x post ~ocial welfare functions. In

deed Ulph <1982) presents an example in which neither ex ante nor 

e x post- soc i a l wel f are f un cti ons ap pea r to capture adequ a t el y sorue 

plausible equity concerns . Rather 9iven the predominance of e x 

pected utilit y based welfare measures in the literature, I wish 

only to su99est one s i tuation in which an e x post welfare Me~sure 

with its concern with consuruer s urpluses might be a better measure 

of social preferences . 

Consider a society that ha s adopted a social welfare f unction 

reflecting i ts e thi c a l Ju d 9m e~ ts c oncern1n~ eq u it y a nd has u ~d e r-

ta ken the necessary redistributions of wealth and/o r taxes and 

t r a nsfe r p~ y rue n ts s o as to ach i e ve a soci~l welfare max imum a t 

some 91ven point in t i me. Suppose a new investment opportuni ty is 

be i ng considered which would alter the distribution of incomes and 

utiliti@s in d i fferen t ways ~nd various states of n~ture . If the 

project is undert~ken , then society will wish to l ev y t~x es an d 
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make compensatin9 payments in order to restore the optimum distri

bution of outcorues after t he state of nature has been revealed. 

The consumer surplus chan9es provide a basis for determinin9 the 

required t~xes and coMpensation and the expected value of a39re

9ate consumer surplus is an indicator of whether the payments can 

be made without makin9 ~nyone worse off. 

Now let us assu~e that society has chosen an ex ante social 

welfare function. Thus the focus of ~ttention for benefit cost 

analysis is chan9es in expected utilities and their monetary 

eq•Jiv.slents. How are these monetary equivalents to be measur•d? 

Option price is only one of Nany possible ways of definin9 a mone

tary equivalent to a chan9e in expected surplus. I will show that 

the appropriate way of defining the monetary equivalent depends 

•J po n the p .;:i r t i c •J l a r c i r c •J m s t :an c es , i n c l •J .j i ra 9 the oppor t ur1 i t i es f o r 

diversifyin9 risks through contingent claims markets and the in

stitutional feasibility of enforcing alternative contingent pay

ment sche111es . 

Consider an individual who faces a 9iven set of prices and 

receives income, Y, with certainty. Assume that the individual's 

utility is a function of the consumption of •~rket 9oods and 

either the use of or existence of an ecolo3ical resource denote d 

t·y Q. Thus the individual's indirect utility function can be 
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resource 	is -3vail~ble in diminished qu~ntity or quality denoted by 

In the e xtre me . a1 could be =era. Bu t 

there is prob~bility P: <= l - p 1 > that the resource will beI 
~v~1l-3ble with qu-3lity denoted by <> a >. The individu~l's e x 

It 
Q2 1 

pected utility, EN is 9iven by: 
~ 

L EN= U<Y, a > + p UCY, D >p 1 	 1 2 2 

Now consider an environmental re9ulation that would reduce the 

risk of harM to the resource <from p 1 to ql> or, equivalently, 

incre-3se the probability of experiencin9 from to q 2 •q2 p2 

; -
Option price COP> is that state independent payMent that 

I 

I , 	 Makes expected utility with the re9ulation equ~l to EN, that is , 

that satisfies 

I 

L 
But there is an infinite nymber of alternative contingent p~yment 

I 

schemes callin9 tor C. Ci = i, 2> that satisfy:t l 

l 	 ( 4) 

L 
def ines Graham ' s <19 81 > willingness to p3y lc c us.i 

j I S e e F i '3 •J r e l • OP = C = C., is a speci~l case. By total1 .:. 
. differenti~tio n of t 4> t h~ slope of tne willingness to pa y locus 

_. 

dC ql aucy - cl, a >1aY2 	 1 = ·- ·····..·-·····-···-- ·-·····-···················..··· 
dC q2 aUCY - c2, D., >laY1 ... 

If the individu-31 is risk .3ver se, ther1 a.. ? 1ay-., < 0 and the 
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1 

I 


willin9ness-to-pay locus is concave to the ori9in.There is ~ 

f~m1ly of iso-expected-payment lines with slope~ of - q1;q
2 

• One 

such line is tangent to the willingness-to-pay locus at point A in 

Fi9ure 1 . Point A represents th3t state dependent payment scheme 

which Maximizes the expected value of the individual's payments. 

[ 

.. .. 
If the means exist to establish this payment scheme, 

expected payment is the appropriate money measure of 

then this 

the increase 
r 

in expected utility associated with the re9ulation.Ihe tan9ency of 

the willin9ness-to-pay locus and iso-expected payment line at 

point A iMplies that the mar9inal utilities of income are equal in 

the two states. This equality is the condition for the efficient 

distribution of risk or for the optimum purchase of contingent 

claims at act uar ially fair prices . In this sense. point A 

represents an optimum contingent payment scheme and in Graham's 

Cl98l> terminology in the fair bet point. Alternatively suppose 

the individual were required to ~ake those contingent payments 

representated by point C in Figure l. If the individual is able 

to 

he 

purchase contingent clai•s at fair prices represented by 

would use these claiMs to mov~ to point C' inside the 

q11 q 
2 

, 

willingness-to-pay locus, thereby achieving a higher level of ex

p e c t e d •.J t i 1 i t y • 

I t is interesting to note 

optimum contingent p~yment plan 

th~t ~s drawn in Figure l. the 

involves ~ l~r9er payment in st~te 
j 

l when t h e ecclo91c~l resource is de~raded. This w0 u ld be the 

case if a n increase in Q increased the mar9inal utility of income , 

other thin9s equal . This is equivalent to saying the price flexi

bility of income for 0 is 9re~ter than zero. When 0 is de9raded 
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in s t a te 1, t he m3rginal util i ty of income is lower , other th i n9s 

Thus the o ptim a l c ont : n~ent p~ y me nt pl a n i nvolves 3 lar ~e r 

p~ y m ent with l o wer ~a r 3 in al u ti li ty of i ncom e d oll ars i n sta t e 1. 8 

8see Cook and Graham <1977 > for further discussion . 

Now suppose that there i s soMe institutional barrier to 

impos i ng a payment sche~e tha t varies across states of nature. 9 

9 such payMents might be particularly difficult to adMinister if 

the source of uncertainty were on the de~and side rather than the 

suppl y side. See Graham <198 1>. 

Does t his mean t hat the ma x iru um e x pected pa yment ca nnot be co l 

lected? Not nece~sarily. A s tate independen t paymen t of OP ' has 

-;,...the saMe e xpected v~lue as the opti mum cont i ngent payment scheme. 

Since OP' lies outside the willin9ness-to-pay locus , it would 

appea r to leave the individua l worse ott , that is, with a lower 

expected utility. However, i f the individual can buy contingent 

claims at actuarially fai r pr i ces, he can alter his risk position 

t o r~~ ch po in t A. Thus t he a vailab i l ity of ac t uari i ll y fair l n

sur 3n c e mak es th e ma x imum e x pe cted pa yment feasible e ven whe n I 
v ar y i n9 p~ y me nt s across state s of na t ure a r & no t possib l e. 

Ho we v ~ r if t~ e r i s k of e colo9ic 3 l loss i s 3 coll ec tiv e r 1 ; k . ~ 

then private contingent claims markets c~nnot e x ist. !he absence 

of a contingent claias market co~bined with a bar to nonunifor m 

contingent payment plans makes OP the ma x imu~ feasible expected 
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payMent. Thus in this 'second best' world, option price is the 

mone y ? q u1 Yale n t af the ~ ncr e 3se i n e xpected utilit y .IO 

I 
10see also Gra ham <1981>. 

I 
Smith and Desvous9es <1993> have also analy:ed the value of 

chan9es in the probabilities of adver~e and favorable outcomes. 

Althou9h their framework for analysis is somewhat different, our 

results are consistent. They ~ssume the existence of fair con
t::. 

r tin9ent claims ~arkets and define the Measure of welfare chan9e to 

be the chan9e in endowment or expected wealth that keeps expected 

utility constant . They consider the impact of the availability of 

insurance at other than fair prices. ~ut they do not explicitly 

take up the 'seco nd best• case of no contin9ent claims marke t a nd 

a constraint that payments be equal across states of nature. 

In conclusion if social welfare is a function of expected 

utilities, the aoney equivalent of a chan9e in e xpected utility 

f o r 3 n i n d i v i ,j •J .1 l i s the max i 111 •J m .t'-.l.~.J.~!.i.'-. ex pe c t e d p :i y men t th .3 t 

can be extracted from that individual without reducin9 his ex

pected utility. If ~ny contin9ent payment plan is feasible or ifL 
contin~ent claims ~re a vailable at fair prices, then the rua xi rnum 

I e x pected payment corresponds to Graham's 'fair bet• point and rep

resents an opt~murn distribution of contin9ent payments across 

states of na ture. Howe ver in the second bes t world of no con t1 G

9ent clai•s •arkets and barriers to unequal contin9ent claims 

plans, the max iNum feasible expected pay••nt is option price. In 

any event option price is a lower bound estimate of the true maxi

http:utility.IO
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mum expected payment. 

I now turn to a consideration of the rel~t1onship between 

option price and expected consumer surplus for the individual . 

This relationship may be important if ex post soci31 welfare I 

considerations are releva nt. Also if option price is the desired f 
or •second best• welfare measure, it May be that the only avail 

able data on values are the consumer surpluses of those actually 

usin9 the ecolo9ical resourc~ . 

In this section I develop a model for analyzing the relation

ship between option price and expected consumer surplus under var

ious conditions of both demand and supply uncertainty. Consider 

an individual who is uncertai n concerning his demand for a good 

.:. r1 d who i s a Ls o confro r1 t e d w i th tJ n c e r ta i n s •J pp l y • 0 pt i o r1 pr i c e i s 

the Maximum sure payment the individual would make for a pro9ram 

to reduce or eliminate the supply uncertainty on the understanding 

that if the pay•ent is not •ade the individual would be excluded I 

from the benefits of the increase in the probability of supply. 

Option value is the difference between this •aximum willingness to 

pay and the increase in expected consumer surplus with the pro

•3r.:ini . ..i 

Let the pro9ram in question be a set of regulations which re

duces the risk of the adverse ecolo9ical consequences of a hazard

01Js waste spi 11. If there is no 5pill, the individual can m~ke 

use of the services of the ecolo9ic~l resource ~t zero price. But 

the occurrence of ~ spill precludes the use ot the ecological re

source. The individu~l's indirect utility function takes the 
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form: 

( 4 ) u = un .f' . cn 


where a repre s e nts t he ~ v ailabili ty of the eco l ogical resource: 

J I 

Q _ the resource is ~vailable.r. 	 = 02 

a = G1 = 	the resource is not av~ilable. 

Y is income, and P is a vector of prices including the prices of 

substitute and complement 9oods for a. The option value litera7 

ture has 	 focused on the behavio r of risk averse individuals . 

So let us 	assuMe risk aversion , that is: 

Demand uncer t ainty c a n ari s e because of unce r taint y about 

income, uncert~int y about the prices of complement or substitute 

l goods , or uncertaint y ~bo u t pr e f erenc es. At this point i n the 

argument , it is not necessary to be more specific about the nat ure r 	 of deMand uncertainty . Assume f or simplicity that there are only 

two possible outcomes with respect to demand for the resource. 

L 
<l> The de~and is zero with probability p1 • The utility function 

can be written as 

where the subscripts in d icate that prefe r ences, incorues and / o r 

prices take values such that the park is not de~anded. <2 > The 

de•~nd is positive with probability p leading to2 
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F•.Jr the r mo r e : 

~ut if the demand for the resource is zero <for example because of 

low income or high prices of complements>, the individual is 

indifferent as to its availability. This assumption rules out 

such thin9s as preservation, existence, or bequest values. 

For ~ny given set of demand conditions, the compens~tin9 

surplus Measure of the value of the opportunity to use the 

resource is 9iven by 

(5) u . ( y . si , pi ! 02) = u i ( '( i . pi , _a 1 ) 
l 1 

where i = D, ND. So from the above assumptions, it follows that 

...., 

. ; 

In the subsequent notation S will represent positive surpluses 

associated with dem1ndin3 the service. 

Now to introduce uncertainty of supply. let q > o be the
1 

probability that the resource will not be available in the abse nce 

of the investment pro1ect. So even wi thout the pro9ram there is a , 

probability of = - > 0 that the resource will be avail q2 q 1 q1 

This represents an extension of the standard option value 

models from Weisbrod <1964> to FreeMan <1984) which assumed that 

I 
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if the option price were not paid the individual would have no 

c hance to us e t he resource. 

If the individual demands the resource, and if it is avail 

able at a zero price, the indi v idual is better off by S . lr1 t he 

absence of the pro9ra• to reduce supply uncertainty, expected 

utility is: 

<G> EN = 

+q2p2UD<YD, PD, 02) 

and 	expected consumer surplus i s q S.2 p2

Consider now a pro9ra• wh i ch would reduce supply uncertainty. 

Suppose that with the pro9ram the probability of supply is 

r~< q~ < r~ ~ l> . Expected con s ume r· surplus with the pro9raM is 
.. .w ... 

r~p ~S ; 
~ .:.. 

and the program increas e s expec t ed consumer surpl us b y 

<r~ 
.., 

- q~>p~S. 
w .:.. 

The quest i on pos ed i n the option value literature 

is whether there is a wi l lin9n ess to pay for the pro9ram over and 

abo ve the increase in expected consu~er surplus. Option price is 

that st~te independent payment which makes expected utility with 

( 7 ) 

What can be said about th e sig n of OV = OP - < r~ - q ~> p~S ? 
~ .... 	 .. 

It should be no surprise that the answer is, •it depends.' It 

depends on the degree ot the individual ' s risk aversion, the 

n~ture and source of demand un certainty , and the nature of suppl y 
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uncertainty , as well as on the interactions between demand and 

supply uncert3inty . To sort out th@se f3ctors, I will first 

briefly describe some results for the standard ~odel of demand 

uncertainty with supply uncer t ainty assumed away , i . e • • 

I will then present some new results for the case 

ot •upply uncertainty with certain demand . 

In a recent paper, Hart•an and Plummer <unpublished) pre

sented a ri9oro~s, mathematical analysis of the cases where demand 

uncertainty arises tr~m uncertainty about income or about the 

prices of substitute or complement 9oods for a risk averse indi-

vid•Jal. In another paper <Freeman, 1984> I used Graham's Cl981> 

graphical model to 9eneralize some of these results to other atti 

tudes towards risk and to investi9ate some classes of state de

pendent preferences. In all of these cases, the key determinant 

of the si9n of option value is the relationship between the ruar

9inal utilities of income in the two states of the world : the 

9ood is deaanded, and the 9ood is not demanded . 

The key feature of Graham's •odel is the willin9ness to pay 

locus . One point on the locus is 9iven by . the payment of OP in 

both states of the world. A second point is where a payment of S 

is required if the resource is demanded; but the payment is zero 

if th~ resource is not demanded. If the mar9inal utility of in

coMe is hi9her in the state o f the world in which the resource is 

no t dem~nded~ and if this i~ true re9ardless whether the mar3ina l 

utility is evaluated at the point where S is paid only when the 

9ood is demanded or at the point correspondin9 to the payment of 

OP , then option price will be less than expected surplus and op

I 
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tion value will be ne9ative. The economic intuition behind this 


resul~ is str ai ~htforwa r d. 


hi9her in the 'no demand state•, the option price scheme of pay-

I 

ment means that there is a no nz ero probability tha t the individual 

I will have to make the payment of OP using hi9h mar9inal utility 

dollars. But if payMent is required only in the deMand state, the 
r 
I 	 individual is assured of being required to pay only with low mar

9inal utility dollars. The prospect ot perhaps havin9 to pay with 

hi9h mar9inal utility dollars reduces the size of the sure payment 
r 
~ <OP> that the individual is willin9 to commit himself to Make. 

' This point was eMphasized by Bohm Cl97~> •.. 
~ . 

If demand uncertainty arises because the individual is uncer

tain of his incoMe, then option value will be ne9ative tor the 

risk averse and positive ~r the risk preferring individual. ~ t 

I. 	 least if the use of the resource is a normal 9ood, the state of 
I 

....... 

the world with higher income corresponds to demanding the 9ood; 

l 

L 

and for the risk averse individual, the Nar9inal utility of i ncome 

is lower in this state. Thus the individual will prefer to Make 

payment only in the state of the world in which income is hi9h and 

the 9ood is demanded. 

If dema nd uncert3i nt y arises bec3 u se of uncerta inty 3Dcut. t he 

I pric~ of a complement good (for example , the price of travel to 

• the reso ur ce ) , op t ion value will be positi ve for the ris k ne utral 

and ris k preferri n3 indi v idual. In the stat E of th e world wher e 

the price of the co•plement is low, the resource is demanded, ~nd 

the purch~sin9 power and •ar9inal utility of a dollar of income 

Thus the ind i vidual would pr efer the option price 
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scheme with its chance to make payments with lower mar9inal utili 

t y dollar s. But for the risk averse individual . the si9n of op

tion value depends on what happens to the marginal utility of in 

come as the price of the comp l ement changes. 11 

"i 
:_.]

11see Hartman and PlumMer <unpublished> and Freeman <1984> for 

det .~ils . 

Where deMand uncertainty arises because of state dependent 

preferences , one mus t know something about the shapes of the al- :-•1 

ternative utility functions. But some 9eneral statements can be 

made. For a risk neutral ind i vidual, option value is positive 

when the mar9inal utility of i ncome is higher in the state where 

the resource is demanded, and it is ne9ative when the marginal 

utility of income is lower in the "demand' state . 

utilities are the same, option value is zer o . 

If the individual is ris k averse, the si9n of option value 

de pends on both how the • .u g i n .1 l •J t i l i t y of i r1 come .~.~h.!.9.':t!.~.~. d i f 

fer between the two states and how Much the Mar9in~l utility of 

income in the demand state increases because of the payment of S . 

..,1' If t~e mar9inal utility of income schedule of the demand state is 

identical to or above that of the no demand state, option value J
will be positive . 

Host of the au~hors who have d i scyssed pr~ctical appl i c~ t 1ons 

of the option value concept have a entioned examples in which the 

uncertainty about deMand arises not from uncertainty concernin9 

some state vari~ble, e . 9 . , weather , o r schedulin9 ot a vacation, 
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which governs whether a trip to use the resource will be made. 

0 ri e p 1 3 •.J s l t• 1 .: w.3 y t o mo ,j e 1 t h i s s i t •.J .3 t i on i s t o .3 s s 1J n1 e t i"n t t he 

• indirect 1Jtility function is strongly separable in income and t h e 

state variable, so that utility in state i is: 
A r <a> 
\ 

where av1aDi > o and Di is random variable with DND = o, and with 

[I [I ··/. 0 • 12 If D is positive and the resource is used, total 

12 PluMMer <forthco~in9> has shown that this i•plies the following 

condition on the direct utility function: 

") 

~.::'.Y.L~..P.~.~. = ~J.!.r;Ll:t 
a2u1aoaY dX/dM 

Th is has no obvious intuitive explanation. 

utility is hi9her, but the •ar9inal 1Jtility of income schedule is 

unchanged. With income the same in both states, the individual 

l. would prefer to Make the sa•e payment OP r3ther than have to pay S 

with hi9her mar9inal utility dollars when the resource is de

l Therefore option value is positive. 

Although there are no doubt other ways to model the behavior 

of the uncertain resource user, this simple model seems to capture

• the essence of the problem fir!t considered by Weisbrod. And it 

justifies the supposition that there could be willin9ness to pay 

to reduce supply uncertainty over and above the expected value of 

consumer surplus, at least in those cases where the ~lternatives 

are the certain destruction of a resource or certain preservation. 
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Now let us ~ssume th~t incoMe, prices, ~nd preferences ~re 

i~dependent of the state o! t he world and that the good is de

manded with cert~1nty <p~ = 1 ). This me~ns that the expression... 
defining OP given by equ~~1ons <G> ~nd <7> reduces to: 

or froni <5>: 
_, 

where the price term is dropped for simplicity. 

In the most 9eneral ana l ysis, tour possible cases c~n be dis- ) 
; ! 

tin9uished on the basis of whether the option is sure <r~ = l> or ... 
unsure <r2 < l> and whether or not there is a possibility of sup- , 

ply in the ~bsence of the project. These c~ses can be summarized 

J.3s follows: 

G,;~.!?.~•..A: No project - No s•Jpply I 
With project - Sure supply q2 = o' r 2 = l 

.G:~-~ft....•~. : No F' r o J e ct - Poss i b l t- s •J pp l y 

With Project - Sure supply > 0, = lq2 r 2 

.c;;:~-~JL.C..: No f' r o j e ct - No s up p l y 

With Project - Possible supply = 0, r < lq2 2 
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.G.~-~-~....P..: No Project - Possible supply 

With Project P 0 S S l b 1 e S IJ P P 1 Y 0 , .. q , •.. 1 

Each of these cases car1 be anal yzed by imposin3 the appropriate 

probability conditions on equations (93) or C9b> and solv1n9 for 

I OP. 


, . For Case A <q2 = o, = l>, equation C9b> reduces to:
r 2I · 

u ( '( - 5 , 02 ) = UCY - OP, Q..,)
"' 

Therefore: 

OP = s = er.., - q..,>s.. ... 
Option price equals the increase in expected surplus and option 

value is zero. But this should be no surprise. There is no un

cert .3inty either with or-without the pro9r.3n1. 

I For Case B Cq.., > O, r.., = l>, equation <9b> becomes:.. ..\.... 

( l 0) = U<Y - OP, a..,>
"' 

( 
~ishop~ and Brookshire, Eubanks, and Randall present <respective

ly> ~athematical and 9raphical proofs that option value is posi -

L 
tive for risk averse individuals. A 9raphical proof can be pre

sented with the aid of Fi9ure 2 which shows utility as a function 

of income, 9iven that the resource is available. Assume that 

q,., = 1 / 2 • The left hand side of ClO> 91ves EN as shown in the• ... 
fi9ure. Now suppose that with the pro9ram the individual Must 

~ake a payaent equal to <r.., - q,.,>S. The expected utility of this 
... w 

E1
Payment scheme i· s 0 = E The individual •ust be required to payN" 
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~n OP > 1/25, so option value is positive. The intuition is 

st r .:i 1 3 h t f o r war d . ! n t h e abse nce of t he pro3ram, the individua l i n 

effect holds a lottery on O. The risk averse individual would pay 

more than the e xpected monetary equivalent of the lottery <ex.. •~ ' pected S> in order to eliminate the uncertainty associ3ted withI 
the lo t tery. This supply-side option value is 3 risk aversion r

1 
premi~m . 

For Case C = O, < l>, equation <9b> becoMes:<q2 r 2 

( l l> 

In thi s case, the sign of option value is indeterminate. A mathe

13atical proof requires the introduction of two new terms. 

13 1 am indebted to John Fit:3erald for su99estin9 this proof. 

,. 
L, Let Y* E Y - OP and define s* by: 

<12) = U<Y,• G1 > 

L 
Strict concavit ~ of U in income implies: 

.~ 

U( v -A+ r '"> • . • 
.:.. 

Using <11>, <13>, and the definitions gives: 

u<Y - oP* - s* + r _, s*, a_, •·r U ( '{ - S' Q"')) 
.. .. a.
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or after some rearrangement: i 

I 
( l 4 ) OP < r~s + <l - r~ > <S - s*>"' ~ 

S is independent of income, then the second term on the ri9ht 

hand side of <14> drops out a nd option value is ne9ative . &ut in 

the More likely case that Q i s a norMal 9ood or has a positive 

price flexibility of income, then S'*- ) S. Althou9h Cl4) Must 

still hold, OP coul~ e xceed r 2s resultin9 in positive option 

In Case D all of the pr obabilities are positi ve . I h:ave riot 

been able to find a 9eneral proof re9ardin9 the relationship be 

tween OP and <r~ - q ~> S. Howe ver I ha ve done sample numer i cal .... ... 
c~lculations with alternative utility functions, parameters, and 

.probabilities and have found both positive and ne9ative option 

values. 13 thus I conclude that the ~i9n of opt i on value is 
. I 

13These calculations are ava i lable from the author. J 

indeterminate in th i s case. 


So far i n t hi s sec tio n I have s hown th a t d e man d u ncert ainty 
 1 
and ~upply uncertainty have separate effects on the si9n of option 

value and that there are at least soMe circumstances i n which the 

si3ns of t hese effects can be predicted f r om a qualita tive analy
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I 

sis of the problem. The question of the sign of option v~lue when 

both demand and supply uncertainty 3re present is difficult. Op

~ion price is the solution to equations <6> and <7>. It cle .nly 

depends on the pattern of supply uncertainty as reflected in q~ 

I· 
.:. 

3nd r~. the de9ree of deNand uncertainty as measured by p~ and the 
~- w 

determinants of demand uncertainty. The increase in expected sur

plus P2<r2 - Q3>S also reflects both types of uncertainty. Since 

the si9ns of demand- and supply-side option value depend on spe

cific and different properties of individuals' utility functions~ 

it seems unlikely that any general statement can be made. It ap

pears in the 9eneral case, the relationship between option price 

and the increase in expected surplus can only be determined 

throu9h a quantative analysis based on knowled9e of the relevant 

probabilities and the sr~cific properties of the utility 

. 14
f •Jnct i or1 

14see Freeman <1984) for the results of such quantitative ~nalysis 

for the case of demand uncertainty. 

As the precedin9 analysis has shown, it is at best misleadin9 

to speak of option value as a separ~te cate9ory of benefit~. Op

tion value is defined as the al9ebraic difference between two dif

ferent concepts of welfare change, the ex ante concept <the money-
equivalent of the change in e xpected utility > and the € X post con

cept <the ch~n9e in expected consumer surplus>. As such, option 

value can be either 9reater than zero or less than zero depending 

upon the structure of preferences and the n~ture of the uncertain
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ties ir1volved. 

The theoretic31 1nalysis of option val ue ma ~ prove to be mos t 

~seful through providing a bridge between the two different con

cepts of welfare change. For e xample in the case of demand uncer- I 

tainty it May be possible to use indirect techniques such as the I 
travel cost •ethod to esti•ate the consumer surpluses of users of 

the reso•Jrce. If observed users can be assumed to represent a 

random sample of all potential users, then the observed consumer 

surplus is an estimate of the expected consumer surplus of all un

certain de~anders. Then, if the causes of demand uncertainty can 
r 

be adequately characterized, it may be possible to compute option 
: I' .. 

prices by making some assumption about the functional form and 

para~eters of the von Neumann-Hor9enstern indirect utility func

ti on. Similarly for the case of sup~y uncertainty, estimates of 

of consumer surpluses realized when the good is supplied may 

provide the basis for calculatin9 option price. 

\ . 
' .. l 

In this section I attempt to draw out the implications of the 

preceding analysis for efforts to estimate the ecolo9ical and in

trinsic benefits stemming from hazardous waste regulation. Ira .3 J 
world of unc~ r t~inty. individuals ca n be placed in one of tn~e e 

cate9ories with respect to their possible use of the ecological I 
re s ource. First, there are those who are certain to use the re

source if it is available. Second, there are those who are uncer

tain of their use of the resource. They are potential or possible 

users. And third, there are those whose probability of usin9 the 

resource is effectively zero, that is, they are nonusers. Of 
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course the boundary between the second and third categories may be 

indistinct in practice. If we ask ind 1v1duals t o identify t hem

• selves as either potential users or nonusers, some people with low 

but nonzero probabilities of future use may identify themselves as 

I r1onuser s. And statistical models for predicting probability of 

use may 9enerate trivially s•all but nonzero probabilities for 

many individuals. As a practical matter they should be treated as 

r1onuser s. 

!he first a~d second categories of individuals can have both 

;:- use and existence values for the resource. The third category canv 
have only existence values. 

.: 
r For the moment let us assume that the probability of the sup

ply of the resource is one. Use values for actual users <drawn 

f r o n1 t•o t h the f i r s t ::in .j second- c :a t e '3 or l es ) c .3 n be e s t i n1 .~ t e d by 

existin~ indirect ~ethods such as the travel cost model. But 

these methods are incapable of sheddin9 any li9ht on possible 

r existence values. 

L 

One approach to estimating the total value for certain users 

is to ask them a contin9ent valuation question about their total 

willin9ness to pay for the resource. If respondents understand 

tM~ t lnis v~lue i~ to encompass both use and existence values~ 

then l he i r .;iri s we r s .3 r e 3 l l t h ::i t i s r1 e e ,j e d for p o 1 i c y p u r po s e s • 

However, in order to test hypotheses about the ma9nitude of and 

determ1n3nts of e x istence V3lue. it would be useful to h3ve th~ 

tot3l value broken down into its two components. Sonae researchers 

have simply asked people to allocate their total willingness to 

pay into use and existence c3te3ories. However I am distrustful 
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of this approach. It asks people to place themselves in a hypo

thetical situation w~1ch may be difficult for them to ima3ine. 

th~t is, it asks them to ima9ine that they are nonusers without r J 

~ specifyin9 for them the reason that they no longer use the re

source . Another approach is to compare the contin9ent value re

sponses with estimates of use values derived from indirect tech

r1 iq•Jes. In principle, the difference between the two measures is 

existence value . However, in practice, at least part of the dif 

ference may be due to measurement errors in either or both meas

•Jr es. 

For the second category, one approach is to estimate expected 

consumer surplus from data on actual users and to use assumptions 

about the structure ot demand uncertainty and preferences to com

pute option price,_ But this gives an estimate of the increase in \ 

expected utility associated only with use. Again, the only way to 

9et at existence values is to ask a contingent valuation question 

about total willingness to pay. And finally, for certain non

users, contingent valuation questions are the only basis for draw

in9 inferences about existence values. 15 

15see Brookshire, Eubanks and Randall <1983> for an e ~ 3mple in 

which certain nonusers in the sample were identified. Their re

sponses were interpreted as pure existence values. 

In the case of uncertainty in supply and pro9rams to increase 

the probability of availability, consumer surpluses of actual 

users may provide a basis for esti~atin9 increases in expected use 
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values. But as in the case of only demand uncertainty, contin9ent 

v3luat1on questi o ns are required to obt31n tota l values that i n-

elude e xi stence values. 
I 

i 

i I 

r 
I . 
I 
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"I have come to bury Caesar, not 

to praise him. " William Shakespeare, 


Julius Caesar. Act III. Sc. II. 


I . INTRODUCTION 

- . There are two separate and distinct forms of uncertainty to 

be deal t with in the economic analysis of environmental policy . 
~ I 

The fi r st is that uncertainty faced by individuals who are users 

or potential users of an environmental resource. For example 

individual users of a contam.inated ground water aquifer may face 

· a higher probability of cancer. Individuals may · be uncertain as 

to whether a particular uniq_ue and irreplacable environmental 

resource will be available for their use on some future ·date. 

And individuals may also be uncertain as to whether they will 

actually want to use some environmental resource in the future. 

In these cases the analytical problem is to incorporate 

uncertai nty explicitly into the measurement of welfare changes 

L 	 associat ed with policy changes dealing with these environmental 

resource s. The literature on option value has been concerned 

with some aspects of the question of the economic value of 

reducing this form of uncertainty. 

The second form of uncertainty is that faced by a public 


l policy maker who may be uncertain a.bout the magnitudes of the 


benefits and costs of the alternative policies she i s 


I 	 contempl ating. This form of uncertainty could arise because of 

inadequate or incomplete scientific knowledge of the underlying 

physical and biological processes that influence the value of an 

environmental resource to people. Or it could arise from lack of 
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information about or inaccurate measures of the economic 

relationships and variables governing individuals' use of the 

environmental resource and the value they derive from it . The 

literature on quasi-option value has focused on one a spect ofl 


this form of uncertainty. 1

I In this paper I review some recent results in the 

theoretical analysis of option value and the welfare effects of 

changes in uncertainty and use these results to assess the 

usefulness of option value as a concept in environment al policy 

analys i s . As my epfgraph suggests. I think that option value is 

not a particularly useful concept . Although this sess ion is ~ J 
I 

primarily about option value . I have chosen to include an ~, 

; 

assessment of the related concept of quasi-option value with 

essentially similar results. The next two sections of the paper 

are devoted to the analyses of option value and quasi- option 

value. The concluding section discusses some similari ties 

between these two concepts in an effort to justify their 

inclusion in one paper. 

II. INDIVIDUAL UNCERTAINTY AND OPTION VALUE 

In this section I examine the implications of individual 

uncertainty !or the valuation of environmental resources and J 
measurement of changes in individual welfare. Individual 

uncertainty can take two forms. The first is uncertai nty with J 
respect to the existence or supply of the environmenta l resource . 

I will characterize this uncertainty as follows. Let Q be the 

level of the environmental resource. The individual believes 
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that one of t~o alternative s~at es of nature will prevail in the 

future. In state l the resource is available at reduced level, 

Ql 1. o. In state 2 the resource is available at a hiqher level, 

Q2 > 01· The individual attaches probabilities of q1 and q2 <q2 

= l - q ) to these alternatives states of nature.l 

. The environmental policy to be evaluated has the purpose of 

increasing- the probability of the hiqher level of supply of the 

environmental resource . Specifically with the policy, the 

subjective probabilities of the two states of nature become <r 1 
q 1 and r 2 > q2 . 'nle conventional analy.sis of environmental 

policy that ignores uncertainty can be treated as a special case 

of this formulation in which q1 = l and r = l . 2 
The second form of individual uncertainty is uncertainty 

concerning- the individuals ' demand for or value attached to an 

increase in Q. A person could be uncertain concerning his demand 

for Q due to uncertainty concerni ng his income, uncertainty 

concerning the prices of complement or substitute goods, or 

uncertainty concerning his own preferences. In the simplest 

case, ~his uncertainty can be modeled as entailing some 

probability that the determinants of demand will take values such 

that the demand for Q or the value placed on Q will be zero. 

'nle uncertain demander wa.$ the focus of attention for those 

people developing the theory of option value. For. the earliest 

writers, for e%a.mple, Weisbrod <1964) and Cicchetti and Freeman 

<1971), it seemed plausible that the uncertain demander would be 

willing to pay a little extra now over and above his expected use 

value <the expected value of consumer surplus) to assure that the 



environmental resource would be available if it should turn out 

that his demand were positive. The maximum payment by the I
individual was assumed to be independent of the state of nature. 

that is . it was made before the resolution of uncertainty. This 

state independent payment was termed option price <Cicchetti and 

Freeman, 1971>; and the presumed excess of option price over 

expected consumer surplus was termed option value. 

Unfortunately there are two problems with this analysis. 

First, as is now well known, option value <or more accurately the 

alqebraic dif!erence between the maximum state ind~pendent 

payment and expected consumer surplus) could be either positive 

or neqative <Schmalensee. 1972; Bishop . 1982). The second 

~ -problem is that the maximum state independent payment <option 
< 

. I price> may not be the appropriate measure of welfare qain tii..~ 
. I 

associated ~th the provision of the environmental resource. The 

choice of option price as the welfare measure requires specific 

assumptions about the nature of the underlyinq social welfare 

function or social choice criterion and about the opportunities 

available to the individual for diversifyinq risk . If these I 
assumptions are not satisfied, then option price is not the ,appropriate indicator of a welfare qain. 

I turn now to an examination. of two issues surroundinq the 

choice o~ option price as a welfare measure: the choice of a.n ex 

ante ~· an ex post welfare criterion; and under what conditions 

option price is a valid ex ante welfare measure. I will then 

consider the relationship between opti~n price and expected 
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consumer surplus under different conditions of uncertainty. I 

will treat the cases of pure demand uncertainty <classical option 

value> and supply uncertainty for the certain demander as special 

cases. 


Welfare Measures 


r 
I An important issue in benefit cost analysis under 

uncertainty is whether to use an ex ante or ex post welfare 

measure. The expected value of consumer surplus is an ex post 

measure in that it focuses on the realized outcomes of policy 

choices. Expected utility which may reflect risk aversion is the 

basis for ex ante welfare measurement. Option price is an ex 

ante measure since it is defined as that state independent 

payment that makes the expected utility with the project just 

equal to the expected utility without the project. 

An ex ante social welfare function makes social welfare a 

l function of the expected utilities of the individuals in the 

. society while an ex post social welfare function makes social 
t welfare equal to the expected value of the social welfares 

realized in alternative states of nature. The choice of an exl . 
ante versus ex post welfare measure involves fundamental 

L questions of welfare theory, in particular the role of equity in 

social welfare and the way equity is defined. 2! Broadly speaking ex ante social welfare functions reflect a 

social concern with equity in opportunity in the expected value 

sense, while ex post social welfare functions reflect a concern 

with equity in outcomes. For e%a.mple, consider a society that 



has adopted a social welfare function reflecting its ethical 

judgments concerning equity and has undertaken the necessary 

redistributions of wealth and/or taxes and transfer payments so 

as to achieve a social welfare maximum at some given· point in [ 
time. Suppose a new investment opportunity is being considered 

which would alter the distribution of incomes and utilities in I 
different ways in various states of nature. If the project is 

undertaken, then society will wish to levy taxes and make 

compensating payments in order to restore the optimum 

distribution of outcomes after the state of nature has been 

revealed. Consumer surplus changes provide a basis fo r . i 

determining the required ta.;.,ces and compensation; and the expected .. 1 

value of aggregate consumer surplus is an indicator of whether 

the payments can be made without making anyone worse off . 

However most of the literature on investment under 

uncertainty in environmental economics and elsewhere focuses on 

such things as risk aversion and ignores such things as ex post 

compensation, thus implying acceptance of an ex ante welfare 

criterion. Therefore I will assume the appropriate focus of 

attention for benefit cost analysis is changes in expected 
; I

utilities and their monetary equivalents. How are these monetary I• 
;...J 

equivalents to be measured? Option price is only one of many 

possible ways of defining a monetary equivalent to a change in I 
expected utility. I will show that the appropriate way of 

defining the monetary equivalent depends upon the particular 

circumstances, including the opportunities for diversifying risks 
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throuqh contingent claims markets and the institutional 

feasibility of enforcing alternative contingent payment schemes . 

Consider an individual who faces a qiven set of prices and 

receives income, Y, with certainty. Assume that the individual's 
~ 

~ 
utility 	is a function of the consumption of market qoods and 

~ 

either the use of or existence of an environmental resource.I 
denoted 	by Q. Thus the individual's indirect utility function1·· 


I 

can be written as:3 

I · ~ 
I 

U = U<Y, 	 Q> 
r . 
v 

Suppose 	that at present there is uncertainty as to the supply of
f: 
I~ this resource as described above. The individual's expected 

utility, ~ is given by: 

r 
{ 	 Now consider an environmental regulation that would increase the 

probability of experiencing Q2 from to r 2 . Option price <OP>q2 
is that state independent payment that makes expected utility 

L ~ith the regulation <Ep> equal to E11, thus satisfying 

There is 	an infinite number of alternative continqent payment 



schemes calling for Ci Ci = 1, 2) that satisfy: 

( 1 ) 

This equation defines Graham's <1981) willinqness to pay locus. 

See Figure l . OP = c1 = c2 is a special case . By total f 
differentiation of Cl> the slope of the willingness to pay locus 

is : 

dC1 r 2 au<Y - c2 , o2 >1aY 

If the individual is risk averse, then a2u1ay2 < O and the ~ -

willingness-to-pay locu~ is concave to the origin. There is a . l 

family of iso-expected-payment lines with slopes of - r 1 tr2 • One ~ 

such .line is tangent to the willingness-to-pay locus at point A 

in Figure l . Point A represents that state dependent payment 

scheme which maximizes the expected value of the individual's 

payments . If collection of these payments is feasible, then this 

expected payment is the appropriate money measure of the increase 

in expected utility associated with the regulation . The tangency 

of the willingness-to pay locus and iso-expected payment line at 

point A implies that the marginal utilities of income are equal J 
in the two states. This equality is the condition for the 

efficient distribution of risk or for the optimum purchase of I 
continqent claims at actuarially fair prices. In this sense, 

point A represents an optimum contingent payment scheme and in 

Graham's <1981> terminology is the fair bet point. Alternatively 

= 



suppose the individual were required to make those contingent 

payments 	representated by point C in Figure 1. If the individual 

is able to purchase contingent claims at fair prices represented 

by r 11r2 , 	 he would use these cl~ims to move to point C' inside 

the willingness-to-pay locus, t hereby achieving a higher level of 

expected 	utility. 

It is interesting to note t hat as drawn in Figure l, the 

optimum contingent payment plan involves a larger payment in 

state l when the environmental resource is degraded. This would 

be the case if an increase in Q increased.the marginal utility of 

income, other things equal. Thi s is equivalent to saying the 

price flexibility of income for Q is greater than zero. When Q 
r. is degraded in state l, the marginal utility of income is lower, 

other things equal. Thus the optimal contingent payment plan 

involves 	a larger payment with lower marginal utility of income 

L 	 dollars in state 1. 4 Now suppose that there is some .. 
f 

institutional barrier to imposing a payment scheme that varies 

5 

! 
t across states of nature. Does this mean that the maximum 

expected payment cannot be collected? Not necessarily. A state 

independent payment of OP ' has the same expected value as the 

L optimum contingent payment scheme. Since OP' lies outside the 

willingness-to-pay locus, it would appear to leave the individual 

I 	 worse off, that is, with a lower expected utility. However, if 

the individual can buy contingent claims at actuarially fair 

prices, he can alter his risk position to reach point A. Thus 

the availability of fair insurance makes the maximum expected 



payment feasible even ~hen varying payments across states of 

nature are not possible. But if the risk of ecological loss is a 

collective risk. then private contingent claims markets cannot 

exist. The absence of a contingent claims market combined with a 

barrier to nonuniform contingent payment plans makes OP the 

maximum feasible expected payment. Thus in this "second best" 

world, option price is the money equivalent of the increase in 
. 
-i

! 

expected utility.6 

In conclusion if social wel!are is a function of expected 

utilities, the money equivalent of a change in expected utility 
I 
i 

for an individual is the· maximum feasible expected payment that . I 

can be extracted from that individual without reducing his ex

pected utility. If any contingent payment plan is feasible or if 

contingent claims are available at fair prices. then the maximum 

expected payment corresponds to Graham's "fair bet" point and 

represents an optimum distribution of contingent payments across 

states of nature. However in the second best world of no 

contingent claims markets and barriers to unequal contingent 

payment plans. the maximum feasible expected payment is option 

price. 

Option Price and Option Value 

In this section I develop a model for analyzing the relationship 

between option price and expected consumer surplus under various J 
conditions of both demand and supply uncertainty. Consider an i 
individual who is uncertain concerning his demand !or a qood and 

who is also confronted. with uncertain supply. Option price is 
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the maximum sure payment the individual would make for a program 

to reduce or eliminate the supply uncertainty on the 

understanding that if the payment is not made the individual 

would be excluded from the benefits of the increase in the 

probability of supply. Option value is the difference between 

this maximum willinqness to pay and the increase in expected 

consumer surplus with the program. 

Demand uncertainty can arise because of uncertainty about 

income. uncertainty about the prices of complement or substitute 

goods. or uncertainty about preferences. At this point in the 

argument. it is not necessary to be more specific about the 

nature of demand uncertainty. Assume for simplicity that there 

are only two possible outcomes with respect to demand !or the 

resource. <l> The demand is zero with probability p1 with 

utility given as: 

where the subscripts indicate that preferences. incomes and/or 

prices take · values such that the ·resource is not demanded. 

<2> The demand is positive with probability p2 leading to: 

F 

Furthermore : 
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For any given set of demand conditions, the compensating 

surplus measure of the value of the opportunity to use the 

resource is given by 

where i = D, ND. So from the above assumptions. it follows that 

SD > 0 and SND = 0. 

The uncertain demander is also faced with uncertainty of supply 

as describe above. This represents an extension of the standard 

option value models from Weisbrod Cl964l to Freeman <1984). They 

assumed that if the option price were not paid the individual 

would have no chance to use the resource, but payment of OP would 

guarantee its availability. 

If the individual demands the . resource, and if it is avail

able at a zero price, the individual is better off by SD· In the 

absence of the program to reduce supply uncertainty, expected 

utility is: 

I 



r 
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Consider now a program which would increase the probability 

of supply. Expected consumer surplus with the program is 

r 2p2s0 ; and the program increases expected consumer surplus by 

<r2 - q2>P2So. The question posed in the option value literature 

is whether there is a willingness to pay for the program over and 

above the increase in expected consumer surplus . Option price is 

that state independent payment which makes expected utility with 

the program <Ep> equal to EN. where 

What can be said a.bout the sic;rn of OV = OP - <r 2 - q2 >p2s0? I 

have not been able to deduce any specific results from this 

general formulation of the problem. But it seems likely that the 

answer will be that it depends on the degree of the individual's 

risk aversion, the nature and source of demand uncertainty, and 

the nature of supply uncertainty . I say this on the basis of 

L 

separate analyses of the uncertain demander facing q1 = l and 


r 2 • 1 and the case of a certain demander confronted with various 


patterns of supply uncertainty. 


M I will only briefly summarize some results of the analysis 


of demand uncertainty, since these results are available 


elsewhere <Hartman and Plummer, unpublished, and Freeman 1984> . 




As has been known since Schmalensee Cl9 72 l, option price can be 

either greater than or less than expected surplus. 

The key determinant of the sign of option value is the 

relationship between the marginal utilities of income in the two 

states of the world: the good is demanded, and the qood is not ,.. 

demanded . It the marqinal utility of income is higher in the 
\. 

state of the world in which the resource is not demanded option ~ 

price will be less than expected surplus and option value will be 

neqative. The economic intuition behind this result is 

straiqhtforward. If the marqinal utility of income is hiqher i~ 

the "no demand state" , the option price scheme of payment means 

that there is a nonzero probability that the individual will have 

to make the payment of OP usinq bigh marqinal utility dollars . 

But if payment is required only i n the demand stat e , t he 

individual is assured of being required to pay only with low 

marginal utility dollars . The prospect of perhaps having to pay 

with high marginal utility dollars .reduces the size of the sure 

payment <OP> that the individual is willing to commit himself to 

make . 
' .. j 

If demand uncertainty arises because the individual is 

uncertain of his income, then option value will be negative for j 
the risk averse and positive for the risk preferring individual . 

At least if the use of the resource is a normal good, the state J 
of the world with hiqher income corresponds to demanding the q 
good; and for the risk averse individual, the marginal utility of 

income is lower in this state. Thus the individual will prefer a 



scheme requiring payment only in' the state of the world in which 

income is high and the good is demanded. 

If demand uncertainty arises because of uncertainty about 

the price of a complement good (for example, the price of travel 

to the resource), option value will be positive for the risk 

neutral and risk preferring individual . In the state of the 

world where the price of the complement is low. the resource is r 
demanded. and the purchasing power and marginal utility of a 

dollar of income are higher. Thus the individual would prefer 

the option price scheme with its chance to make payments with 

lower marginal utility dollars. But for the risk averse 

individual, the sign of option value depends on what happens to 

I 
\ _ 	 the marginal utility of income as the price of the complement 

changes. 

l. 


Where demand uncertainty arises because of state dependent 


preferences , one must know something about the shapes of the al 


ternative utility !unctions. If the marginal utilities are the 


same, option value is zero. If the individual is risk averse. 


the sign of option value depends on both how the marginal utility 


of income schedules differ between the two states and how much 


the marginal utility of income in the demand state increases 


because of the payment of S . 


L In a forthcoming paper I have analyzed the case of supply 


uncertainty for a certain demander. Again since the results are 

available elsewhere, I will only state the conclusions here 

without offering proofs. 



Four possible cases can be distinguished on the basis of 

whether the option is sure <r 2 = l> or unsure cr < l> and2 
whether or not there is a possibility of supply in the absence of 

the project. These cases can be summarized as follows: 
( 

Case A: 	 No project - No supply 


Hith project - Sure supply 
 I 
Case B: No Project - Possible supply 


Hith Project - Sure supply 


Case C: No Project - No supply 


With Project - Possible supply 

: 

Case D: 	 No Project - Possible supply · 


With Project - Possible supply 


In case A option price equals the increase in expected 

surplus and option value is zero. But this should be no 

surprise . There is no uncertainty either with or without the 

proqra.m. Case B bas been analyzed by Bishop <1982> and 

Brookshire. Eubanks, and Randall <1983>. They show that option 

value is positive !or risk averse individuals. The intuition is 

straiqhtforward. In the absence of the program, the individual 

in effect holds a lottery on Q. The risk averse individual would 

pay more than the expected monetary equivalent of the lottery 

<expected S> in order to eliminate the uncertainty associated I 
with the lottery. This supply-side option value is a risk 

aversion premium. Cases C and D are more complicated. But I 

have shown that option price can be either qreater or less than 



expected surplus depending on the nature of the individual ' s 

preferences and the magnitude of the change in the probability of 

supply with the project. 

The question of the relationship between option price and 

expected surplus when both demand and supply uncertainty are 

present is difficult. It clearly depends on the pattern of 

supply uncertainty as reflected in q2 and r2. the degree of 

demand uncertainty as measured by P2 and the determinants of 

demand uncertainty as well a.s the properties of the indirect 

utility function. It appears that in the general case the 

relationship between option price and the increase in expected 

surplus can only be determined through a quantative analysis 

based on knowledge of the relevant probabilities and the specific 

properties of the utility function. 

Conclusions 

t 
 As the preceding analysis bas shown , it is at best 


misleading to speak of option value as a separate category of 

~ 	 benefits. Option value is defined as the algebraic difference 

between two different concepts of welfare change. the ex ante! concept <the money equivalent o! the change in expected utility> 

L and the ex post concept <the change in expected consumer 

surplus>. As such, option value can be either greater than zero 

I or less than zero depending upon the structure of preferences and 

the nature of the uncertainties involved . 

The theoretical analysis of option value may prove to be. 

most useful through providing a bridge between the two different 



concepts of welfare change. For example in the case of demand 

uncertainty it may be possible to use indirect techniques such as 

the travel cost method to estimate the consumer surpluses of 

users of the resource . If observed users can be assumed to 

represent a random sample of all potential users, then the 

observed consumer surplus is an estimate of the expected consumer I ' 
surplus of all uncertain demanders . Then , if the causes of 

demand uncertainty can be adequately characterized. it may be 

possible to compute option prices by making some assumption about : I 
• 

. '
I 

the functional f onn and parameters of the von Neumann-Morgenstern 

indirect utility function. 7 Similarly for the· case of supply 

uncertainty , estimates of of consumer surpluses realized when the 

good is supplied may provide the basis for calculating option 

price , if the latter is the desired welfar e measure. But option 

value is simply a byproduct of such calcuations . It cannot be 

computed independently . And it is not a separate component of 

the total benefits of providing the environmental resource. 

III. POLICY UNCERTAINTY AND QUASI-OPTION VALUE 

When decisonmakers are uncertain about the magnitude of the 

benefits and/or the costs of alternative courses of action, 

decision rules and procedures must be modified to reflect this 

uncertainty. One possible modification entails altering the time 

sequence of choices so as to take advantage of information that I 
might become available in the future . The term "quasi-option 

value" was coined by Arrow and Fisher <1974> to describe the 

welfare gain or benefit associated with delaying a decision when 



there is uncertainty about the payoffs of alternative choices and 

when at least one of the choices involves the irreversible 

commitment of resources. They showed that quasi-option value is 

- I not dependent on risk aversion. It can be present even when 

; I 
J 

decisionmakers make choices on 

values of uncertain variables. 

the basis of basis of expected 

t. 
Most of the literature on the role of this ·concept in 

environmental decisionmaking has concluded that consideration of 

1 quasi-option would lead to relatively less -irreversible 

development and relatively more preservation of natural 

t· environments. However the conclusion that there is a 

q~asi-option value benefit to preserving a natural area or to 

delaying its development springs from a specific feature of the 

models used by Arrow and Fisher (1974), Krutilla and Fisher 

<1975), Conrad <1980). and others. As Conrad has shown. 

quasi-option value is essentially the expected value of the 

information gained by delaying an irreversible decision to 

develop a natural area. But it is not difficult to imagine 

' l situations where the relevant information to guide future 
I·- decisions can be gained only by undertaking now at least a little 

development. In such cases there can be positive quasi-option 

value to development, or, what is the same thing, a negative 

quasi-option to preservation • . Whether quasi-option value exists 

or whether it is positive or negative for preservation depends on 

the nature of the uncertainty, the opportunities for gaining 

information, a.nd the structure of the decision problem. Since 

this point has been 



established in recent papers by Lad and Miller <1984 > and myself 

<1984b), it should not be necessary to go through the 

demonstration here.a 

What is shown in these papers is that quasi-option value is 

not a one-sided argument in favor of slower development and • 
greater preservation. Rather it is an argument for seeking out 

and evaluating all of the possible strategies that will yield 

information about uncertain magnitudes. In many cases valuable 

information can be gained b·y waiting. If the uncertainty is due 

to lack of information about preservation benefits, then waiting 

and carrying out the appropriate research can be sufficient to 

resolve the uncertainty. In this case it is the waiting and 

research strategy that creates option value. But if the 

uncertainty arises from lack of information about the gross 

returns or investment costs of development, then this uncertainty 

might be ·reduced by undertaking a little development while 

preserving the option of not under~aking full development if the 

experiment turns out badly. If this is the case, then it is the 

act of development which generates quasi-option value. Thus 

consideration of quasi-option value is likely to favor relatively 

less development only when the uncertainty concerns the magnitude 

of preservation benefits and when postponing the development 

decision and carrying out the appropriate research are likely to 

resolve this uncertainty. These papers also show that 

quasi-option value i s not a magnitude which can be estimated 

separately and added into a benefit cost calculat·ion. Rather it 

I 
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is a value whose magnitude is revealed by the comparison of two 

strategies where one of the strategies involves sequential 

decision making to take advantage of information obtained as part 

of the optimal strategy . 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The title of this sessions poses the question: Is option 

value a central concept for environmental policy making? Or is 

it merely a theoretical anachronism? A similar question can be 

asked about quasi-option value . I find it interesting that the 

answers to these questions are essentially the same. They are 

both valid theoretical constructs, that is, they can be defined 

in terms of logical, internally consistent models based on 

accepted economic concepts and assumptions. But in both cases 

the early models turned out to be special cases. The 

quasi-option value model made special assumption concerning how 

uncertainty was resolved. The demand uncertainty option value 

model abstracted from uncertainty in supply. Furthermore, it was 

eventually shown in both cases that option value and quasi-option 

value could be either greater or less than zero and could be 

better understood as the algebraic difference between two other 

measures. 

The early literature implied that these concepts could be 

measured separately and then added to other components of 

benefits when conducting a benefit-cost analysis. But this is 

turned out not to be the case. It turns out that if we have 

sufficient information to compute option value or quasi-option 



value, the computation is essentially superfluous . Thus these 

two concepts do not appear to be "central concepts" for 

environmental policy making . However, the theoretical analyses 

of option value and quasi-option value have been very important c 
in gaining a better understanding of the problems of measuring 

welfare change and policy decisionmaking under uncertainty . 

In closing, I would like to call attention to another 

similarity in the evolution of the concepts of option value and 

quasi-option value. In rereading the early literature on these 

two topics, it is easy to develop the suspicion that _these 

concept:s were "discovered" in the process of searches to find 

additional types of benefits to include in the benefit-cost 

analyses of environmental preservation versus development 

issues . 9 I realize that in saying this I may be appear to be 

casting stones at some well known and respected names in our 

profession. But I excuse myself by pointing out that one of 

those stones is aimed directly at my own glass house. I think ; I 

that this notion of wishful thinking a.bout option value and 

quasi-option value would be an interesting idea to pursue when 

the history of these particular areas of economic thought are · 

written . ..._, 

J 
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lrt is important to note that the presence of one form of 

uncertainty does not necessarily imply the other. In principle , 

the policy maker could have perfect information on the economi c 

value of the reduction of environmental uncertainty to 

individual users of the environment . And policy makers could be 

uncertain as to the magnitudes of the benefits and costs even 


when the uncertainties faced by individuals are insiqnificant . 


2Ulph (1982 > d i scusses some of these questions in the context of 

the social value of lifesavinq . 

3Since prices are assumed constant. I omit the price term for 

notational simplicity. 

4see Cook and Graham <1977 ) for further discussion. 
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5such payments might be particularly difficult to administer if 

the source of uncertainty were on the demand side rather than 

the supply side. See Graham <1981>. 

on these points see also Graham (1981) and Mendelsohn and Strang 


Cforthcominq > • 


7see Freeman <1984l for examples of such calculations. 

8Also see Hanemann <1983> for a careful and illuminating analysis 

of uncertainty. information, and quasi-option value. 

9For example, Milton Friedman's il962> argument for subjecting 

the preservation of wild lands and national parks to a market 

test was the first ~ork cited by Weisbrod <l964l. 
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I. 

The term "option value" has been applied to the case where 

an individual who is uncertain as to whether he will demand a 

good in some future period is faced with uncertainty in the 

supply or availability of that good . The term option price 

refers to the maximum willingness to pay for a project which 

preserves the option to consume the good in the future. Option 

value is the excess of option price over the expected consumer 

surplus given that the good is supplied. It has been established 

that option value, defined in this manner, can be either positive 

or negative. The sign and magnitude of option value depend upon 

the source and nature of demand uncertainty and the individual's 
1attit~de toward risk. 

As .Bishop has pointed out (1982, p. 2), the work to date hri.i:; 

focused on the role of demand uncertainty with no explicit 

analysis of uncertainty on the supply side. In fact, in the 

models reviewed in Bishop, the good in question is either sup

plied with certainty if the option price is paid or is not sup

plied at all if the option price is not paid, in other words, un

certainty in supply is assumed away. Two recent papers have 

begun the analysis of supply uncertainty by considering the 
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simple case where the individual is certain of his demand for the 

good (Bishop, 1982; Brookshire, Eubanks, and Randall, 1983) . 2 

These authors have offered proofs that where only supply side un

certainty is involved, what might be called "supply-side option 

value" is greater than zero for the risk averse individual. 3 In 

this paper I will show that the previous authors' analysis of ~ 

supply-side uncertainty is incomplete. They have considered only 

one of four possible patterns of supply uncertainty. I will show 
,.. 

that although the finding about positive supply-side option value 

is correct in the special case considered by Bishop and Brookshire, 

Eubanks, and Randall, in other more general cases, the sign of sup

ply-side option value is indeterminate. 

This paper has two objectives. The first is to provide a com

, 

·plete characterization of supply-side uncertainty both with and 

without the project supplying the good. In the absence of the proj

ect, the probability of supply of the good could be either zero or 
....-. 

positive~ and the project could either increase the probability of 

supply while leaving some uncertainty, or it could eliminate the 
"\ 

_) 

uncertainty in supply by increasing the supply probability to one. 

I will examine the relationship between option price and expected 

consumer surplus in each of the four possible combinations of prob

abilities of supply without and with the project. 

The second objective of the paper is to examine some of the 

I
-' 

I 
implications of introducing demand uncertainty into a model which 

allows for all of the possible cases of supply side uncertainty. I 
When the sign of option value depends on the nature and the source 

of both supply and demand uncertainty, no simple generalizations 

appear to be possible. But the model provides a framework for con

sidering specific cases that might arise in practice. 
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II. 


Let us assume that an individual's utility depends upon the 

level of income, Y, and the level of provision of a public good, 

G. Assume t hat income and all prices are known with cer

tainty and that preferences are independent of the state 

of the world. These assumptions eliminate uncertainty concerning 

demand for the public good. Also assume that there are no con
4

tingent claims markets . Finally assume that there are two pos

sible levels of supply of the public good, G > O and O. The com

pensating su.rplus measure of consumer surplus for the public good 

is defined by: 

u(Y, O) = u(Y - cs , G) = u (1) 

Assume that U ( •) is characterized by diminishing marginal util 

ity of income, or equivalently, that the individual is risk 

averse. 

In the absence of a project that serves to reduce the un

certainty of supply, the probability that the good will be ~up
5plied is O < < l; and expected utility is:q 2 

(2) 

where q1 = 1 - q 2 . Now assume that with the ?reject the ::>robabil 

ity of supply is r 
2 

> q
2 

• Option price, OP, is that sure payment 

for the project that equates the expected utilities with and 

without the project. OP is defined by: 

( 3) 

wnere: 



Thus the general expression relating option price and CV is: 

(4a) 

or by substitution of (1): 

In the most general analysis, four possible cases can be 

distinguished on the basis of whether the option is sure (r2 = 1) 

or unsure (r2 < l} and whether or not there is a possibility of 

supply in the absence of the project. These cases can be sum

marized as follows: 

Case A: No Project - No supply 

With Project - Sure supply 

Case B: No Project - Possible supply 

With Project - Sure supply q 2 > O, r 2 = 1 

Case C: No Project - No supply 

With Project - Possible supply 

Case D: No Project - Possible supply 
I 

With Project - Possible supply 

Each of these cases can be analyzed by imposing the appropriate ] 
probability conditions on equation (4) and solving for OP. 

i 
In order to examine the relationship between OP and expected 

compensating surplus, we must be explicit about which probabili

ties to use in calculating the latter term. The relevant 

j 
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comparison is between the option price that is paid for the proj

ect and the increase in expected surplus with the project, 

Cr - q ) CS.2 2 

For Case A Cq = 0, r = l), equation (4 ) reduces to2 2 


U(Y - CS, Gf = U(Y - OP, G) . Therefore: 


Option price equals the increase in expected surplus and SSOV is 

zero. But this should be no surprise. There is no uncertainty 

either with or without the project. 

l . For Case B (q2 > O, r 
2 

= 1), equation (4) becomes: 

Bishop, and Brookshire, Eubanks, and Randall present (respective

ly) mathematical and graphical proofs that SSOV is positive for 

6
risk averse individuals. The proofs need not be repeated here. 

The intuition is straightforward. In the absence of the ~reject, 

the individual in effect holds a lottery on G. The risk averse 

individual would pay more than the expected monetary equivalent of 

the lottery (expected CS) in order to eliminate the uncertainty 

L associated with the lottery. This supply-side option value is a 

,; risk aversion premium.
I 

L , 
For Case C (q = 0, r < 1), equation (4) becomes:2 2 

I 
U(Y - cs, G) = r 1U(Y - OP, 0) + r 2UCY - OP, G) (5) 

In this case, the sign of SSOV is indeterminate. A mathematical 

proof requires the introduction of two new terms. 7 Let Y*: Y - OP; 

and define CS* such that 
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U(Y* - cs~ G) = U(Y~ 0) = U(Y 

Strict concavity of U in income implies: 

- OP, 0) ( 6) 

( 7) 

Rearranging the left-hand side of (7 ) and using (6 ) and 

nitions for substitutions on the right-hand side yield: 

the defi

I 
~ l 

'• 

or from (5): 

U(Y - OP * - CS * + r 2cs, G) > U(Y - CS, G) 

Thus 

- OP - cs* + r cs* > - cs
2

or after some rearranging 

( 8 ) 

If the individual's total willingness to pay for G is independent 

of income (that is, if cs = cs*)' then option price is less than 

the increase in expected surplus and SSOV in negative. But in 

the usual case that G has a positive price flexibility of income, 

then cs > cs*. 8 Although (8) must hold, OP could exceed r 2cs re

sulting in positive ssov. Thus the sign of SSOV in this case is 

indeterminate. 

Case D is described by equation (4) with O < < < 1 . q 2 r 2 
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The fact that the individual has some prospect of experiencing.G 

even in the absence of the project does not alter the basic 

structure of the problem. The maximum state independent payment 

for the project is less than the increase in expected surplus 

when the 	price flexibility of income for G is zero . But OP can 

exceed Cr2 - q 2 )cs when the price flexibility of income is posi
. 9tive. ' 

III. 

In this section, I consider some of the implications of 

adding supply-side uncertainty to the standard option value model 

based on uncertainty of demand. I show that the standard formu
( _ 
,. ~ 

I lation of the demand-side option value model (e.g., Schmalensee; 

aishop) may not be the correct one for determining the option 

price of a project which reduces or eliminates supply uncertainty 

for uncertain demanders. The problem is that the demand-side op

tion value models have been formulated so as to determine the 

maximum willingness to pay for a sure option on the assumption 

that the individual will be excluded from consur:i.ing the good if 

the option price is not paid. In other words, they assume only 

l one of the four possible cases of supply-side uncertainty, 

specifically Case A. The estimates of demand-side option value 

I 	 that emerge from such analyses are estimates of the value of 

hedging against demand-side uncertainty in a situation in which 

supply-side uncertainty has been eliminated. This may be the 

relevant model for many kinds of policy questions, for example, 

whether to destroy the park now or preserve it for future uncer

tain demanders. But there may be many cases in which either the 
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project can only reduce but not eliminate supply uncertainty or 

where there is a positi ve pr obability of continued supply even 
10 

without the project . 

There are two questions to be addressed concerning the inte

gration of demand- and supply-side uncertainty. The first is the 
f""'I 

effect of inappropriate assumptions about supply-side uncertainty t 
~ 

·
-~ 

J 

on measures of option price when demand uncertainty is present. 

The second is the sign of option value when supply- side and demand-

side uncertainty are integrated . Demand uncertainty can arise 

from uncertainty about income, uncertainty about the prices of 

other goods, or state dependent preferences. For purposes of , i ' 

this analysis, it is not necessary to specify the sources of de

mand uncertainty . Let p be the probability of demanding the2 

good . The indirect utility function when the good is demanded 

can be represented by 

.... 
I 

•· I

while with no demand it is : 
' 

- J 

where PND and PD represent price vectors . If the good is de J 
manded and supplied, realized utility is higher than if the good 

Jis not supplied : 

( 9) 

If the good is not demanded, the individual is indifferent as to 

supply. 

Before the project which would reduce supply uncertainty, 



9 

the individual's expected utility, EN, is 

! .. 

r 
r : 
I 

Consider now a project which would reduce supply uncertainty. As 

before, option price is that state independent payment which makes 

expected utility with the project (E
0 

} equal to EN' or 

E = E = plUND(YND - OP, PND}
N 0 

(11) 

+ P2 [r1UD(YD - OP, PD, o)+ r2uD(YD - OP, PD, G}] 

r 
j .' 

In the standard model, it is assumed that q 2 = 0 and 

that is that supply uncertainty is of the Case A variety. 

price is defined by: 

r 2 = 1, 

Option 

(12) 

r 

L 

But neither assumption about probabilities must necessarily hold in 

practice. In Case B (q
2 

> O, r 
2 

= 1) the left-hand side of (12} 

becomes: -

I As can be seen by comparing (13). with. the. left hand side of (.12). 

and recalling the inequality of (9), the expecte.d utility without 

the project is increased by the presence of case B supply uncertainty. 

Thus OP must be lower than in case A. 

the right-hand side of (12) becomes: 

In case C (q = 0, = < 1),
2 2 
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surplus. And second when full account is taken of supply-side un

certainty, the relationship between option price and the increase 

in expected surplus for uncertain demanders becomes more compli

11 cated and no simple generalizations appear to be possible. 

I 

r 
l 

I ; 

io'.=: 

L 

i 
I· 

L._ 

I 




Footnotes 

This research has been partially supported by the U.S. Environ

mental Protection Agency under cooperative agreement no. CR811075. 

Although the research described in this paper has been funded in part c 
by EPA, it has not been subjected to the Agencie's peer and adminis

trative review and therefore it does not necessarily reflect the view i 
of the Agency. 

*I am indebted to Richard Bishop, John Fitzgerald, Alan 

Randall, and especially Kerry Smith for helpful comments on 
.. I 

earlier drafts of this paper. I am responsible for any remaining 

errors. 

1 see Schmalensee (1972 } . For recent surveys and reviews of 

the theoretical issues, see Bishop (1982) and Smith (1983}. See 

Freeman (1984) for an analysis of the determinants of the sign and 

size of option value. In this paper, I do not deal with the ques .. 
tion of whether option price or expected consumer surplus (if 

either) is the correct measure of welfare change. See Graham 

(1981) and Smith (1983) for discussions of some aspects of this 

question. The question also involves deeper issues of ex ante 

vs. ex post welfare criteria . See for example Hammond (1981). 

I2 see also Smith (1983, 664-666) for a somewhat different 

treatment of supply uncertainty. "3r think that it is useful to adopt a terminology which dis

tinguishes between the two different sources of possible diver

gence between willingness to pay and expected surplus. I will 



f 2 

use the term "demand side option value" to refer to the more 

traditional concept that has been the subject of analysis for 

authors going back to Weisbrod (1964). 

4
For a discussion of the role of contingent claims markets in 

r determining the willingness to pay to reduce the probability of 

adverse outcome, see Cook and Graham (1977), pp. 151-154. 

an 

5one 

tainty of 

might take ~xception to allowing q 2 = 0, that is, cer

no supply. But this polar case is included because of 

its role in the literature, as will become clear below . 

I 

l _ 

f 

6Bishop .and Brookshire, Eubanks, and Randall both made ex

plicit comparisons between OP and expected surplus without the 

project, i.e. q
1
cs. Thus at first glance it appears that they 

were comparing the wrong magnitudes. However given the assump

tions about probabilities, their comparisons are algebraically' ..
!· . 

equivalent to the correct one, i.e., (r - q )CS given r = 1 and2 2 2 

7 r am indebted to John Fitzgerald for suggesting this proof 

to me. 

L 8
The behavior of CS as a function of income is the basis of 

l the Cook and Graham's measure of the irreplaceability of a good 

(1977), 

des = 1 - 3U(Y,O)/aY . 
dy aU(y-CS,G)oY 

According to (8) if G is replaceable in this since (dcs/dY = 0), 

then SSOV must be negative. Smith (1984) also uses the index of 

irreplaceability or uniqueness in establishing bounds on demand 

side option value. 
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9 
I have not been able to find a straightforward mathematical 

proof for Case D. But numerical calculations with various assumed 

parameters and utility functions confirm the indeterminancy of the 

sign of OP - Cr2 - q 2 )cs. Examples of these calculations are 

available from the author . • 

10 ror example bighorn sheep_hunters in the Brookshire, 

Eubanks, and Randall study faced a non-zero probability of being 

able to hunt in the absence of the project. The project was 

assumed to increase the probability that hunters would obtain 

licenses. 

J 

J 

~ 
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NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 


OF SUPPLY-SIDE OPTION VALUE 


• by 

A. Myrick Freeman IIIr Bowdoin College 

This note is a supplement to my "Supply Uncertainty, Option Price, 
and Option Value: A Note." All concepts, definitions and nota
tions are explained t here. The purfose is to show that supply
side option value (op - (r2 - q2)CSj can be either positive or 
negative in the most general case. . 

I. CS IS INDEPENDENT OF INCOME 
I . 

The general form of the utility function is U = U(Y, G) for 

G = 0, G. The condition that CS is independent of income is em

bodied in U = U( Y + G} so that CS= G; t h at is: 

U(Y + s + G} = U(Y + O} 
b

A. Let U( Y, G) = (Y + G) for 0 < b < 1
l . 

Assume the following values: 

y = 20,000 cs = G = 2000 

L 
b = .5 

·q = . 75, = . 25, = . 25, = .75q2 rl r21 

l Thus (r2 - q )CS = 1000.2 

From Equation (4); OP is the solution toI 
q 

1
uCY, O) + q

2
U(Y, G} = r 

1
U(Y - OP, O) + r 2U CY - OP, G) 

.75(20,000)· 5 + .25(22,000) • 5 = . 25(20,000 - OP)· 
5 

+ 

OP ) 05.75(22,000 



2 

or 143.14701 = .25(20,000 - OP)· 5 + .75(22,aao - OP) 05 

Solving for OP is cumbersome, but the ~HS is E0 . Calculate 

for various values of OP*. If Ea > 143 . 147al, thenE0 


OP* < OP.
J 
.... . 

Try OP* = (r - q )CS = $laaa.
2 2 

Ea= .75(19,aaa)" 5 + .75(21,000) 05 

I' 

= 143.14545 < 143.147al 

Thus OP*= (r - q )CS >OP
2 2
 

and ssov < a. 

. ; 

I 

Similar calculations for = .7, = .3r 1 r 2 
~ . 

7 
and (r - q )cs = lOa show

2 2 

05 05143.147al > .7(2a,aoo - 100) + .3(22,oao - 100 ) = 

143.14310 

B. Let U(Y, G) = l lb (Y + G)l-b 
-~ 

Assume Y = 2a,aoo cs = CI = 2000 
• I 

b = la 

q = .75, = .25; = .25, = .751 q 2 r 1 r 2 

From (4), solve 

I 
1 

-9 [-75(20,000)- 9 + .25(22,000)-~ = 

91 [.25(20,000 - OP)- + .75(22,000  OP)-~ -9 

for OP. Trying OP* = (r - q )CS = 10002 2 



3 


yields 

1 . 679 x 	l0- 39 > 1.719 x lo- 39 

so 	 OP* < OP and 

Ii 

r II . CS IS AN INCREASING FUNCTION OF INCO~E 

Let 	 U = (a + G)c Yb 0 < b, c, < 1 

For any a, b, c, Y, and G, the following can be solved for S: 

(a)c Yb = (a+ G) c(Y - S)b 

Alternatively , if S is specified, this can be solved for G, 

thereby scal ing G. Then (4) can be s olved for OP: 

' ~· 	 + G)c (Y - S)b + q (a +r1 ( a 2
OP = Y - [ c - c r (a) + r (a + G)

1 2 

Assume 	 Y = 2 0 , 000 CS = 2 0 0 C 

b = .1 c = .1 a = 1 

q = . 75, q = .25 ; r = .25, r = . 75
1 2 1 2 

Thus G = .111 

OP = 20,000 _ r.75(1.lll).l(l8,000).l + . 25(1.lll).l(20,000).-;i 10 
1L 	 c .25 (1 ) .l + . 75 (1.111) · -j 

' 	 Alternatively , i f b = . 9 , G = 1 . 5811748 

and OP= 1025.77 > (r2 - q 2 )CS 
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THE VALUATION OF RISK REDUCTIONS 

ASSOCIATED WITH REGULATORY POLICIES 

I V. Kerry Smith and William H. Desvousgest 

r 
!. 

This paper describes a conceptual framework for valuing 

regulations designed to reduce the risks experienced by 

individuals. While the motivation for our research arises from 

concern over the valuation of regulations governing the disposal 

of hazardous wastes, the analysis is general and could be applied 

to any risk reducing regulation. Nonetheless, in an effort to 

provide some specificity to the analytical concepts, we will use 

hazardous waste regulations for our examples. In contrast to the 

\ approach conventionally used to value regulations designed to 
l 

improve other aspects of environm~ntal quality , such as air or 

water quality , we t-1ave assumed these regulations affect the r isl:: 

e xperienced by an individual. That is. we do not attempt to 

isolate a specific dimension of environmental quality that is 

L 
 uniquel y associated with the disposal of hazardous wastes . 

. 

hazardous wastes are most often associated with contamination of 

water supplies, especially groundwater, e xposur e to airborne 

• hazardous pollutants is also possible• 

For our purposes , one of the most important ~spects of the 

problem arises from what the regulations can be expected to 

provide. They do not guarantee a level of environmental quality. 

1 



It must be recognized that, given our knowledge of the generation 

and transportation, as well as the current and proposed disposal 

practices . there is some risk that individu~ls will be e x posed to 
1 

hazardous substances at all plausible levels of regulation. 

Consequently , lncreased stringency of disposal regulations in our 

framework serves to reduce the risk of exposure. An economic 

evaluation of the policy associated with these regulations 

requires estimating the risk changes attributable to this 

increased stringency and valuing them . That is, we must model ..i 
and measure households" valuations of these risk reductions . 

. I 

This paper is concerned with the first of these tasks. In 

subsequent research we will report the results of a survey of 

over 600 households in suburban Boston tt-1at utilizes contingent 

valuation techniques to elicit households" willingness to pay for 

rl.sk reductions. 

It is possible to provide a more tangible basis for our 

analysis by considering two scenarios outlined by Freeman [1984aJ 

that represent the types of cases that involve hazardous wastes 

in actual policy decisions. Each describes a sequence of events 

that might lead to exposures to hazardous wastes . The fir-st .j 
involves a srrort-ter-m contami nat i or1 i r1ci dent that could resLtl t 

from an accidental spill of these wastes . For example, we might 

assume that the substances involved were organic solvents, acids, 

' 	 or inorganic toxics which can be acutely toxic but have J 
relatively short environmental half lives. An equivalent 

scenario, in terms of the time period for the risk of exposure, 

could be defined by assuming there was early detection of 



hazardous substances wi~h longer resonance times but there was a 

technology capable of completely effective cleanup and with that 

cleanup the elimination of the risk of exposure. We "''i 11 

distinguish the evaluati on of polici~s associated with these 

short-term risks from the second category described by Freeman. 

In this second scenario, Freeman used a s cenario involving the 

J long-term seepage of a hazardous substance with characteristics 

I 
of persistence, bioconcentration , and chronic toxici ty into 

environmental media. Detection of such substances is difficult. 

Therefore individuals must be assumed to face a long-term, but 

low risk of exposure to these substances. Our analytical model 

and associated valuation concepts are more relevant to changes in 

a long term risk. Consequently, this second scenario is probably 

~ 
the most plausible source of the risk described in our model. 

The risk reductions we wish to value arise because more 

stringent disposal regulations require alterations in disposal 

practices. We can conceive of these as analogous to the safety 

concepts used in discussions of the risks associated with nuclear 

. ~. power plants - the so called »defense in depth'' concepts of the 

effects of safety related technologies. Under this view of the 
t..: 

effects of regulations, landfills would be required to adopt 

containment technologies that have multiple liners and /or 

detection systems for leaks. Increased safety requires systemst 

that duplicate one another or, equivalently, that attempt to 

I 
respond to component failures. For example , we might assume that 

as a result of the regulations disposal sites would be required 

~ to introduce, parallel defense systems would permit each level to 

mitigate failures experienced with lower level systems. In such 

3 
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hazardous s ubstances with l onger resonance times but there was a 

technology capable of completel y e f fect ive c l eanu p a nd with t ha t 

clec.nL1p the elimination of the risk of e;:posLtr-e. 

d istinguish the evaluation of policies associated with these 

shor-t-term r-isks fr-om the second category described b y Freeman • 

In this second scenario , Freeman used a scenario involving t h e 

long-term seepage of a hazardous substance with character isti cs 

of persistence, bioconcentration, and chronic tox icit y into 

environmental media. Detection of such substances is difficult. 

Therefore indi v iduals must be assumed to face a long-term, but 

low risk of exposure to these substances. Our analytical model 

and associated valuation concepts are more relevant to changes in 

a long term r i sk. Consequentl y , this second sce nario is probably 

the most plausible source of the risk described in o ur model. 

The risk reductions we wish t o value arise because more 

stringent disposal regulat i ons require alterations in disposal 

practices. We can conceive of these as analogous to the safety 

concepts used in discussions of the risks associated with nuclear 

power plants -- the so called "defense in depth " concepts of the 

effects of safety related technologies. Under this view of the 

effects of regulat i ons, landfills would b e required to adopt 

containment technol ogies that have multiple liners and/or 

det~ction s y stems f or leaks. Increased safety requires s y stemst 

that duplicate one another or, equi v~lently , that attempt to 

respond to component failures. For example, we might assume that 

as a result of the regulations disposal site s would be required 

to introduce , parallel defense systems would permit each level to 

mitigate failures experienced with lower level systems. In 5Uc;h 

3 




a view o f the process, increases in the levels of safety are 

assumed to lead to reduct1ons in tf-:e risk of e>:posure . 

Alternatively, one could assume that the regulations lead to pre

treatment of wastes or differing dispo•al practices completely 

inc ineration 	rather than landfills . In t his case , the form of 

; 	 the regulation or the way in whcih firms responded could lead to 

a change in the attributes of the risk . While this could be 

important to the e v aluation of specific policies , for simplic i ty , 

in the model we develop, it will be assumed that there exists a 

mechanism for landfills to respond to regulations so that 

increases in the degree of stringency in the regulation can be 

c onsidered synonymous with larger risk reductions . 

There has been. surprisingl y little r esearch on the 

evaluation of policies designed to change the risks experienced 

by hOLISEf-101 ds . One notable exception arises with the literature 

associated with option values for unique environmental resources. 

In this case , an individual is viewed as making an §tl 1ni§ l : 

pay ment in order to resolve some of the uncertainty that he <or 

sh e > faces. In the earliest discussions of option va lue <see 

Bishop (1982] and Smith (1983] for revi ews> these payments 

resolved uncertainty as to whether some resource would be 

supplied. They did not , however, elimi nate a second uncertainty 

the individual was assumed to face . The individual was assumed 

to be uncertain as to whether the good or service involved 

actually would be desired . 

More recent research <Brookshire, Eubanks and Randall C1983J 

and Freeman C1984bJ) has considered cases in which the payment of 

4 



an opti on 	price changed. but did not resolve the uncertainty. 

That is. these models assumed the option price would increase the 

likelihood 	of some desirable state. These anal y s es ar e c losely 

related to 	the valuation problem to be addressed here . However~ 

they have 	failed to recognize that an indi vi dual's valuation of 

some increase in the pro bability of a des i rable state <or 

r. 	 equivalentl y reduction in the probability of an undesirable one> 

depend s upon the opportunities a va ilable for adj ustment to that 

risk. The specjfication of the framework asso~iated with the 

pay ment of an option price maintains one assumption for these 

opportunities. There are others and an individual's marginal 

r
L.. 	 valuation of the effects associated with a policy will depend on 

what is assumed. 

l 

Equall y important~ the focus of past theoretical anal y ses of 

option price has largely been directed to comparisons of opt i on 

price and e xpected consumer surpl us (i.e.~ to the s ign and 

magnitude of option value ) . We will argue that this is 

misleading~ because it requires a comparison of two distinct 

perspecti ves for applied welfare analysis - - an ~~ ~Qt~ versus an 

§~ QQ§~ criterion. Thus~ while this literature prov ides 

important in s i ghts to the v aluation problem. i t does not provi de 

a basis for dealing with the problem of valuing the risk 

reductions 	associated with regulations on the disposal of 

hazardous 	wastes. 

Section II begins our analysis with a general overview of 

the expected utility framework as ~ basis for valuing risk 

changes. Graham's (1981) framework for analy:ing option price is 

used to describe how institutions can affect the valuation of 



risk reductions through the ir impl i c ations for the prospects for 

the diversification o f risks. Sec ti on III develops o u r basic 

model, and considers the impli cati ons of state-dependent utilitv 

functions for the va luation of ris k changes. We also consider 

the relat ionship between these v aluation concepts and the option 

price. The last summar iz es the paper ~nd discusses i ts implica

tions for the estimation of the value of risli reductions. 

11 . ~~ggBIBl~IY e~~ r~g g~g1gg QE a egB§Eg~r1~g EQ8 §g~gE!I 

e~abY§l§ 

There has been increasing acceptanc e of a taxonomy for 

describing the components of the benefits associated with a 

i;;. .change in the quantit y or the q ual ity of an environmental 

resource. This framework distinguishes user ~nd nonuser (or 

intrinsic > benefits. Within the latter category option, 

e x istence, and bequest values are often identified as 
2 

constituents. Unfortunatel y , this scheme can be confusing, 

because the conventional def i niti6ns of user and opti on values 1 
I 

hav e implicitly adopted ~iffg~~O! perspectives for the valuation 

of environmental resources. This difference has not been 

completely appreciated until recentl y. To the extent there is 

uncertaint y in an individual's consumpti on, the perspective - ~~ -J 
I 

~O!~ versus ~~ QQ§! -- must be recognized in the definition of Jvaluation concepts. Moreover, when the policy to be evaluated 

involves a change in the uncertainty it»elf~ the selection of a 

pe~spective for analy$iS can be important. 

The perspective rel•tes to the v iew of the decision process. 



In effect. are we attemp ting to value a change in a resource (or 

its conditions of availability> based on how the change affects 

an individual ' s el§QQ~~ £QQ~~me~ign? or. alternatively. is the 

value derived as the e>:pected value cf the mod i fication in ~~tY!L 

consumption that would ari s e from the resource change. These two 

values need not be the same Csee Smith (1984bJ) . 

I The first corresponds to an ~~ ~nt~ view of the valuation 

problem , while the second involves an ~~ 2Qgi perspective. In 

what follows, we will utilize an ~~ §Dt~ framework, but will note 

the ways in which the selection of a perspective can affect 

benefits analysis . 

r A. 

Our analysis will accept the contingent commodity <or 

r contingent claims> approach to describing the effects of 

uncertainty on individual decision making. This means that our 

model will relate to planned consumption patterns, for anv state 

of nature that is realized. Utility will be described with a Von 

Neumann-Morgenstern utility function with the conventional 

F assumptions of nonsatiation and ris~ aversion <i . e . , concavity>. 

.. The central assumptions for the behavioral properties of 
' 

e~pected utility maximization are generally recognized as some 

variation on three axioms: transitivity of preferences over 
i .. 

L lotteries, continuity of preferences over lotteries, and the 
3 

independence axiom. The assumptions of transitivity and 

continuity imply an individual"s preference ranking over lotterie~ 

can be described using a preference functional described over the 

distributions for these lotteries . Independence gives the theory 

its empirical specificity by restricting the form of this 

7 



preference functional . 

A complete description of the experimenta l record on 

the performa nce of the model is not warranted here si~ce a number 

of summaries are available in the literature Csee for example 

Schoemaker C1980J , C1982J, and Machina C1983J> . However , it i s 

important to recognize that judgements as to its applicability to 

real-world decisionmaking under uncertainty need not be as 
4 

pessimistic as Schoemaker•s [1982J summary. As Machina 

acknowledges, there remain several potential e>: p 1 anati ons for the 

'"l 
i 

violations that are , at least , locally consistent with the 

expected utility framework. Equally important, there. has ·not been 

a complete and empirically viable alternative framework for 

describing behavior. Consequently, our analysis accepts the 

expected utility framework as a basis for defining valuation 

concepts . 

Without loss of generality , we can assume that an 

individual is allocating income among contingent claims. Wt-1atever 

state is realized, he <or she> will seek to allocate this income 
.,.. j 

to maximize utility subject to the constraints of budget 

exhaustion and fixed prices . This implies that an indirect 

utility function can be used to describe an individual's 

preferences in the ith state as in equation <1> : I 

i 
...J 

( 1 ) 	 u = v ( y ' p ' Q ) 
i i i i 

where Y = income 
i 

8 



P = price vector 
i 

Q = level of an env ironmental amenity <or 
i 

disamenit y l g i ven e~ ogenousl y 

• Holding P and Q constant, assuming there are two states of nature 

and that total income, Y, can be allocated to different 

I contingent income claims W and W associated with each of t he 
1 2 

two possible states of nature , the individual's objectiver. 
function can be written as: 

( 2 ) EU = p '.) ) + (1 -p } v } 
( "'' ( "'' 

r ·- 1 1 2 2 
vii th p = the probability of . state one 

EU = e~:pected utility
!""' 

We have suppressed P and Q in <2> since they are assumed to be 

constant in the initial analysis with this model. If tt-1ese 

claims for income are available at prices r and r , then the 
1 2 

budget constraint relevant to the allocation problem defined b y r <2> is given as equation C3>. 

L Y = r W + r W 
1 1 2 2 

L 
The solution to this maximization problem is well know. The 

I ratio of expected marginal utilities will be equali~ed to the 

relative prices of claims. If we can assume that the prices of 

claims correspond to a "fair bet", then marginal utilities will 

be equal for the two states. Of course, for the case of state 

independent preferenGes Hith equal P •s and Q '•, this implie~ 
i i 



I 

incomes are equaliz ed between the two states . Thus ~ the income 

assigned to the c laims associated with each state will be equal; 

the margi nal utilities wi l l be equal= and the total ut il iti es 
5 

"''i 11 be equal. 

By re-introducing one of the arguments of V<.> sup

j 
,.. 

pressed earlier , this model can be used to define convent i onal 

measures cf the benefits associated with increases in 

e n v ironmental ameni ties and relate them to the measures defined 

for changes in the uncertainty facing the indi vi dual. To rel a te 

the expected utility framework to . a specific problem, a source 

for the uncertaint y must be identified. Using the two levels of 

env ironmental quality , Q, with Q we might suppose anQ ' 
2 1 

individual can be in either of two states - the first offers 

envi ronmental quality at Q , while the second prov ides the higher 
6 1 

level Q . The probab i lities corresponding to these states are p 
2 

and <1-p>, respectively. This formulation has the effect of 

converting the model in C2> to one with state-dependent ut ility 

functions, where even with actuari~lly fair prices for the income 

claims, an individual's allocation of resources will not 

necessarily equalize incomes amonq the claims fer each state <or 

total utilities realized in them ) . If the level of the 

environmental resources available for consumption affects the 

marginal utility of income ~ then we can e x pect that an 

individual's insurance purchases at fair odds will ~QQ~~§t21~ his 

marginal valuation of probability changes. 

This specification for the source of uncertainty 

corresponds to what has been described in the literature as 

10 



s u pply u ncertai nty . An alter native f ormulat i o n c ould a l s o be 

deri v ed rec o gn i =ing that V(.) includes a pr i ce vec tor . If we 

assume that indi v idual ' s valuation of Q depended upon hi s level 

of consumption of some complementary good, and that ther e i s a 

price at which none of th i s good would be _demanded , theri we have 

a different source for changes in the indirect utility function . 

For example , P might correspond to a price vector with the pr i ce 

l 
a 

for this complementary good set at a level sufficiently high to 

preclude consumption, while P would be the base price vector with 

a positive level of consumption of this commodity . Uncertaintyr 

L 

over which of these prices would prevail could be interpreted as 

"demand'' uncertainty, because it does not relate to the 

a vailabilit y of good of interest - the environmental resource, Q, 

- but does affect an indi v idual " s valuation of Q. Under the 

assumption of no suppl y uncertainty this assumption would also 

lead to the appearance of a state dependency in the utility 

function. 

B. 

For environmental applications, the most familiar 

inst i tut i onal arrangement for mitigating risk is that associated 

the convent i onal definit i on of option price. This defin i tion 

would maintain that both demand <or preference related > and 

suppl y uncertainty are present. An individual can choose to pay 

some fee, the option price , regardless of the at•te of the world

[ 	 <i.e., with reapect to the realization of values for otber 

prices, i.e., price vectors P or P > and completely resolve 

supply uncertainty . 

11 



While supply uncertainty pl a y s a role i n moti vating and 

descr ibing the choice problem it is o mi tted from the defin ition 

of the opt ion price. Supply uncertaint y is, in a genuine sense, 

resol v ed in the conventional definit i on of option price 

regard less of whether or not the option is purchased. That is, 

the selection of the benchmark used i n defining opt ion pr i c e is 

the lowest availability level for env ironmental quality . If M? 
I' • 

let p and Cl -p> correspond to t he p r obabilit i es of P and P price 
a 

vectors respectively, then the option price , OP, is given in <4 >. 

( 4) p v <Y-OP , P, Q ) + ( 1-p) I,' <Y-OP, p Q ) = l' ...., 
,,;.2 a _J 

p v ( '(' P, Q ) + ( 1-p ) v ( '(' p Q )
' 11 ,:,: 1 '°i 

An alternative def inition of option price considers it a payment 

for changes in the odds of a desirab le state. For e >: amp l e, i t 

might compare the e x pected utility of pay ing OP and realizing Q 
2 

against the expected value of a lottery involving a probability 

of s of real i zing Q and (1-s> of Q • These cases have recentl¥ ] 
1 2 

been discussed by Freeman. 

Before p ursui ng t hi s defin i t ion further, a reformu lati on 

of equation <4> can be used to demonstrate the role of J 
institutions for the valuation of risk. This i s foun d in Graham's 

C1981J willingness to pay locus. It is based on the recognition 

that with a set of a contingent claims markets , the ~~ ~at~ 

payments to assure supply need not be fixed across the states of 

the world. They can be different. 

The selection of a point on the locus therefore 

12 
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c orresponds to th e acc e ptance of an a ssumption concer ni nq the 

institutions <or adjustment mechanisms> ~vailable to the 

ind iv idual for diversifying risk. The fair bet point will alway s 

y i eld the lar g est e x pected wil li ng n ess to pay for resolving 

supply uncertainty in favor of certain suppl y of the desired 

service. However~ it implicitly maintains the e xi stence of a 

specific set of institutions or their equivalent in assuring that 

the risks faced by the ind i vidual are insurable and there are no 

imperfections in the markets providi n g that insurance. This 

generalization was proposed b y Graham [ 1981J to evaluate the 

appropriate measure of benefits for policies changing the 

uncertainty facing an individual. It is a constant expected 

utility locus over all possible pairs <in a two state framework> 

of pay ments. Figu re 1 ill u strates the Graham locus. 

More specifically, in Graham's framework, an individual 

commi ts to a pair of contingent payments (a ~ a>. The locus 
1 2 

describes the set of such payments that maintain constant 

expected utility. In Graham's original analysis the level of 

expected utility corresponded to the initial condition with no 

access to a resource. The payments assured access. Th1..1s, there 

was no uncertainty in supply or decision by the ind i vidual 

concerning the lev el of use of the resource. If 

V = p VCY , P, O> + <1-p> V<Y , p ' 0) 

1 2 a 


then the locus is given as: 

(~) V ~ p VCY -a , P, Q) + <1-p> V<Y -a , p ' Q) 
1 1 2 2 .. 
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with Q - designating the level of access to the environmenta l 

resource and the slope of the locus given by <6 >. 

av 
(6) 	

d a2 p aY (Yl-al, P, Q) ~ = d a 1 	 av
( 1-p) (Y2-a2 , p , Q)oY a 	

I 
Thi s disc rete characterization of the problem is not 

essentia l . The locus could be def i ned fer differing levels o f 

the resource , the Q and Q distinction in our earl i er example , 
1 2 

or as Freeman (1984bJ proposes for p ayments to increase the odds 

of realizing some desirable outcome . What is important for our 

purpose is the locus' description of the range of opportunities 

for adjustment t hat can be assumed to confront an i ndividual . 

That is , the locus describes how values change with the t y pes o f 

institution s for di versifying risk. For example , consider how an 

individual arranges to make payments cont i ngent upon the state . 

Each poi nt on the locus designate$ a dif f erent set of payment s 

Jyielding the same expected utility level . If the payments are 

equal regardl e ss of state <the p o int where the locus crosses the 
0 . I 

45 line> each o f the payments corresponds to the option p r ice. 

If the payments correspond to a point where the slope of the J 
locus equals the ratio of the probabilities, then they correspond 

to what would arise from complete markets for contingent c l aims 

that had fair prices Ci . e ., the relative prices of claims equaled 

the relative probabilities>. Therefore we can consider each of 

these points as describing how distinct insti t utions would lead 

14 




the individual to make these payments. It is clear that the 

e~:pected magn1 tude of t h e pc:1yment w111 var y with eact"1 poi nt on 

the l ocus because e a c h point implies a different ability to 

diversify risk. Thus the Graham fr amework highlights the 

implications of specifying the conditions under which payments 

can be made as an integral part of the definition of valuation 

I 7 
concepts . Risk reductions will be less important if it is 

relatively easy for individual s to diversify the risk they face.

I Ir1stitutions for diversifying risks are important to 

an evaluation of polic i es associated with risk reductions in two 

ways. First, they affect the appropriate perspecti v e for valuing 

f ris k reductions for society as a whol e. Second , each per son ' s 

reported (or measured) valuation of a risk change will depend on 
~-· 

his <or her > perceptions of the opportun i ties for diversification 

o f r isk. These opportunit i es determine , in Graham's terms, the 

indi vi dual's position on t h e wil li ngness to pay locus. 

f . 

I 


In order to demonstrate the effects of institutions on an 

individual's valuation of risk we must describe how these 

institutions affect planned consu mpt i on. That is, we must 

specify the prospects and cost of making payments contingent upon 

the state of nature. The most direct way of incorporating these 
I ·. 

prospects into a model of consumer behav ior i» in the~ 
specification of markets for contingent claims. Of course, this 

does not necessarily imply that explicit markets for claims must 

e>:ist. Rather, the introduction of allocations to contingent 

commodities with prices is intended to represent the equiv•l e nt 

15 



of o p por t unit ies f o r t he i nd iv idu a l to ma ke payment s con ti ngent 

on the s t a te o f na t ure. The prices for claims then indicate the 

terms governing these payments. While these prices can be 

considered for cases where the opportunities are actuarial ly 

fair , this is not required by the introduction of opportunities 

to allocate. Indeed, in real world applications we would e x pect 

that the terms for making st~te dependent payments would not be 

actuarially fair. 

The analysis to this point ·has largel y been definitional, 

using the e x pected values for ~~ QQ§~ 'indirect utility functions 

with goods assumed to be selected optimal l y irregardless of the 

state of nature. The Graham willingness to pay locus implicitly 

maintains that state dependent payments are ad j ustments to 

income . This is a convenient formulation of the problem because 

it permits one to focus on one argu ment, income, of state 

dependent utility functions. The state dependenc y can then be 

assumed to arise either as a result of the events at risk or the 
8 

prices of the goods consumed. Ii does, however, abstract from a 

potentially important aspect of using the model in practice 

namely , specifying the commod i t y or set of commodities tha~ 

~ctually provides the basis 

Indeed, when the adjustment 

for state-dependent payments. 

mechanism is not through income , the J 
role of these commodities in the utility function must be 

considered. In what follows, we will maintain consistency with 
I 

the past literature by assuming it is possible to adjust the 

income received in each state. After the analysis has been 

developed in these terms, we will also sketch how the 
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introduction of spe cific c o mmod ities a s the basis for 

di versification would change the results. 

Without loss in generality we can continue to develop the 

model using two states of the world. I n the firs t of these 

states an indi v idual will e x perience a detrimental health effect 

that is associated with exposure to hazardous wastes. Moreover, 

r 
r for simplicity, we will assume that if the individual was not 

e x posed to the hazardous substances~ the likelihood of the health 
9 

effect would be zero. 

The second state is one in which this health effect is not 

e ;: peri enced. We will also maintain that these health states do 

not convert into income equivalents. This assumption is Qgt theL 

same as suggesting a compensating or equivalent surplus could not 
f- -· 

be defined for the health states <see for examples~ Note 6> . 

Rather it is a reflection of the effect of the hea l th state o n 

the individual's marginal utility of income. 

To simplif y the notation we will specify the state dependent 

utility functions in terms of the claims to income in each state. 

Two probabilities will be distinguished -- the li kelihood of 

being e x posed to a hazardous waste~ R, and the probability of 

incurring the detrimental effect given an e xposure, q. E~: pasure 

L does not assure that the individual will realize the health 

effect associated with state one. Thus, if equation <7> 

specifies the expected utility <EU> realized from allocating 

claims to income to each state~ then by rearranging the terms in 

<7> we can describe the problem as one involving the two events -

exposure and detrimental health effect <caused by that exposure> 

and its complement, as in equation <S> below. This 
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s i mplifi cation is possib l e because we have a ssumed that t h e e ve nt 

ass o c iat e d with be ing e x posed to the hazardous substance is onl y 

important to the indi v idual because of the li kelihood of 

incurring the health effect. If this assumption were relax ed, 

then the e x pec ted utility function and associated properties of 

the expenditure function would become more complex. However, the 

general issues raised by this anal ysis would be comparable. 

(7} EU = R (q v 
1 

( vJ ) 

1 
+ (1-q} v 

2 
( l;J } ) 

2 

+ ( 1 -F: ) ..,,, 
2 

<vJ ) 

2 

(8) EU = F:q ....., 

1 

( l;J ) 

1 
+ ( 1-Rq > •..; 

2 
(vJ ) 

2 

( 9 ) E = r 
1 

w 
1 

+ r 
2 

vJ 
2 

If we also assume that there e;,:ist "market s " for contingent 

claims in both states , then we can define the consumer's choice 

problem as one of minimizing expenditures on claims that would 

reali~e an expected utilit y level as given in (8). In effect, 

the constraint governing the purchases of claims in equation (9}~ 

together with the definition of the e x pected utility in (8) 

provide the basis for deriving a behavioral function describing 

how an individual's planned consumption choices <in this case 

allocations to contingent claims> would be affected by parameters 

to the decision process. 

By distinguishing the probability of exposure <R> from the 

~ 
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likelihood of the detrimental effect given exposure <q> we have 

the ab ili t y to e x amine what is implied by a lternative t ypes of 

markets f or- cc·ntingent claims. or equival e n tl y, mar kets for 

diversify ing risk . For example~ it see ms r easonable to e xpec t the 

p robability of e x posure would be the variabl e that would change as 

a r esu lt of any regulatory pol i c y designed to control the disposal 

of hazardous wastes. By contrast, q , the odds o f the det r imental 

effect given exposur e , is mor e likely t o be associat ed with the 

i ndividual's heredity and health. It is o u tside the con trol of 

regulatory polic y as well as largely o u tside the control of the 
1(I 

i ndi vi dL1al . 

Solving the necessar y conditions for a minimum o f (9) 

subject to (8) we can derive, for each desired level of e x pected 

utility, the e xp end i t ure minimizing demands for claims. 

Subst i tuting these functions in (9 ) we have the expenditure 

function in C10l. 

( 1 (>) 

whe re EU = level of expected utility 

Our valuation concept is simply the partial derivative of 

the e x penditure function with respect to the v a r iable assumed to 

be subject to policy control, namel y, the probabilit y an 
11 

individual faces o f being e~ posed to hazardous wastes. 

Equation <11> def ines this partial derivative . Moreover, 1 t is 

possible to describe specifically how th i s derivative is to be 

interpreted depending on both the sp~cification of individual 

19 
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preferences and the lnstitut1ons a v ailable for risk 

diversification. 

( 11 ) + 

where an asterisk implies the derivative is for the 

expenditure minimizing values. n . ' 
J 

Each assumption that is made with respect to the character --. 
l 

of the prices for contingent claims will describe a different I 

institutional setting. More sp~cifically, to define actuariall y 

fair markets we must consider the relationship between the prices 

""' of claims and the probabilities of the states of nature I 
l 

associated with these claims . This relationship is affected b y 

the way we hav e structured the realization of the two states of 

nature. . ' 

Recall the two states are: incurring a detrimental health 

effect and not incurring it. By assumption, the individual must 

be exposed to hazardous wastes in order to face the possibility 

of the detrimental health effect. Thus, while the probab i lity of . l 
state one <i.e., realizing the detrimental effect> is the joint 

probability of exposure and the effect, our problem structure is J 
what has led to this outcome. It was deliberate simplification. 

Nonetheless this formulation is sufficiently detailed to permit 
J 

an inquiry into the effects of the prospects for risk 

diversification for valuation measures. 

Actuarially fair markets for conting•nt cl~ims would require 
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tt-rat: 

( 12) Rq 

(1-Rq) 


As a practical matter~ however~ gi v en our assumption that the ' I conditional probab il ity of the effect given an exposure is 

specific to the individual, it is unlikely that this type of r 
opportunity for risk diversification would actually be a vailable 

12 
to indi v iduals. Moreover, if we accept an g~ §Qt~ perspective 

for treating uncertainty, then it would also be unreasonable to 

e x pect public policy measures would provide these types of 

opportunities for risk di versification. They would requirer 
distinguishing the opportunities for diversifying risk to suit 

each individual 's probability of incurring a detrimental health 

effect given e xposure to hazardous wastes. Consequently a more 

r: 
plausible specification for- wt-rat might be the "best" public

I ' 
I 

framework for di versifying risk is one that would assume the 

relative prices of claims corresponded to the odds of exposure to 

the ha=ardous substances as in Equation <13). 

( 13) 
(1-R)L R 

I 
• The selection of a relationship between the relative prices 

of claims and the relative odds of states of nature does make a 

difference to the interpretation of the expenditure function and 

is the •n•lytic•l CQunterpart to introducing diffe~ent 
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institutions (with al l invo l~ing some a bilit y to have st a te 

depe ndent clai ms ) . In the f i rst case where equation C12 l d e fines the 

institutions avai lab l e f or risk diversification i s gi ..1en 

by (14) bel1::-iw. Th is result is derived using the f ir st order 

condi ti ans for an e :-:pendi tur-e min i mum together wi tt·, ( 11 > a nd tr1e 

total d i fferenti al of t h e e xpected utility f unct i on e valuated at 
13 

the optimum select ions of cl aims. 

-


By c ontrast, if we assume that <·13> defines the opportuni 

ties for risk diversificati on~ then equat ion <15) des c ribes an 

indiv1d1..1al 's va luation o f a cr1ange in tr1e e :-:posure probabil ity 

<with the b a r intended to represent the difference in t h e 

optimizing values as a result of the modi fi cation in the 

assumpt ions concerni ng the relative pr i ces of contingent claims >. 

( 15) ()E = <w1 - w2) + <v2 - vl) cR 
dV1 
dW1 

. 
..J 

I 

In the first case~ markets tailored to the individual's 

circumstances wil l imply that the valuation reflects each indivi- · I 
dual"s specific chances of incurring the detrimental ef f ect given 

exposure to hazardous waste. This risk is reflected in the 

allocation of resources among contingent claims and diversifica

()E 
(14 ) ()R 



t1cn in response to it i s f easible . By contrast~ th is is not the 

case under the s e cond set of ass umpti ons (i .e. ~ equation (1 5 ) ) 

vihere the insurance p ay mer,ts ( i.e.~ CW - W > cannot be scaled to 
1 

reflec t the impact s cf the indi vi dual specific odds of incurring 

the effect. 

I t may be argued that n either of these cases offers a 

I plau s i b le descrip tion of the prospects for risk d ive rsification 

that are ac t ually available to indi vi duals . For this case an 

i nd ivi dual's valuation of changes in the probability of exposure 

will reflect both the p ur e protection benefit and the v a l ue of 

any improv e me nt i n the eff ici e ncy of the risk d i stribution of 

income among claims as a result of the change in this 

p r obab i l i t y. This value is defined in (16) and is derive d from 
r . 
! an e x penditure function defin ed to correspond to the case where 

there is no relationship between the rel at i ve prices of c l aims 

(r /r and t h e relative probabilities involved. 
1 2 

( 16) = rl (V2 - Vl) 

l 
r· 

1
R dV

dW
1 

l where ~ indicates the optimizing values for W ~ W and 
1 2 

corresponding v al u es of V and V . 

I 
1 2 

These three analytical descriptions of individuals' planned 

behavior clearly indicate that each individual's valuation of 

risk depends on the adjustment opportunities available to 

mitigate that risk . The first two cases suggest that there is a 
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premium Cfor normal irrep laceable goods in Cook and Graham 's 

(1977] terms> i n addition to the insurance value of reducing the 

risk of a detrimental event. The distinction between the two 

lies in the level of the insurance that would be selected based 

on the terms a vailable. The premium is based on the nature of 

the event at risk. In the presence of actuarially fair mar kets 

(the first case> with state i ndependent preferences both the 
...., 

marginal and total utilities realized in each state of nature ' 

would be equalized. To the extent there is a difference in total 

utilities~ even with fair markets, the model is identifying a 

real-world phenomena -- one state may still be preferred. The 

allocation of income among claims cannot compensate because at 

the margin the same income level will have a different value in 

the t""'° state-s. 

The third case is harder to interpret because it appears to 

include onl y the adjustment term in each of the first two case-s. 

However~ this is misleading. The value ac knowledges that since 

there is not an e f ficient allocation of resources among claims 

both a pure protection and an efficiency effect must be reflected 

i n the valuation. 

Indeed, the increment to option price as a measure of value 

is quite similar to this case . Equation C17 > reports the J 
valuation of a risk change where only an option price , OP, can 

J be paid. 

( 17) 
aE aoP -----3R 3R dV 

Rq _! + (1-Rq) 
• 

dW1 
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Since mechanisms for state dependent adjustments do not exist in 

the option price case, the nature of the efficiency effects and 

pure protection benefits cannot be distinguished. Equally 

r important, there is no mechanism that allows the individual to 

bring the marginal utilities of income in each state into some 

F consistency. When there are markets for contingent claims, but 

relative prices do not relate the odds of the states involved, 

•. 
' 
· 

expected marginal utilities will be adjusted to reflect the 

signals given by these markets <or opportunities for adjustment>. 

Clearly, this analysis suggests that the nature of the events at 

/ ·· risk and of the opportunities for adjustment are central to the 

marginal valuation of ris k changes. 

Generalizing this framework to a case where adjustment takes 

place through the prices and consumption of commodities rather 

than in income can be accommodated, but in a more complex 

setting. For example, the expenditure function for the two 

state/two commodity case is defined by <18> below. 

( 18) •
L 

I 
 EU .. Rq Ul (Xll' Xi2' Q) +
Min Ir:. l 
i=l 

(1-Rq) U2 (X21' lti2• Q)J 

where X =contingent claim for geed i, state j 
ij 



P = prices for contingent claim 

ij 


Rq = probabilit y of exposure and a detrimental health 

e f fect 

To determine the valuation of risk changes in this scheme , 

one or more of the X 's must be designated the commodity through 
i 

lwh i ch ad justment takes place. With this adjustment the 

properties of the expenditure function will parallel those 

reported earlier , but be influenced by the nature of the demand 

for the commodity i rregardless of its use in ri sk 

di versification. 

Our anal y sis to this point has abstracted from the problems 

associated with measuring individuals' valuations of risk 

reductions . Since it has been described in a contingent claims 

framework and we do not readil y obser v e markets for contingent 

c la ims, there may appear to be little information that is of 

direct empirical relevance to be deri ved from the anal ysis. 

However, this judgement is not appropriate. There are at least 

three important implications for measurement : 

<1> There has been an increasing tendency among 

resource economists to call for the use of option pr ice as the I 
appropriate basis for measuring the benefits associated with 

policies designed to change the character of the uncertainty 

facing individuals. Both Freeman C1984cJ •nd Bishop C1984J, for 



ex ample~ acknowled ge Graham's [1981] ar gument s for c on s i dering 

the fai r bet point~ b ut argu e that option pri ce is probabl y a 

reasonable ''second-best'' <and c ert ainly more pragm~t i c > benefit 

concept for most policy contex t s involv ing environmental and 

natural resources. 

This judgement is somewhat mi sleading. There are 

two aspects of modeling ind ividual behav ior in the presence of 

uncertainty. One concerns a normat i ve issue which they h ave 

implicitly addresse d. That is~ if we have policies that change 

the character of t he uncertainty faci ng individuals~ what is the 

most appropriate benefit c oncept to be used in appl i ed welfare 

analyses of these actions? Graham's argument is carefu l to~ 
suggest the valuation i mplied by the fair bet point is relevant 

r-

l 

if actuarially fair markets in contingent claims e xist . If they 

do not he s ugges ts option price may be a reasonabl e second best 

valuati on concept. What is at issue is an assumption as to 

whether the governmental action influences the abilit y t o 

di versif y risk in the way i t prov ides <and finances> the pure 

t protection e ff ect of the risk reduct i on. This is a judg ement on 

L 

the set of institut ions prov ided with or implied b y the way .the 

policy to reduce risk is implemented and paid for. 

By focus i ng on this issue~ Bishop and Freeman seem to 

I 
have implicitly assumed that measurement of these v alues will be 

undertaken using survey <i.e.~ contingent valuation - CV> 

techniques. In a CV framework the analyst must descr i be to 
r 

individuals an institutional mechanism in which the hypothetical 

payments are made that is consistent with the fe~sible public 

~lternatives. 
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B1 contrast, our analysis has maintained that absence 

of contingent c lai ms mar kets alone does not imply that it is 

infeasibl~ for indi v iduals to diver s ify risk <i. e. , to arrange 

for payments that differ according to the state of nature> . 

Indeed, if individuals perceive opportunities to adjust to risk, 

these will affect their valuation of any proposed risk ' I 
reducti ems. Our analysis using an expected utility framewor k has ,,
demonstrated how changes in the perceived opportunities for 

adjustment affect the maximum amount individuals would plan to 

pay for reductions in the probability of a detrimental event. 

This would imply that if contingent valuation 

techniques are to be used, we should not impose the "option price 

institution " as a part of the e >: planation of the valuation 

question . Moreover, efforts to elicit each individual's 

valuation of a risk reduction should be affected by how they 

perceive adjustment is possible to control the state-dependent 

payments made. While we may find that many ind iv iduals percei ve 

the equivalent of constant pay ments regardless of the state of 

nature (i.e., the option price institution>, this is an empirical 

question. 

( 2 } The assumption of state-dependency of preferences 

suggests that the attributes of the events at risk, in addition 

to the direct monetary consequences, should be determinants of an 

j
individual's valuat i on of risk reductions. There is a 

substantial body of research in psychology that supports this I 
framework. For example~ in . summarizing a decade of research 

conducted by he and his colleagues at Decision Research, Paul 
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Slavic (1984] recentl y ovbserved t hat two of the most important 

dimensions of risk for ex p l~i n ing indivi dual behavior were dread 

and k no1r,1 edge. Dread risk " ••• i nco rporates tr1e notion that 

somett-1ing is dread a nd potenti al l y catastrophic . " ~p. 6 > 

Knowledge or Known risk considers not o n l y an ind ividual ' s 

perception of whether the ris k is known b u t in addition whether 

the effects at risk are delayed and the hazard unfamiliar . This 

research identified other attributes of risk that influence 

behavior. Slavic does not ignore them , rather his point is that 

these factors are especially important. He noted that: 

" ••• The characterization of a ha:<: ard ~'i th regard to the two 
factors, Dread Risk and Known Risk, will predict people"s 
Judgement as to how risky it is; however, it does not 
predict experts• judgement very well. The e xperts are 
rel yi ng more on actuarial statist i cs , the probabili t ies of 
different sizes of accidents or injuries. To an e~pert, 
that is what risk is; to a member o f the public, that is 
what risk is not. Public percept ion of risk is inf l uenced 
by aspects fo risk suc h a s voluntariness . controllabilit y , 
catastrophic potential, e quity, and risk to future 
generations." (p. 6 > 

These observations are consistent with our framework 

and imply that contingent valuation e x periments should consider 

circumstances with identical changes in risk levels but 

differences in these dimensions. 

<3> Finall y ~ conventional characterizations of risk 

aversion in state-independent frameworks and Karni"s C1983J 

recent e x tension of them to the state-dependent case may not be 

relevant to understanding the valuation of risk changes. 

Freeman ' s [1984cJ analysis of the size of option value uses the 

Arrow-Pratt measure of relative risk ~version to classify 

plausible degress of risk aversion. All of these measures <when 

int&rpreted in a contingent claims fr~mewor•( > require that risk 
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aversion be measured in relation to a reference point that has 

been defined to be the point of equality of the marginal util i ties 

of income across states . For this condition to be realized, an 

individual must have access to actuarially fair markets . 

Clearly the Arrow-Pratt index~ defined in terms of the ' derivatives of the utility function (or in Karni"s case by I 
weighted a verages of the index for each state-dependent utilit y 

function) can be used as an index of curvature of the function 

(with increasing concavity associated with risk aversion>. 

However ~ the correspondence to a risk premia wi ll depend on the 

assumed institutions available for adjustment. Our analysis would 

suggest that these values may have little relevance to the 

intensity of risk aversion implied by an individual's valuations 

of alternative risk reductions because they have been derived 

under an inappropriate assumption for the opportunities for 

adjustment to risk. Measures of the risk premi a implied by an 

individual's degree of risk aversion must be derived with 

institutional assumptions that ap~roximate the opportunities for 

risk diversification that are actually availab l e . - j 

. i 

J 

J 
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I 

of an individual's valuation of this change can be defined as 

follows: 

V CY - CS, Q > = V <Y , Q > 

2 1 


V CY + ES, Q > = V CY, Q ) 

1 2 


t . 7. Recently there has been a renewal of interest in the' 
~ 

implications of the mechanisms available to individuals for 

adjustment for the definition of efficient policies for static 

externalities. ·originally termed averting behavior by Zeckhauser 
. . 

and Fisher [1976J, these responses have been considered -in detail 

in two recent papers (Shibata and Winrich [1983] and Oates 

(1983]). State specific payments and the terms under which they 

can be made are somewhat analogous to the conditions affecting 

these static adjustments . 

8. The first development of this argument appears to have beenr 
in Hartman and Plummer [1981J. 

9 . This second assumption is a fairly restrictive 

simplification. While it is not essential to our arguments in 

w~at follows, it does serve to greatly simplify matters. 

10. q could be a choice variable as a part of regulatory policy. 

One notable example of how this might t~ke place can be found in 

~ 

' the implementation of Section 109 of the Clean Air Act • Thisf. 

·section mandates that primary standards for the criteria 

pollutants be set at a level necessary to protect public health 

with an adequate margin of safety. EPA has interpreted this 

mandate to require the definition of standards b•sed on protecting 

33 



those individuals established to be most sensi tive to eac h 

cri t eri a p o ll utant <though not nec essarily the most sensit ive 

members of the group> a gainst adverse health e f fects. <See 

Jordan~ Richmond and Mccurdy [1983 J> . This dec i sion amounts to 

I
selecting a q as part of the regulatory p r ocess. It impl i citly 

maintains that all other individuals have q probabilities higher I 
than that of the sensitive group. 

11 . Cook and Graham [1977J developed this approach ~o the 

problem in their analysis of the demand for insurance for 

irreplaceable goods . See Smith [1984aJ for use of their index of 

uniqueness in defining a bound for option value as a fraction of 

the e xpected consumer surplus. 
~I 

12. This is to be distinguished from Graham ' s "individual risk "~ 

which he assumes can be insured against. (See Graham [1981) pp. 

720-721.} 

13. See Gallagher and Smith [forthcoming) for the details 

associated with this derivation for a simpler case . 

_J 

I 
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RISK AVERSION, INITIAL CONDITIONS, AND 


STATE DEPENDENT PREFERENCES 


V. Kerry Smith * 

Over the past two decades, the ,\r row ~ 1965 l ··Prnit : 1964 ~ 

meas ure of local risk aversion has conditi o ned th e wa y in whi ch 

~conom 1sts described econom ic behavior in the pre sence of 

u n c e r t a i 11 t ~· . Whil e conca vi ty of th e individual's utility funct ion 

has oft en been treated ns synonymous with risk aversion, this 

index a dva nced our understanding of such behavior by providi n g a 

basis f or ranking ind i vidual s' preferences accorrling to the d egree 

of aversion to risk. Mo reov er, this avers ion can be related to 

the premium eHch risk averse individual would pay ra t her than 

a ccept an actuarial ly fair gamble. 

The purpose of this paper is to sugcest that t wo important 

aspects of the measur e of ris k aversion are overlooked in usin g 

the Arr ow- Pratt format. Mor eover, consideration of thes e issues 

greatly adds to the inform a tion required in judging the actua i 

risk av ers ion ex perienced by any on e individual in comp~r 1so n tu 
l 

another. The fir s t of these con s iderations is the init ial 

co nditions assumed to describe an in d ividual' s circumsta11ces wn~n 

he • or she > is confronted with nn a ctua ria lly f air gambl e . Th~ 

s~ c ond relates to the opportunities that are assum Ad availab le to 

th~ individual for ad j ustment in response to ch an ges in Lhe risk 

ex perien ced . 

Th~ motivatio n for considering th~se issues arises, in part, 

f r om Kar ni' s ~ l983 j r Ace n t e xte ns ion to th e literature on 

l 



n1 P;'ls u r i n z r ts i\ avers ion t o a cc om o d at e state - d Pp end':' 11 t pr E> fer E> n c es . 

in d'iscu$~;i.ng the questH1n of defini.rq~ the critc·r.i<i fur c ompn ri n~ 

u r l ! i t \' fun c t i on s t o e v 3 l u a t e t i1 e d e g rt':' <:> o f r i s }-: a v e rs i (> n , i\ a r· n i 

o l> s ,,. r v e <l t h a t t h f~ i. s s u e s n r e 11: r e n t 1 y s i mp l i Y 1 ~ <i b v i h (:' 

c <.> n ,, e n t i on a i as s ump t. 1 on o f s t a t e - i n depen <i e n t p re f e ren c es . In this 

c nsn, ~1ven actuarially fair markets for cout.i.np;ent claims, the 

in~omP, total utility, and marginal utility certainty loci are all 
0 

co1nc1dent . In a state claims diagram they correspond to the 45 

Iin~ from the origin . Once the assumption state - indepenri<>nt 

preferences is relaxed this equality is not maintained. As 2 

1·es ult, Karni argued that the defin:ition of a set of refP.rencf> 

points was especially important to the measurement of risk 

aversion. We shall argue, in what follows, that his 

identification of this point has implications that extend beyond 

the issue of measuring risk aversion under state-dependent 

pref~rences and relate to the conceptual basis used in defining 

indexes of aversion. 

2. 

An index of risk aversion should reflAct th ree factors: t i i f> 

inh~rent reluctance of an individual to accept gAmbles as a 

result of his !or herJ preferences, the risks already experjen~eri 

by the individual, and the individual's ability to ad.just to 

risk. The Arrow-Pratt measure seems to focus exclusively on the 

fi.rst of these factors. However, in fact, it implicitly 

specifies the individual's circumstances in the other twu 

dimensions as well. 

2 
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'Tl11s point c'an he demonstrated wit h th·o fami I iar grap !:s. 

F i 1 u r r· l p r es en l s <1 g r a p II i c ci i i 1 I n s t nit l on o f t he A r r ow- P r '" t t 

lrrdex o f ri sk av e rs1on. It is d eri ved by assurni. n g tht=- inrlividus1 

1 s <> n t h e u r i l i t y c e r t a i n t y l o <.: u s a n d i s c on f r on l <:: cl wi t h :1 n 

I 
 ar.tuarial ly fair gamble . he ca n def ine the risk pr e mi a as the 


con s tant payment that would be mad ff in lieu of accepting the 

gamble. This payment is one that would e qualize the expe r.ted 

utility from mak ing the payment and av oidi.ng the gamble , versus 

participating in the gamble and avoidin g the payment. Thus, if we 

c o n s i 	<l e r b e g i n n i u g t h e a n a 1y s i s a t p o i n t. 1\ , w h e r e t h e i n d l v i d u a J 

has eq ual income, y, in cla im s y and y , fac ed with B t i.e., the 

r 1 2 
prospect of a wi th probab il ity p and =E~ with probability ( 1- p ) ) , 

1-p 
then the Arrow-Pra tt index of ris k avers ion focuses on the ma ximum 

I 

L 	 risk premia that would be pa i d, i ndependent of state, to RVO i.d R. 

Thi s is de fi ned by the expected utility equivalent of B that a l s o 

lies along tht:: in c om e certainty lo c us, shown in F igure 1 as p oi. n t 

-c . This will involve a payment of '1T irregardless of the state of 

the 	world. 

It sh ou ld be noted tha t initiation of th ~ ana lysi s at Al. 
assumed th e individual faced no other uncertainty o r that 

l . actuarially fair markets in co ntin gent claims were available t o 

adj ust to i t. In either case the indiv idual would hav~ the 

refer e nce point A. Equally important, one mi ght alsn quetition the . 

assumption of constan t payments to avoid the gamble. Thi s i s a 

plausible adjustment only if the individual's uli.lity fun~tion is 

state-independent and the me ch anisms ava i lable for adjustm~nt 

· i . e . 	, t h c ma r k e t s f o r c on t i n ge n t c l n i ms l a re a c t u a r i a 1 L ~· f a i r . 

3 
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When eith e r of thest> assum pt i ons is rAlax.,.d the measu?· E> o: 

i ..1 s k p n:mi <: :1 s !'i <><' i at e d w i t h t h <:' f <1 j r g am IJ i e w j l l n o t. b f! t h (• 1\ r r ow · 

PrAtt formulation. Karni's ana l ysis considPred rela~ation of th!' 

ri rst of these assumptions hut i mpJ icit Ly ma :in t~un<'<l thi:- s<~c on d 

by mP.asu r ing risk premia alo ng his reference se t i or ma rg inal 

11tilit'! cer ta inty l <Jcus ) . Figure 2 illustrntes the i mp licntions 

of the second assumption in a state-independent framework. When 

tht> individual doe s not fnce actunria.Lly fair markets f or adjustment, 

t h e r E> i s n o r e a s o n t o s u p p o s e t h a t t h e s t a r t i n g p o i n t , A , 1 g i v e n 

probabiliti es of states 1 and 2 of p and • l -· p ) resp~ctiv,.[y i wi ll 
0 

lie on the 45 line. Rather, it will coinci<le with th e tange n cy 

of t he budget const ra int des c ribing the nature of the availab!P 

markets for contingent cl aims with the Von Ne umann ·· Morgenstern 

indifference curve as shown in Figure 2. Given the indivtdua l 

faces a fair gamble starting from th is r eference po int, the choice 

will be B in comparis on to points that are equivalent in expected 

utility terms. One of these points c orresponds to the cAse of 

equal payments i n either s t ate o f the wor ld and cor resp onds to 
0 

p o int C ( constructed by drawing a line parallel to the 45 thru Al 

wi t. h 1T* = y -y * = y 
2 2 

prefer this index of 

-y *· The re 
l l 
risk aversion 

is , 

over 

howe ver , n o reason 

on e that r efl e c t s 

to 

the 

a ct ual adjustment to this risk the individual could ma ke i.e. 

gi ven the relat ive pri ces of c on ti ng e nt cla i ms w ~re r / r If a 
1 .., 

lies on the locus of tangencies of indi ffe rence curve s ~ ith 

hudget co nstra i nts wi th slop e - r ! r then th~ risk prem in 
1 2 

cor resp ond ing to D would se em to providP a more natural me<-tsun· 

of the risk experienced by th e indiv i dual. Thes e state d~pendent 

pnyments would reflec t both the con c Avity of the i n<lividu~I 's 



ll t i i i t Y f u n c· t i o n a n d t h e n ci l u n ! o f t h e i ! 1s t i t \1 t i 11 n s 1 m n r k ·~· t. s f o r 

c o iH t ri g e n t c; l a i m s : a v u i 1 a b 1 e f o r a d . j u s t m-:- n t . The ri.s~: prernia 

w i. l l n n t b •:> c o n s t a n t a c r o s s s t a t e s ( i . c . , y - v • t y - v ' . 
l i ., ~ 

Mo r i> o v e r , n c~ i I h e r- o f t h e t iv o rn e a s u r e s t h a t mi g h t b E- d e f l ll t- d t o 

s u m m n r i ?. ~: t. h t.• i n d i v i d u ~1 J ' s a c t i o n s - -- t lw e x p <:> r: t e d p a y rn f• 11 t , µ ' ~ · · 

Y • \ T ( 1-p ) '· ..y -y '· } ) and the change in expenditures I r . -~· -y i 
2 .., l l 

T r I.. Y -y ' _) ) expected paym e nts defined in an Arrow - Pratt 
~ ~ 2 

framework. r 

Relaxing the assumption of stale independent preferences 

merely strengtens these arguments, because the Arrow-Pra t t 

me asure becomes more arbitrary as an index of risk aversion in 

this case . As Karni acknowledged, risk premia can be me a sured in 

relation to at least three different standards the income 

certainty, utility certainty, or marginal utility certainty loci . 

The last is only a natural selection if the i ndividua l is assumed 

to face atuarially fair markets for conti ngent claims. If t ht" 

individu~l fa c es contingent c l aims markets th a t are not 

actuarially fair, a more p lausible measure of risk aversion wou ld 

be cons i stent with the feasible adjustment <lefined by th e se 

markPls . 

To describe this measure analytically requires red<>fin:ing thf'." 
I 

Karni reference se t so that: ~ 

(1) RRS(U) 

\ 



where 	RRS = r evised reference set 

Yi income level in state i 

U. = 	utility function for state i (with prime designating
l. 

the deriva tive of U. with respec t toy.)
l. 	 l. 

K 	 (:~) 
The reference set und er this spe cifi cat ion is the g r aph of a 

r * * 
funct ion r elating y to y We shall designate it using the 

] 2 * * 	 j 

same 	nota tio n as Karni as y = g (y ) ( with g' >Ol . The expect ed .,1 
value of the risk premia, Q, associ ated with thi s re f eren c e s et is 

giv ~n in equation ! 2 l . 

·[p 	g:(Yz:) +(1-p)] (K -p(l+K))
(2) 	 Q = x 

r: 
I 	 g (Yz ) + (1/K) (1-p) K 

I 

xz 	 (p g (Yz*) + (1-p) ) 
+ !

1 
(1-p) I 

g (Yz 	 ) + (1/K) 

whe re 	X = y - y 
] lr 	 * 

II 	 II* u1 (g 	 (Yz ) u2 (Yz* ' )
(1-p) 	 + p(- u1 (g (y2 ) ~) (- Uz ' (Yz \ * 

Ther~ 	are two importan t distinct ions between this me asure and 

Karni's result. First, both the level and the squared deviati on 

L of the actual sel ec ti on a nd the reference poin t arP i mpor tnnt to 

the expected risk prem ium. Sec on d, the nature of cont 1n gPnt 

cl a ims market s in comparison to the rela t ive likeljhoorl of t!1 e 

C 	 state of na tur e also affects the relationship between the ris ~ 

premia a nd the curvature of eac h of th e st at e-<lepe nd cnt util i ty 
4 

function$. 

7 



The ;>resen 1 Rnalysi.s can ;-llso b"· s een as a <ii 1·1~ct t>:·:! Pn$1nn 

1n f it o s s r 1~ >-3 I : a n d I{ i h 1 s t r on: , Rn m ~ r , a n d Wi 1 J i n m s i l ~~ H l : :-i n a 1 v s i s 

11 f r·i ::;J\ a vers i c.1n with random in:itial lvt::!ei .l th. 

r. on s i d c r t he c o n d i t i o n s u n d e r 1.; h i c h r i s Ii a v P. rs i o n o f t h t' u t i 1 '- t ~· 


functions irnpl~ a rnnking of the r is k premin wit h rMndom initial 


wealth . The first cons iders the case of uncorre lat ed r a ndnru I ' 

\' n r l a b 1es 1 i n a s t r <> n g s ~ n s e i n n d t he s e <: on d 1 n de p ~ n <i en t. r a Tl <lo m 


sources of income. Our findin gs also relate to independent rand om 

'· fl r i ~ b 1 e s , b u t. f o c u s o n t h c i mp l i c a l i o n s o f t h e c o n d i l i <1 n s 

available to t he indiv idual for adjustment to the rlsks faced. 

J 
I 

I 




FOOTNOTES 

:t C: e n t e n n i a l I-' r o f e s s o r o f E1.: <> n o rn l c s , V;-i 11 d (' r b ·i l I' l ' n .i. v f: r ~; L t v . 
Smith's rPsearch w ~s suppnrt~d hy the C. S. Environmental 
Protection A~ency under Coopera t ive Anre~me r1 t *CR Hll075. 
Ait hough the research descriherl in this p a_pe r has been fu nded in 
part b y EPA, it has no t been subj ect t<J the Ar; eucy 's P•'•e r and 
adm inistrative review a11d there f ore doAs not necessarily refle~t 

I 
th~ vi~w of the Agency. No official e ndor sement should bA 
in ferred. 

1: For an exc cl l~ nt discuss ion o f the measurement of ri s k 
aversion including treatment of the strengths an<l weakness es of 
the Ar r ow-Pratt measure, s ee Machina [ 1983 ; , pp 17-l~. 

~. One of these poin ts was identifi ed hv bnth Kihlstrom, ~nmPr 

?. n d Wi. 1 l i am ~ 19 8 l J a n d R o s s [ 1 9 B 1 ! . R o t h p a p ~ r s we r e m o t i v 1-1 t NI h v 
the fact that the Arrow- Pratt characterization depends on the 
possibility of attaining complete certainty, since the risk 
premium condition is the amount an individual would pay for 
complete i nsur a n ce against a g iven r isk. Roth of th e se papers 
consider the implications of a random initial wealth for thP 
characterization of r isk a version in response to alternative

f..
r ra ndom additions to wealth. 
I 

To o ur knowledge , howe ver, non P of these efforts ' includ i ng 
the mor e recent Dion ne and Eickhoudt ! 1983 ] ) has explicit l y 
considered th e implicRtio ns of the circumstances availab l e for 
indi vid ual a djustment together with a n ini ti al ly uncertain lev ~ l 
of in c ome . 

L 

t 
L 3. Of course, our def inition of th e revised r eference s~t 

as sures that this funct ion wi ll be different than Karni ' s 
fun c tion, when th e markets for contingent clai ms arf> not 
actuari ally fair., . 

4. This will a lso be true in thP case where the risk premia in 
P. a ch s t a t e a 1·e we i g h t e d b y t h e p r i c es o f c 1a i ms i n t h o !': e s t ;:i t e s . 
1:nrler Lhis definition t he r isk premium wo11 lrl be defined ~s: 

L 
II III * u1 (g (Yz ) ) Uz _ [ K + p(l+K)] )C + 1 (Yz:)]

Q = (1-p)K ! -[(1-p) p I 

~ ~ u1 (g (y2 ) ) Uz (Yz ) 
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SOME ISSUES IN DISCRETE RESPONSE CONTINGENT VALUATION STUDIES 


* V. Kerry Smith 

i1 

r 
~ The use of survey or contingent valuation methods to 

estimate an individual's valuation of non-marketed goods, 

especially environmental resourc~s. has attracted increasing 

\ 
r 	 attention in recent years. Initially, research efforts in this 

ar~a were viewed by a majority of the economics profession with 

considerable skepticism. However, with the increased need for 

information on individuals' valuation of a whole range of
L 

environmental resources and limitations on the ability of 

indi~ect marke t-ba sed methods for valuing all of these resources, 

there 	has been a substantial increase in the use of contingent 

valuation methods to provide this information. Indeed, a recent 

state-of-the-art assessment ( see Cummings et al. [ 1984 ] ) of the 

I 

l contingent valuation method ( CVM ) has been able to develop a set 

of reference operating conditions unde~ which it was reasonable 

to expect the CVM approach would yield estimates with accuracy 

that was approximately comparable to the indirect methods . 

Clearly The definition of these conditions is a judgmental one. 

l 
L Nonetheless, it was based on a substantial number of comparative 

studies evaluating the relationship between CVM and indirect 

market estimats of the benefits associated with changes in 

• specific environmental resources. Moreover, it does reflect the 

changing attitude toward the CVM approach. It is therefore 

particularly appropriate to consider new directions in the 

1 




development of the contingent valuation method. 

Michael Ha nemann has pro v i de d an insightful discussion of 

several issues that could easily form the basis for a new line of 

research on refinin~ the contingent valuation methodology. My 

comments on his paper focus on two generic issues raised by his 

discussion of the relationship between discrete response modeling 

and contingent valuatibn studies. The first of these concerns 

the development of models that are capable of describin~ how 

individuals will respond to a contingent valuation experiment and 

the use of these models in helping to understand CVM rsponses. 

The s~cond is a somewhat ~eneral issue. It arises in Hanemann's 

discussion of extensions to the CVM methodology, and the role of 

maintained hypotheses in the development of benefit estimates for 

environmental resources. After describing each topic in the next 

two sections, the paper will conclude with a brief summary. 

II. 	 MQR~1!~g !Hg !NR!Y!RY~1 Hg§fQN§g fHQgE§§~ 1B~ BQ1g Qf 

!~1i!Ng !Q ~ ~~!~ f Q!N! 

One of the central questions in interpreting contingent 

valuation survey results concerns how the individual resopondent 

treats the que~tions that are pos e d to him ( or her ) . Quite 

appropriately, Hanemann approaches this problem by suggesting 

that current research should move beyond the classification of 

survey biases and address the problem of modeling how individuals 

respond to contingent valuation questions. He suggests that CVM 

responses be treated as containing systematic and non-systematic 

components. The analysts' problem is to develop a framework that 
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allows the systematic component to be uncover~<l from the overall 
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responses. One way to recover the systematic portion of the 

response (which is assumed to be associated with the individual's 

true preferences) is to develop a formal model of individual 

behavior in responding to the hypothetical institutions posed by 

the CVM experiment. 

A variety of such models have been developed in the past. 

Thayer (1981), for example, was the first to propose that a 

contingent valuation bid was the weighted average of the starting 

point suggested by the interviewer to the respondent along with 

the individual's tt·ue valuation of the resource ( or the change in 

resource). A number of other investigators, Carson, Casterline, 

and Mitchell [1984] for example, have used a variety of decision 

rules to describe the way in which individuals might be assumed 

to respond to CV questions. Hanemann extends this work by 

proposing that a formal optimizing model be used to describe an 

individual's preferences. Moreover, he outlines a framework for 

linking that model to these CVM response decision rules in either 

a stochastic or a non-stochastic format. This is clearly a 

significant advance over the past literature because it provides 

an explicit behavioral explanation of an individual decision rule 

rather than an ad hoc description of what might be governing the 

process. 

My principle suggestion is that such models should be based 

on attempts to understand how individuals interpret CVM 

questions . If economists are serious about the process of using 

survey research to understand individuals' valuation of 

environmental resources, then it is important to learn what other 

3 




social scientists have recognized long ago. Communication wi th 

individuals is not automatic. Our terms, as well as our 

conception of how households will understand and adjust to an 

activity, may not correspond to what individuals would describe 

on their own . This is not to suggest that economic models of 

individual behavior are irrelevant, but rather to acknowledge 

that individuals' explanations of what they are doing may not I 
correspond to the way we would describe their actions to them. 

Consequently, we need to learn to listen before we ask or model 

individuals' responses to CVM questions. This suggestion not 

only reinforces McCloskey's (1983 ] recent call for greater 

tolerance in the use questionnaires and self-descriptions, but 

argues that they are not limited to testing preconceived 

theories. If we are to avoid what he describes as "foolish 

inquiries '' and the misuse of survey respondents, we must learn to 

communicate with the individuals we wish to interview. This will 

often mean asking them what 1h~Y !hin~ we are asking for! 

As the complexity of the survey research tasks and the 

degree of discrimination we request of individuals increases, it 

is especially important to discuss with potential respondents the 
I 

questions we wish to ask, and how they interpret those questions. . i 

Often they can tell us how to explain the situation so as .to J 
elicit the information we want. In effect, this suggestion 

argues that there is a step which precedes the introduction of a 

formal model. It is an inductive evaluation of how individuals 

perceive the questions asked of them before forming their 

responses to a contingent valuation survey. After this step has 

4 



been satisfied ( and it will lik ely n e ed to be satisfied in a wide 

array of CVM app li~atio ns b e fore i t is poss ible to substantively 

improve the formal modeling of the individuals ' responses ) , then 

we should b e abl e to significantly e nhance the behavioral 

• 
restrictions us ed i n decomposing individuals' response s to 

1 
~ contingent valuation surveys.
' 
j 

ft 
I 
r Applied micro economic research has seen a systematic c hange 

in the way in wh ich the behavior of economi c entities, both 

households and firms, is described empirically . Initial 

empirical work in modeling househo ld demands for goods andJ--~ 
~ 

services and in describing firm behavior used fairly "loose" 

., 	 specifications of the behavioral relationships estimated in . that 

no close ties to economic theory were offered. We have seen 

progressive enhancements in the practice of empiri cal research in 
I 

both areas with fai~ly detailed functional forms developed as 
2 

well as more atten t ion to the c r iteria for selecting among them. r There is DOW been growing interest in •the developmen t of models 

for benefit estimation based on specific maintained hypotheses. 

Hanemann's proposals to develop methods for enhancing the quality 

of contingent valuation results are an example of this type of 

L 	 modeling. This approach argues ( in the case of demand model.i ng } 

.' 	 that the specifi c estimating equation should be derived, 


analytically, from a specific utility function and budget 


constraint under the assumption of constrained utility 


maximization . 


An alternative approach wo uld impose fewer restrictions of 
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the function estimated, arguing instead that it is an 

approximation to a function that would result from the same 

optimization process. Without knowledge of the form for the 

utility function, it is implicitly argued that few restrictions 

should be imposed. Rather the data are presumably allowed to 
t 

, "tell their story. " Neither approach is ideal for obvious ' 
reasons. To develop exact estimating equations that follow from I 
the behavioral descriptions of household actions requires that 

simple tractable utility functions and budget constraints be used 

in describing the household preferences. Often these functions 

will impose significant structure on the nature of these demand 

functions . By necessity, these restrictions become a part of the 

maintained hypotheses used in organizing sample information and ..-. 
therefore in the estimation of benefits . 

The alternative often relies on "high speed (but hopefully 

mindful) groping" ~o describe the nature of an individual's 

--demand. This has been widely criticized because it has tended to 

completely misuse the principles of classical inference (see 

Wallace (1977), Leamer (1978) (1983], and Ziemer [1984) as 

examples) . Hanemann's proposal follows the general logic of the 

first approach and offers an interesting adaptation for the case 

of CVM surveys. He argues that individuals may D2! know what 

dtheir valuation of a particular environmental or natural resource 

might be. For example, he observes that I 
"I want to suggest that, most of the time , people do not 
consciously knQ~ their preferences; they usually cannot 
introspect their utility functions. Instead, they discover 1their preferences when they actually make a choice: a 
decision 'pops into' their head. Their preferences are 
revealed to them as part of the actual choice . However, 
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p references 3 r· e fa i r 1 y s t ab 1 e ( t he r· e may be a random 
component but there also is a substantial deterministic 
component ) ; therefore, if a person has faced the same choice 
on several previous occasions, he can estimate his own 
preferences with reasonable accuracy -- he can predict what 
he would do if the choice arose in the future -- by 
observing his own past actions." (p. 3 ) 

Under these circumstances, Hanemann suggests a contingent 

valuation question that asks the individual to gauge whether his 

( or her ) willingness to pay for a change in an environmental good 

exeeds some bound may be easier to respond to and therefore 
3 

provide a more accurate response. One might criticize this 

approach on the grounrls ~hnt it is inconsistent with the 

estimation of valuation information. Hanemann's argument is that 

it ne~d not be. The responses to such questions together with 

the assumption that a specific utility function describes 

individual's preferences will allow the analyst to recover an 

estimate of that individual's willingness to pay. Thus, this is 

a clear e~ample of how the prior information from theory can be 

used to help in organizing sample responses. In this case, even 

though the respons~s are not specific willingness to pay bids, it 

is possible to recover estimates of these values. The maintained 

hypothesis of utility maximization together with the assumption 

of a form for the utility function and the budget constraint 

provides the needed supplementary information. 

This seems quite sensible given our conventional models. of 

household behavior. However, it is important to appreciate just 

how far we are "pushing that theory . " Consider, again, the 

explanation that is being used to describe how the individual 

responds. Each individual does not know his (or her) willingness 

to pay for new or previously unexperienced goods or services. As 
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a result, they are best confronted with a threshold and asked to 

j ud ge h ow t heir willingness to pay relates ot it. However, 

e conomi s t s tha t an a lyze their responses ~r~ ~~~YID~Q !2 ~DQ~ 

(up to a monotonic transformation). Otherwise , it would not be 
I 

possible to recover estimates of the individual's willingness to 

pay. This seems to be an unreasonable set of assumptions . It I 
remains an open question whether, even accepting the Hanemann 

model of the decision process, the estimation strategy involving 

a revised question and specific utility function will provide 

-

"better" estimates of individual valuation than questions that 

elicit bids used together with less restrictive prior 

information. This general issue can be applied to the whole line 

of research which begins with utility ( or production ) functions 

and attempts to derive estimating equations. It is an important 

and as yet unresolv~ d issue. As Hanemann is implicitly 

suggesting , it may be especially important to the CVM approach to 

ben e fit estimation . 

It is not sufficient to argue that the imposition of 

parametric utility functions insures consistency, permits 

_1extrapolation, and avoids large differences between willingness to 

pay and willingness to sell questions. Each of these results may J
be symptomatic of errors in the way in which we are modeling 

indi v idual preferences or the constraints to beha vior . Imposing 

a s et of r igid maintained hypotheses to eliminate these 

inconsistencies does not necessarily improve the quality of the 

information we get as a result . 
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Hanemann's paper raises a number of important and 

interesting issues associated with improving the use of 

contingent valuation methods in benefit estimation. It will 

~ 
., surely stimulate a wide range of research in this area . 

~ Moreover, in the process of developing his arguments, HanemannI 
implicitly raises an important issue for benefit estimation. 

r That is, in the development of economic models to describe 
I 

individual behavior two approaches have been used. One might be
I 

l . . 	 characterized as the detection of economic structure with some 

I -	 maintained hypotheses but relying on empirical searching of the 
~ 

potential models. The alternative to this approach has been to 

impose fairly rigid maintained hypotheses and thereby "smooth'' or~ 
~ · 

,__ 	
reduce erratic responses from a given data set. It is not clear 

that the latter is necessarily superior to the former. If 

empirical research ~eeks to improve the quality (in terms of both 

I 

t bias and precision of our estimates ) and to learn how individuals 

make the decisions we wish to describe, some mixture of the two 

strategies is likely to offer a better strategy. By exposing 

these issues, Hanemann has offered not only a specific guide to 

new research in the use of the CVM approach, but has also exposed 

a more general set of issues concerning the approximate use_of 

the deductive insights from economic theory and the inductive 

information from observing and talking to economic agents in 

benefit estimation . 
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1. This is an activity that economists feel uncomfortable with. 

Nonetheless, there is a growing recognition that this type of 

research is essential to the design of survey instruments. 

Indeed, the use of focus groups in marketing research has been a 
~ 
. ,' 

;significant basis for th~ design and evaluation of survey 

research (see Bellenger et al. (1979 ~ , Axelrod [ 1979 ] , and Buggie . i 

[1983}. 

2. For discussion of this work in production modeling, see 

Jorgenson [forthcoming ] . A somewhat early survey of demand 

modeling is given in Powell [1974]. 

3. This follows the approach used by Bishop and Heberlein 

( 1979 ) and has been . discussed in detail in Hanemann [ 1984 ] . 

r 
.1 

J 
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